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PANSU PULLBACK AND RIGIDITY OF MAPPINGS
BETWEEN CARNOT GROUPS
BRUCE KLEINER, STEFAN MU¨LLER, AND XIANGDONG XIE
Abstract. We consider mappings f : G ⊃ U → G′ where G and
G′ are Carnot groups. We prove a number of new structural results
for Sobolev (in particular quasisymmetric) mappings, establishing
(partial) rigidity or (partial) regularity theorems, depending on
the context. In particular, we prove the quasisymmetric rigidity
conjecture for Carnot groups which are not rigid in the sense of
Ottazzi-Warhurst.
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1. Introduction
Background and overview. Quasiconformal mappings between do-
mains in Rn have been heavily studied since the 1930s. They initially
arose in Teichmuller theory, and over time found applications in a num-
ber of areas of mathematics, including Kleinian groups, complex dy-
namics, PDE, rigidity of lattices, and geometric group theory. Qua-
siconformal mappings in non-Euclidean settings first appeared around
1970 in the work of Mostow on rigidity of lattices in Lie groups, and
the topic gained momentum in the 80s and 90s due to the conver-
gence of developments from several directions, including Gromov’s no-
tion of hyperbolicity, fundamental work of Pansu on quasi-isometries of
symmetric spaces, advances in the analytical theory of quasiconformal
homeomorphisms, and the explosion of interest in analysis on metric
spaces (see for instance [Gro87, Pan89, IM93, MM95, HK98, Ast98,
Bon06, Kle06, Hei07]). A new phenomenon in the non-Euclidean set-
ting is rigidity [Pan89]: in some situations quasiconformal mappings
turn out to be very restricted, in sharp contrast to mappings in Rn,
which are flexible and come in infinite dimensional families. A heuristic
explanation for rigidity is that in the case of smooth mappings quasi-
conformality is equivalent to a first order system which is formally
overdetermined except in very special cases. However, the limited reg-
ularity of quasiconformal homeomorphisms has posed a major obstacle
to converting this heuristic into theorems: since quasiconformal home-
omorphisms are not a priori smooth, the standard technique for ex-
ploiting overdetermined conditions – repeated differentiation – is not
applicable. For this reason, rigidity is only known in some special cases
where the regularity problem has been successfully overcome or cir-
cumvented [Pan89, Cap99, CC06, Xie15]. Regularity issues aside, the
general picture remains unclear even for smooth quasiconformal home-
omorphisms, because the precise implications of the condition depend
in a subtle way on the structure of the Carnot group G; see below for
further discussion.
In this paper we establish a number of rigidity (or partial rigid-
ity) theorems. A key technical result is a generalization to Carnot
groups of the fact that in Euclidean space, pullback of differential
forms by Sobolev mappings commutes with exterior differentiation, un-
der suitable assumptions on the Sobolev exponent [Res89]. We consider
Sobolev (in particular quasiconformal) mappings f : G ⊃ U → U ′ ⊂ G′
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between open subsets of Carnot groups, and define the Pansu pullback
f ∗Pω of a smooth differential form ω ∈ Ω
∗(U ′) using the (approximate)
Pansu differential. Although Pansu pullback does not commute with
exterior differentiation in general, even for smooth Sobolev maps, it
turns out that a partial analog does hold: for some closed forms ω,
certain components of the distributional exterior derivative of f ∗Pω are
zero. In this paper we use this result to exclude certain types of os-
cillatory behavior of the Pansu differential and obtain rigidity results.
Further applications to geometric mapping theory will be given else-
where.
Although the initial motivation for this work arose from geometric
mapping theory and geometric group theory, in spirit the phenomena
and methods have much in common with the analytical side of geo-
metric mapping theory, and with the literature on rigidity and oscilla-
tory solutions to PDEs, see for instance [Nas54, Tar79, Mur81, Gro86,
Sch93, DM99, M9¨9, Mv03, DLS09, DLS17, Ise18, BV19].
Statement of results. We begin by setting notation and briefly re-
calling a few facts about Carnot groups; see Section 2 for more detail.
Let G be a Carnot group with Lie algebra g, grading g = ⊕sj≥1Vj,
and dilation group {δr : G → G}r∈(0,∞). Without explicit mention, in
what follows all Carnot groups will be equipped with Haar measure
and a Carnot-Caratheodory metric denoted generically by dCC . We
recall that if f : G ⊃ U → G′ is a Sobolev mapping between Carnot
groups, where U is open, then f has a well-defined approximate Pansu
differential DPf(x) : G → G
′ for a.e. x ∈ U ; this is a graded group
homomorphism, which we often conflate with the associated homomor-
phism of graded Lie algebras DPf(x) : g→ g
′. If f : G ⊃ U → U ′ ⊂ G
is a quasiconformal homeomorphism, then f ∈ W 1,ploc for some p strictly
larger than the Hausdorff (homogeneous) dimension of G, and DPf(x)
is an isomorphism for a.e. x ∈ U .
We first discuss mappings and product structure. We remark that
the problem of determining to what extent a mapping X1 × X2 →
Y1×Y2 must respect the product structure has arisen in various places
in mathematics [Mau81, Whi40, Fox47, Fou71, J5´7]; our original mo-
tivation was the product rigidity theorem in geometric group theory
[KKL98].
We observe that bilipschitz homeomorphisms need not respect prod-
uct structure in Carnot groups: if G is a Carnot group then for any
nonconstant Lipschitz map α : G→ Rn the shear (x, y) 7→ (x, y+α(x))
defines a bilipschitz homeomorphism G × Rn → G × Rn which does
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not respect the product structure. Another type of example comes
from products of the form G1 × G2, where G1 ≃ K, G2 ≃ K × K
for some Carnot group K: the map (x1, (x2, x3)) 7→ (x3, (x1, x2)) does
not respect the given product structure. Our first result asserts that
nondegenerate Sobolev mappings between products must respect the
product structure once these two types of examples are excluded. Let
{Gi}1≤i≤n, {G
′
j}1≤j≤n′ be collections of Carnot groups, where each Gi,
G′j is nonabelian and does not admit a nontrivial decomposition as a
product of Carnot groups. Let G :=
∏
iGi, G
′ :=
∏
j G
′
j .
Theorem 1.1. Let ν denote the homogeneous dimension of G. Suppose
for some p > ν that f : G ⊃ U → G′ is a W 1,ploc -mapping, U =
∏
i Ui
is a product of connected open sets Ui ⊂ Gi, and the Pansu differential
DPf(x) is an isomorphism for a.e. x ∈ G. Then f is a product of
mappings, i.e. n = n′, and for some permutation σ : {1, . . . , n} →
{1, . . . , n} there are mappings {fσ(i) : Ui → G
′
σ(i)}1≤i≤n such that
(1.2) f(x1, . . . , xn) = (f1(xσ−1(1)), . . . , fn(xσ−1(n)))
for every (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ U . In particular, any quasiconformal homeo-
morphism G→ G′ is a product of homeomorphisms.
By means of a blow-down argument, we use the product rigidity the-
orem above to see that quasi-isometries between products must asymp-
totically preserve product structure.
Let {Gi}1≤i≤n, {G
′
j}1≤j≤n′ be as above, and suppose {Gˆi}1≤i≤n, {Gˆ
′
j}1≤j≤n′
are collections where:
• Each Gˆi, Gˆ
′
j is either a simply-connected nilpotent Lie group
with a left invariant Riemannian metric, or a finitely generated
nilpotent group equipped with a word metric.
• For every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n′ the asymptotic cone of Gˆi, Gˆ
′
j
is bilipschitz homeomorphic to Gi, G
′
j, respectively [Pan83].
Set Gˆ :=
∏
i Gˆi, Gˆ
′ =
∏
j G
′
j, and equip Gˆ, Gˆ
′ with the ℓ2-distance
functions,
d2
Gˆ
(x, x′) :=
∑
i
d2Gi(πi(x), πi(x
′)) , d2
Gˆ′
(x, x′) :=
∑
j
d2G′j (πi(x), πi(x
′)) .
If 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we say that two points x = (x1, . . . , xn), x
′ = (x′1, . . . , x
′
n) ∈
G form an i-pair if xj = x
′
j for every j 6= i. The next result says that
an i-pair x, x′ ∈ Gˆ with d(x, x′) large is nearly mapped to a j-pair,
where j depends only on i.
Theorem 1.3. For every L ≥ 1, A <∞, there is a function ε = εL,A :
[0,∞)→ (0, 1] with limR→∞ ε(R) = 0 with the following property.
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For every (L,A)-quasi-isometry Φ : Gˆ → Gˆ′, there is a bijection
σ : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , n′}, such that for every R ∈ [0,∞), 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
and every i-pair x, x′ ∈ Gˆ with d(x, x′) ≥ R, we have
(1.4)
d(πj(Φ(x)), πj(Φ(x
′)))
d(Φ(x),Φ(x′))
∈
{
(1− ε, 1] if j = σ(i)
[0, ε) if j 6= σ(i) .
One may compare Theorem 1.3 with the rigidity theorem for quasi-
isometries between products of Gromov hyperbolic spaces [KKL98]; in
that case the quasi-isometry is at finite sup distance from a product of
quasi-isometries, modulo reindexing factors. This stronger assertion is
false in the setting of Theorem 1.3, because of central shears. Nonethe-
less, Theorem 1.3 is still strong enough to imply that the factors are
quasi-isometric:
Corollary 1.5. If Gˆ, Gˆ′, and Φ are as in Theorem 1.3, then modulo
reindexing, Gˆi is quasi-isometric to Gˆ
′
i.
We recall that the quasi-isometry classification of nilpotent groups
has remained a major open problem in geometric group theory since
Pansu’s work [Pan89, Sha04]; Corollary 1.5 shows that this reduces to
the case of groups which are indecomposable (in an appropriate sense).
Our next result is a regularity theorem for nondegenerate Sobolev
maps between certain complexified Carnot groups. For simplicity we
only state the result for complex Heisenberg groups here, and refer the
reader to Section 8 for the general case.
Theorem 1.6. Let HCn denote the complexification of the n
th Heisen-
berg group Hn, and let U ⊂ HCn be a connected open set. If f : U → H
C
n
belongs to W 1,ploc for some p > 4n+2, and the Pansu differential DPf(x)
is an isomorphism for a.e. x ∈ U , then f is holomorphic or antiholo-
morphic.
Corollary 1.7. Any quasiconformal homeomorphism HCn ⊃ U → U
′ ⊂
HCn between connected open subsets is either holomorphic or antiholo-
morphic.
In the case of C2 diffeomorphisms Corollary 1.7 is due to Reimann-Ricci
[RR00]. We also show that global quasiconformal homeomorphisms are
rigid:
Theorem 1.8. The group of quasiconformal homeomorphisms HCn →
HCn is generated by left translations, complex graded automorphisms,
and complex conjugation.
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In contrast to global quasiconformal homeomorphisms, locally defined
quasiconformal homeomorphisms HCn ⊃ U → U
′ ⊂ HCn are quite flexi-
ble, and come in infinite dimensional families, see Section 8.
We now shift our attention to quasiconformal homeomorphisms G ⊃
U → U ′ ⊂ G for a general Carnot group G. For a smooth diffeomor-
phism, being locally quasiconformal is equivalent to being a contact
diffeomorphism, i.e. preservation of the subbundle of the tangent bun-
dle TG defined by the first layer V1 ⊂ g. A parameter count indicates
that the contact condition is formally overdetermined unless G is iso-
morphic to the Engel group or to Rk ×Hℓ for some k, ℓ, and hence one
expects some form of rigidity. However, the analytical character of the
condition is quite different for different groups:
• When G = H × H contact diffeomorphisms must be products
(locally) but otherwise are quite flexible [CR03].
• When G = HCn the contact condition is locally flexible, but still
“hypoelliptic”, i.e. contact diffeomorphisms are holomorphic or
antiholomorphic.
• When G is an H-type group with center of dimension at least
3, (e.g. one of the Carnot groups studied by Pansu) or a free
Carnot group of step s ≥ 3, then the smooth contact embed-
dings G ⊃ U → G form a finite dimensional family when U is
a connected open subset [Pan89, Rei01, War07].
Following Ottazzi-Warhurst [OW11], for 1 ≤ k ≤ ∞ we say that a
Carnot group G is Ck-rigid if the space of Ck contact embeddings
G ⊃ U → G forms a finite dimensional family for every connected
open subset U ⊂ G. Building on the theory of overdetermined systems
[GQS67, Spe69], Ottazzi-Warhurst [OW11] gave several different char-
acterizations of C∞-rigid groups, and proved the following regularity
theorem:
Theorem 1.9 ( [OW11]). If G is a C∞-rigid Carnot group, then any
C2-contact diffeomorphism G ⊃ U → U ′ ⊂ G is C∞.
In view of the theorem, a group is Ck-rigid for k ≥ 2 if and only if it
is C∞-rigid, so we will call such groups rigid. This leads naturally to
the following (cf. [OW11, p.2]):
Regularity Conjecture 1.10. If G is a rigid Carnot group, then any
quasiconformal homeomorphism G ⊃ U → U ′ ⊂ G is C∞.
The conjecture is known for H-type groups with center of dimension
at least 3 by using subelliptic regularity [Cap99, CC06]; it follows from
Theorem 1.1 that the Regularity Conjecture holds for a product of
Carnot groups
∏
iGi if it holds for all of the factors {Gi}. We will
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present further results on rigid groups elsewhere [KMX], and focus
here on the case of nonrigid groups. Our main result for such groups is
that one always has partial rigidity, apart from some exceptional cases:
Theorem 1.11 (See Section 9 for definitions). If G is a nonrigid
Carnot group with homogeneous dimension ν, then one of the following
holds:
(1) G is isomorphic to Rn or to a real or complex Heisenberg group
Hn, HCn for some n ≥ 1.
(2) There is a closed horizontally generated subgroup {e} ( H ( G,
and a finite group A of graded automorphisms of G with the
following properties:
• For every p > ν, if U ⊂ G is a connected open subset and
f : G ⊃ U → G is a W 1,ploc -mapping such that det(DPf) has
essentially constant sign, then for some Φ ∈ A the compo-
sition Φ◦f preserves the coset foliation of H. In particular,
the conclusion holds for quasiconformal homeomorphisms.
• The Lie algebra of H is generated by a linear subspace
{0} (W ( V1 with [W,Vj ] = {0} for all j ≥ 2.
Thus, apart from exceptional cases quasiconformal homeomorphisms
preserve a foliation, up to post-composition with a graded automor-
phism. This suggests that for the (nonexceptional) nonrigid cases there
may be a more detailed description of quasiconformal homeomorphisms
along the lines of [Xie15] for model filiform groups. To our knowledge
such a description is not known even for smooth contact diffeomor-
phisms, either locally or globally.
Another aspect of quasiconformal regularity/flexibility has to do
with the Sobolev exponent, i.e. higher integrability of the derivative.
Quasiconformal homeomorphisms f : G ⊃ U → U ′ ⊂ G are always in
W 1,ploc for some p strictly larger than the homogeneous dimension of G,
where p depends on G and the quasiconformal distortion of f [HK98].
However, except for Rn and the Heisenberg groups Hn, all known ex-
amples of quasiconformal homeomorphisms are inW 1,∞loc , i.e. are locally
bilipschitz. This motivated the following:
Conjecture 1.12 (Xie). If G is a Carnot group other than Rn or Hn
for some n, then every quasiconformal homeomorphism f : G ⊃ U →
U ′ ⊂ G is locally bilipschitz; moreover, if U = G then f is bilipschitz.
Using Theorem 1.11 and a variation on [SX12, Xie13b, LDX16] we
show:
Theorem 1.13. Conjecture 1.12 holds for nonrigid Carnot groups.
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Note that for rigid groups Conjecture 1.12 would follow from the Reg-
ularity Conjecture and [CO15].
Our next result, which is a key ingredient in the rigidity theorems
above, concerns the interaction between Sobolev mappings and differ-
ential forms. We recall that pullback of smooth k-forms by a W 1,k+1loc -
mapping f : Rn ⊃ U → Rm commutes with the exterior derivative,
i.e.
(1.14) df ∗ω = f ∗dω
for all ω ∈ Ωk(Rm); here the exterior derivative on the left hand side is
interpreted distributionally. To our knowledge this was first observed
by Reshetnyak, who used it in his approach to quasiconformal and
quasiregular mappings [Res89]; it has many other applications to geo-
metric mapping theory in Euclidean space. Now let f : G ⊃ U → G′
be a W 1,ploc mapping where G, G
′ are Carnot groups and U is an open
subset. Since f need not be a Sobolev mapping with respect to the
Euclidean metrics (1.14) is not applicable. On the other hand we may
define the Pansu pullback of a smooth k-form ω ∈ Ωk(U ′) to be the
k-form with measurable coefficients f ∗Pω given by
f ∗Pω(p) = (DPf(p))
∗ω(f(p)) ;
here we are viewing the Pansu differential as a graded homomorphism
DPf(p) : g → g
′, and identifying tangent spaces of G, G′ with their
respective Lie algebras via left translation. It turns out that unlike
ordinary pullback, Pansu pullback does not commute with the exterior
derivative. For instance, the equation df ∗Pω = f
∗
Pdω holds for a smooth
contact diffeomorphism f : H → H of the Heisenberg group and ev-
ery smooth form ω only if f preserves the foliation of H by cosets of
the center. Nonetheless, there is a partial generalization of (1.14) to
Carnot groups. To state this, we will need the notion of the weight of
a differential form; the weight wt(α) of a differential form α is defined
using its decomposition with respect to the diagonalizable action of the
Carnot scaling on Λ∗g, see Section 3.3.
Theorem 1.15 (Pullback theorem). Let G, G′ be Carnot groups where
G has dimension N and homogeneous dimension ν. Let f : G ⊃ U →
U ′ ⊂ G′ be a W 1,ploc -mapping between open subsets, for some p > ν.
Suppose ω ∈ Ωk(U ′) and η ∈ ΩN−k−1c (U) are smooth forms such that ω
is closed and wt(ω) + wt(dη) ≤ −ν. Then
(1.16)
∫
U
f ∗Pω ∧ dη = 0 .
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In particular, if ζ ∈ ΩN−k−1(U) is closed and wt(ω) +wt(ζ) ≤ −ν +1,
then the distributional exterior derivative df ∗Pω satisfies
ζ ∧ df ∗Pω = 0 .
Theorem 1.15 is a consequence of an approximation theorem (see
Theorem 1.19 below), which is the key technical result in this paper.
Although it is not used here, we mention one more consequence of
Theorem 1.19; we will discuss further applications elsewhere. For every
open subset U of a Carnot group, let I(U) denote the differential ideal
generated by the 1-forms θ ∈ Ω1(U) which vanish on the horizontal
subbundle V1 ⊂ TU , i.e.
I(U) = span{α ∧ θ, β ∧ dθ | α, β ∈ Ω∗(U) , θ ∈ Ω1(U), θ|
V1
≡ 0} .
Let J(U) be the annihilator of I in the algebra of differential forms:
J(U) := {β ∈ Ω∗(U) | β ∧ θ = 0 for every θ ∈ I(U)} .
Theorem 1.17. Let G be a Carnot group with homogeneous dimension
ν, and suppose f : G ⊃ U → U ′ ⊂ G is a W 1,ploc -mapping for some
p > ν. Then for every ω ∈ J(U ′) we have
d(f ∗Pω) = f
∗
Pdω ,
where the left hand side refers to the distributional exterior derivative.
Theorem 1.17 was shown by Vodopyanov when G is a 2-step Carnot
group, and ω has codegree 1, i.e. ω ∈ ΩdimG−1 [Vod07]; see also [Dai99]
for related work. Their work was motivated by applications to quasireg-
ular mappings.
Discussion of proofs. We begin with Theorem 1.1, and for simplicity
we take U = G = G′ = H×H.
Consider a W 1,ploc mapping f : H × H → H × H for some p > 8,
such that the Pansu differential DPf(x) is an isomorphism for a.e.
x ∈ H × H. Since the Pansu differential DPf(x) : H × H → H × H is
a graded isomorphism of Carnot groups, it is easy to see that DPf(x)
must respect the direct sum decomposition g = h ⊕ h, i.e. there is a
permutation σx : {1, 2} → {1, 2} such that
(1.18) DPf(x)(x1, x2) = (h1(xσ−1x (1)), h2(xσ−1x (2)))
for some automorphisms h1, h2 : h → h. If the permutation σx is
independent of x, then one may readily integrate (1.18) to deduce that
f itself is a product as in (1.2). IfDPf(x) varied continuously with x, it
would follow immediately that the permutation σp is constant since it
takes values in a discrete set; however DPf(x) varies only measurably
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with x. To appreciate the delicacy of this issue, consider the Lipschitz
folding map F : R2 → R2 defined by
F (p) =
{
p if p ∈ H+
rℓ(p) if p ∈ H− ,
where H± ⊂ R2 are the two halfplanes bounded by the line ℓ :=
{(x, x)|x ∈ R}, and rℓ : R2 → R2 is reflection across the line ℓ. The
derivative DF (x) : R2 → R2 preserves the direct sum decomposition
R2 = R⊕ R for a.e. x ∈ R2, but F is not a product mapping. We are
able to exclude this kind of behavior in the permutation σx from (1.18)
using the Pullback Theorem and a short argument with differential
forms.1
Although the details are different, the starting point of the proof of
Theorem 1.8 is also the exclusion of oscillatory behavior. If f : U → HCn
is as in the theorem, then the Pansu differential DPf(x) : h
C
n → h
C
n is
a graded automorphism for a.e. x ∈ U by assumption, and is therefore
either J-linear or J-antilinear (see [RR00] or Lemma 10.6). Using the
pullback theorem one can show that the map f has to make a global
choice between these two possibilities. The remainder of the proof is
based on more standard PDE techniques, see Section 8.
We now give some indication of the proof of Theorem 1.11.
Let G be a nonrigid Carnot group with graded Lie algebra g. By
[OW11, Theorem 1], the first layer V C1 of the complexification g
C con-
tains a nonzero element Z such that [Z, gC] is a subspace of dimension
at most 1. The first phase of the proof of Theorem 1.11 is to work
out the algebraic implications of this, which leads to the following tri-
chotomy2:
(a) G is isomorphic to Rn, Hn, or HCn for some n ≥ 1.
(b) There is a linear subspace {0} ( W ( V1 which is invariant
under graded automorphisms of g, such that [W,Vj] = {0} for
all j ≥ 2.
(c) G is a product quotient: it is of the form G = G˜/ exp(K)
where G˜ =
∏n
j=1 G˜j and the G˜js are copies of Hm or H
C
m for
some m ≥ 1, and K ⊂ g˜ is a linear subspace of the second layer
V˜2 ⊂ g˜ which satisfies several conditions, see Definition 10.21.
In case (a) assertion (1) of Theorem 1.11 holds, so we are done. In
case (b), letting h ⊂ g be the Lie subalgebra generated by W , and
1Our first proof of the product rigidity theorem used currents and the pullback
theorem. We thank Mario Bonk for the simpler dual argument using forms, which
he suggested to us after hearing the original proof.
2The trichotomy is a variation on unpublished work of the third author [Xie13a].
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H := exp(h), the Aut(g)-invariance of W implies that the Pansu dif-
ferential of f respects the coset foliation of H , and then (2) follows by
an integration argument. In case (c), the main obstacle is that there are
automorphisms Φ : G˜/ exp(K) = G → G = G˜/ exp(K) induced by an
automorphism Φ˜ : G˜ → G˜ which permutes the factors of G˜ =
∏
j G˜j,
and one has to show that the Pansu differentials of the map f : U → G
induce a constant permutation of the factors. A special case is when
K = {0}, i.e. G = G˜ is a product, and then the constancy of the per-
mutation was addressed in Theorem 1.1. The treatment of case (c) in
general breaks down into three main subcases depending on the dimen-
sion of K and the type of the factors G˜j. The arguments are lengthy
and hard to summarize briefly; we refer the reader to Section 11 and
to the beginning of Sections 12-14 for more explanation.
We now turn to Theorems 1.15 and 1.17.
The proof of (1.14) in the Euclidean case follows from a straightfor-
ward mollification argument, so it is natural to try to use mollification
to prove analogous results in the Carnot group setting. The standard
approach to mollifying a map f : G → G′ would be as follows. Let σ1
be a symmetric compactly supported smooth probability measure on
G. For ρ ∈ (0,∞), x ∈ G, let σρ := (δρ)∗σ1 be the pushforward of σ1
under the Carnot dilatation δρ, and σx,ρ := (ℓx)∗σρ be the pushforward
of σρ under left translation by x. One defines the mollified mapping
fρ : G → G
′ by letting fρ(x) to be the average of the pushforward
measure f∗(σx,ρ), where the average is defined by treating G
′ as a lin-
ear space, for instance by identifying G′ with its Lie algebra via the
exponential map. Unfortunately, such a mollification introduces uncon-
trollable error terms, a fact which was pointed out in [Vod07] (however,
see [Dai99] for a proof of some analytical results using standard molli-
fication in the special case of the Heisenberg group). Instead of using
standard averaging to define fρ(x) we use a center of mass construc-
tion due to Buser-Karcher which is compatible with left translation
and Carnot dilation [BK81]. This avoids both the uncontrollable error
terms and the limitation to forms of codegree 1 faced by the method
of [Vod07]. The main consequence is the following approximation the-
orem, which is the central technical result in this paper:
Theorem 1.19. Let G, G′ be Carnot groups where G has dimension N
and homogeneous dimension ν. Let f : G ⊃ U → U ′ ⊂ G′ be a W 1,ploc -
mapping between open subsets, for some p > ν. Then there is a family
of smooth mappings {fρ : U → G
′}ρ>0 with the following properties:
• fρ → f locally uniformly.
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• If ω ∈ Ωk(U ′), η ∈ ΩN−kc (U) are smooth differential forms
whose weights satisfy wt(ω) + wt(η) ≤ −ν, then
(1.20)
∫
U
f ∗Pω ∧ η = lim
ρ→0
∫
U
f ∗ρω ∧ η .
Theorem 1.15 follows immediately from Theorem 1.19 by Stokes’
theorem.
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Mario Bonk for sug-
gesting a rigidity argument using differential forms, which simplified
an earlier proof based on currents. We would also like to thank Misha
Kapovich for pointing out that the center of mass construction we were
using had been discovered long ago by Buser-Karcher.
2. Preliminaries
We collect some background material and conventions.
2.1. Carnot groups. We recommend the survey [LD17] for a discus-
sion of the material here.
Without explicit mention will equip all Lie groups with Haar mea-
sure. As is customary, we will conflate two standard definitions of the
Lie algebra of a Lie group G – the tangent space at the identity TeG
and the space of left invariant vector fields; likewise we will conflate a
linear subspace of g with the corresponding left invariant subbundle of
the tangent bundle TG. We will typically use the same notation for a
Lie group homomorphism G→ G′ and the induced homomorphism of
Lie algebras g→ g′.
Definition 2.1. A Carnot group is a simply connected Lie group G
together with a decomposition of its Lie algebra g into linear subspaces
g = V1 ⊕ . . .⊕ Vs
such that:
• [Vi, Vj] ⊂ Vi+j for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ s.
• The horizontal space (or first layer) V1 generates g.
A graded homomorphism of Carnot groups (G, g = ⊕sj=1Vj), (G
′, g′ =
⊕s
′
k=1V
′
k) is a Lie group homomorphism G→ G
′ such that the induced
homomorphism of Lie algebras g→ g′ carries Vj into V
′
j for all 1 ≤ j ≤
s. We will use Aut(G) to denote the group of graded automorphisms
of a Carnot group.
Properties of a Carnot group (G, g = ⊕jVj):
• G is nilpotent, and Vj+1 = [V1, Vj] for all 1 ≤ j ≤ s.
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• There is a 1-parameter group of Carnot group automorphisms
{δr : G → G} such that δr scales Vj by the factor r
j . We refer
to these automorphisms as (Carnot) dilations.
• Without explicit mention, we will assume that the first layer
V1 ⊂ g is equipped with an inner product, and extend this to a
left-invariant Riemannian metric on the left-invariant subbun-
dle of TG determined by V1.
• The Carnot-Caratheodory distance dCC between two points x0, x1 ∈
G is the infimal length of a C1-path γ : [0, 1] → G with
γ(i) = xi, γ
′(t) ∈ V1 for all t ∈ [0, 1], and the length is taken
with respect to the given Riemannian metric on V1.
• The topology induced by the metric dCC is the same as the
topology coming from G as a manifold.
• dCC is invariant under left translation, and scaled by dilations:
dCC(δr(x), δr(x
′)) = rdCC(x, x
′) .
• The homogeneous dimension of G is ν :=
∑
j j dimVj ; this
is the Hausdorff dimension of (G, dCC), and there is a constant
C 6= 0 such that for every x ∈ G, r ∈ [0,∞), the ν-dimensional
Hausdorff measure of the r-ball satisfies:
Hν(B(x, r)) = Crν .
Definition 2.2. The nth real Heisenberg group Hn is the Carnot
group with graded Lie algebra hn = V1 ⊕ V2, where V1 = R2n, V2 = R,
and the bracket X, Y ∈ V1 is given by [X, Y ] = ω(X, Y ) ∈ V2; here
ω =
∑
i dx2i−1 ∧ dx2i is the standard symplectic form on R
2n.
The nth complex Heisenberg group HCn is the complexification of
Hn; its graded Lie algebra is hCn := hn ⊗ C; more concretely, it has the
grading hCn = V
C
1 ⊕ V
C
2 , where V
C
1 = V1 ⊗ C = C
2n, V C2 = V2 ⊗ R = C,
and for X, Y ∈ V C1 the bracket is given by [X, Y ] = ω
C(X, Y ) ∈ C =
V C2 , and ω
C is the extension of ω to a C-bilinear form V C1 × V
C
1 → C.
2.2. Sobolev mappings. Starting from the mid-90s the theory of
Sobolev spaces in metric measure spaces advanced rapidly, so that ba-
sic results were established in great generality. However in this paper
we only need results in the Carnot group case, where they were (almost
all) already known, and in most cases technically simpler to establish.
We refer the reader to [Pan89, KR95, MM95, Hei01, HaK00, Vod07].
Let G, G′ be Carnot groups, where G has homogeneous dimension
ν and grading g = ⊕jVj.
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Definition 2.3. If 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞, U ⊂ G is open, then W 1,qloc (U) is the
set of elements u ∈ Lqloc(U) such that for every horizontal left invariant
vector field X ∈ V1, distributional directional derivative Xu belongs
to Lqloc(U). We let |Dhu| ∈ L
q
loc(U) be the pointwise supremum of the
directional derivatives Xu, where X ∈ V1 and |X| = 1.
We remark that a variety of other definitions of Sobolev spaces have
been developed in Hajlasz, Shanmugalingam, Cheeger, and they are all
equivalent to Definition 2.3 in the case of Carnot groups equipped with
Haar measure.
Lemma 2.4. [HaK00, Section 11 and Theorem 5.1] There are con-
stants Λ > 1, Cq < ∞ such that for every x ∈ G, r > 0, u ∈
W 1,q(B(x,Λr))
−
∫
B(x,r)
|u− u¯| ≤ Cr
(
−
∫
B(x,Λr)
|Dhu|
qdµ
) 1
q
where u¯ := −
∫
B(x,r)
u dµ. If q > ν, then u has a continuous representa-
tive, and it satisfies
sup
y∈B(x,r)
|u(y)− u¯| ≤ C ′r
(
−
∫
B(x,Λr)
|Dhu|
qdµ
) 1
q
where C ′ = C ′(q).
Definition 2.5. Suppose 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞ and U ⊂ G is open. Then a
mapping f : U → G′ is in W 1,qloc if there exists ρ ∈ L
q
loc(U) such that for
every z ∈ G′, the composition dz ◦ f : U → R belongs to W
1,q
loc (U) and
its horizontal differential satisfies |Dh(dz ◦ f)| ≤ ρ almost everywhere.
Here dz := dCC(z, ·) denotes the distance function from z.
In this paper we will consider W 1,qloc -mappings f : U → G
′ where
q > ν; by Lemma 2.4 these are continuous.
Fix a mapping f : G ⊃ U → G′, where U ⊂ G is open. For all
x ∈ U , 0 < r <∞, define
fx = ℓf(x)−1 ◦ f ◦ ℓx , fx,r = δr−1 ◦ fx ◦ δr ,
where ℓh, δr denote left translation by h and Carnot dilation, respec-
tively.
Definition 2.6. f is Pansu differentiable at x ∈ U if there is a
graded group homomorphism Φ : G→ G′ such that
fx,r −→ Φ
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uniformly on compact sets as r → 0. We refer to Φ, as well as the
associated homomorphism of graded Lie algebras g→ g′ as the Pansu
differential of f at x. We useDPf(x) to denote both objects DPf(x) :
G→ G′, DPf(x) : g→ g
′.
Theorem 2.7. If f : U → G′ is a W 1,qloc mapping for some q > ν, then
f is Pansu differentiable almost everywhere, and there is a universal
constant C such that for every z ∈ G′, we have
|Dh(dz ◦ f)|(x) ≤ C‖DPf(x)|V1‖
where DPf(x)|V1 : V1 → V
′
1 is the restriction of the Pansu differential
DPf(x) : g→ g
′ to the first layer.
Lemma 2.8. There is a constant Λ ≥ 1 such that if q > ν and f :
B(x,Λr)→ G′ belongs to W 1,q, then for all y ∈ B(x, r) we have
dCC(f(y), f(x)) . r
(
−
∫
B(x,Λr)
‖DPf |V1‖
q dµ
) 1
q
.
Proof. Since dCC(f(y), f(x)) = (df(x) ◦ f)(y), the lemma follows from
Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 2.7. 
2.3. Quasiconformal and quasisymmetric mappings. We let G,
G′ denote Carnot groups as before, where G has homogeneous dimen-
sion ν > 1.
Definition 2.9. Let f : X → Y be a homeomorphism between metric
spaces, and η : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) be a homeomorphism. For x ∈ X , let
Hf(x) := lim sup
r→0
sup{d(f(x), f(y)) | d(x, y) ≤ r}
inf{d(f(x), f(y)) | d(x, y) ≥ r}
,
and Hf := supxHf(x). Then f quasiconformal if Hf <∞, and f is
η-quasisymmetric if for any distinct points p, x, y ∈ X ,
d(f(p), f(x))
d(f(p), f(y))
≤ η
(
d(p, x)
d(p, y)
)
.
We will need the following properties of quasiconformal and qua-
sisymmetric homeomorphisms:
Theorem 2.10 (See [HK95, HK98]). Let f : G ⊃ U → U ′ ⊂ G′ be a
homeomorphism. Then
(1) If f is quasiconformal, then it is locally η-quasisymmetric for
some η = η(Hf), i.e. for every x ∈ U , there is an r = r(x) > 0
such that f|
B(x,r)
: B(x, r)→ f(B(x, r)) is an η-quasisymmetric
homeomorphism.
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(2) Every global quasiconformal homeomorphism f : G → G′ is
η = η(Hf)-quasisymmetric.
(3) If f is quasiconformal, then f ∈ W 1,ploc for some p = p(Hf) > ν.
(4) If f is quasiconformal, then the sign of the determinant of
DPf(x) is locally constant, and agrees with the local degree of
f .
Proof. For (1) and (2) see Remark 1.8(b) and Theorem 1.7 in [HK95].
(3). This is based on Gehring’s lemma, and is treated in Section 7
of [HK98]. However, in the Carnot group case, one may equally well
use the differentiability and absolute continuity results from [Pan89] or
[MM95] and Gehring’s lemma instead.
(4). Since f is a homeomorphism, so is fx,r for every r ∈ (0,∞). If
x is a point of Pansu differentiability, then fx,r → DPf(x) uniformly
on compact sets, and therefore its local degree near e ∈ G is constant
for small r, and coincide with the local degree of DPf(x), which is the
sign of the determinant of DPf(x) : g → g
′. This implies the local
constancy of the sign of det(DPf(x)).

2.4. Miscellaneous. The following Lemma is the distributional ver-
sion of the statement: “g constant along a line implies h ◦ g constant
on this line”.
We recall that the flow τs of a left invariant vector field X is given
by right translation by the 1-parameter group generated by X , i.e.
τs(p) = p exp(sX) see [Lee09], Thm. 5.74 or [Mic08, 4.17]. We also
recall that Carnot groups are unimodular, since they are nilpotent; see,
for example, [Mic08, Corollary 14.3]
Lemma 2.11. Let G be a unimodular Lie group with bi-invariant Haar
measure µ, U ⊂ G be an open subset, g ∈ L1loc(U ;R
l). For every X ∈ g,
if τs := rexp sX denotes 1-parameter group of right translations generated
by X, then:
(1) We have
(2.12)
∫
U
g Xϕdµ = 0 ∀ϕ ∈ C∞c (U)
if and only if for every compact set V ⊂ U there exists an ε > 0
such that
(2.13) g ◦ τs = g a.e. on V ∀s ∈ (−ε, ε).
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(2) Let h : Rl → R be a Borel function with |h(t)| ≤ C1|t| + C2.
Then (2.12) implies that
(2.14)
∫
U
(h ◦ g)Xϕdµ = 0 ∀ϕ ∈ C∞c (U).
Proof. The main point is that (2.12) is equivalent to
(2.15)
∫
U
g (ϕ ◦ τs − ϕ) dµ = 0 ∀ϕ ∈ C
∞
c (U), s ∈ (−εϕ, εϕ)
where εϕ depends on the support of ϕ, U and X . Since µ is bi-invariant
(2.15) is equivalent to∫
U
(g ◦ τ−s − g)ϕdµ = 0 ∀ϕ ∈ C
∞
c (U), s ∈ (−εϕ, εϕ)
or to g ◦ τs = g a.e. This concludes the proof of the first assertion.
To prove the second assertion note that the condition h is Borel
ensures that h ◦ g is measurable. The growth condition implies that
h ◦ g ∈ L1loc(U). Now apply h to both sides of (2.13) and use the
equivalence of (2.13) and (2.12). 
Now let G, G′ be Carnot groups, where G has homogeneous dimen-
sion ν. Let h ⊂ g, h′ ⊂ g′ be Lie subalgebras, where h is horizon-
tally generated (i.e. h is generated by h ∩ V1), and let H := exp(h),
H ′ := exp(h′). Note that H , H ′ are closed subgroups since the expo-
nential maps are diffeomorphisms.
Lemma 2.16. There exists Λ ∈ [1,∞) such that if x ∈ G, r ∈ (0,∞),
f : B(x,Λr) → G′ is a W 1,ploc -mapping for some p > ν, and the Pansu
differential satisfies DPf(x)(h) ⊂ h
′, then for every y ∈ G the image
of yH ∩ B(x, r) under f is contained in a single left coset of H ′.
Proof. This is a slight variation on [Xie13b, Proposition 3.4].
Since h is horizontally generated, it is invariant under the dilation
δr : G → G for every r ∈ (0,∞). Therefore there is a direct sum
decomposition h = ⊕jV
h
j where V
h
j := h ∩ Vj, and the pair (H, h =
⊕jV
h
j ) is a Carnot group. We may equip the first layer V
h
1 with the
restriction of the inner product on V1, and let d
H
CC be the corresponding
Carnot-Caratheodory metric on H .
Note that there is a constant C1 such that
dCC(x, x
′) ≤ dHCC(x, x
′) ≤ C1dCC(x, x
′) ;
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the first inequality follows directly from the definitions, while the sec-
ond follows for pairs (x, x′) = (e, y) with dCC(e, y) = 1 by compactness,
and for general pairs by applying translation and scaling.
Let Λ := 2C1Λ0 +1, where Λ0 is the constant given by Lemma 2.17.
Suppose x, r, and f are as in the statement of Lemma 2.16; by rescaling
and left translation we may assume that x = e and r = 1. Arguing
as in [Xie13b, Proposition 3.4], for every path [0, 1] → B(e,Λ) with
constant horizontal velocity, the image f(γ([0, 1])) is contained in a
single coset of H ′ ⊂ G′.
Choose y ∈ G, and x, x′ ∈ yH ∩ B(e, 1). Then dCC(x, x
′) < 2, so
dHCC(x, x
′) < 2C1. Therefore by Lemma 2.17, for every ε > 0 there
is a piecewise horizontal path γ : [0, 1] → B(e,Λ) with γ(0) = x and
γ(1) ∈ B(x′, ε); since f(γ([0, 1])) lies in a single coset of H ′ and ε is
arbitrary, by continuity it follows that x and x′ belong to the same
coset of H ′. 
Lemma 2.17. Let H be a Carnot group. Then there exists Λ0 > 1
with the following property.
Let Γ be the collection of paths γ : [0, 1] → H such that γ(0) = e
and γ′ is piecewise constant and horizontal, i.e. there exists a partition
0 = t0 < . . . < tn = 1, and for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n elements Xj ∈ V1,
hj ∈ H, such that
γ(t) = hj exp(tajXj) for all t ∈ [tj−1, tj]
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k.
Then the set
{γ(1) | γ ∈ Γ , γ([0, 1]) ⊂ B(e,Λ0)} ∩ B(e, 1)
is dense in B(e, 1).
Proof. Let Hˆ be the closure of the subgroup generated by the collection
of horizontal 1-parameter subgroups. Then Hˆ is a Lie subgroup, and
its Lie algebra hˆ contains V1, so Hˆ = H . It follows that the collection
{γ(1) | γ ∈ Γ} is dense in H .
Now choose a finite collection Γ1 = {γ1, . . . , γn} ⊂ Γ such that the
endpoints are 1
2
-dense in B(e, 1), i.e. for every x ∈ B(e, 1) we have
d(x, {γj(1)}1≤j≤n}) <
1
2
. Then for some Λ1 and every 1 ≤ j ≤ n the
image γj([0, 1]) is contained in the ball B(e,Λ1).
Pick y ∈ B(e, 1). By induction, there is a sequence y0 = e, y1, . . . and
for every j ≥ 1 an element ij ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that d(yj, y) < 2
−j for
all j ≥ 0, and the path ℓyj ◦δ2−j ◦γij joins yj to yj+1. By concatenating,
for every j we obtain a path γ ∈ Γ where γ(1) = yj and γ([0, 1]) ⊂
B(e,Λ0), where Λ0 := 2Λ1. 
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3. Differential forms on Carnot groups
The purpose of this section is to review some (mostly) standard
material for the convenience of the reader, and also to discuss some
special features of the de Rham complex on Carnot groups; this sets the
stage for the Pullback Theorem in the next section, which asserts that
the distributional exterior derivative commutes with Pansu pullback,
but only if the form which is pulled back and the test form satisfy
certain restriction on their weights.
In Subsection 3.1 we begin by reviewing basic facts from multilinear
algebra, in particular the properties of the interior product. Then
in Subsection 3.2 we recall some formulae for the exterior derivative
of interior products of the volume form in a unimodular Lie group.
This will be useful to obtain interesting low codegree test forms for
the application of the Pullback Theorem. We also recall that exterior
differentiation, viewed as a linear map on Λ∗g, commutes with pullback
by Lie algebra homomorphisms.
In Subsection 3.3 we then focus on Carnot groups and define two key
notions: the weight of of a differential from (which reflects the action
of the dilation map δr) and the Pansu pullback.
3.1. Exterior algebra and interior products. Here we recall some
basic facts about interior products. This will be useful for constructing
closed left-invariant forms of low codegree that will be useful in the
application of the Pullback Theorem. In this subsection we work purely
in the setting of multilinear algebra. Exterior differentiation of forms
will be considered in the next subsection.
Given a finite-dimensional vector space V over R we denote the space
of m-vectors by ΛmV and the space of alternating m-linear forms by
ΛmV . The elements of ΛmV can be identified with linear functionals
on ΛmV (or m-covectors).
The interior product of a vector X ∈ V and a p-form α ∈ ΛpV is the
(p− 1)-form iXα given by
(3.1) iXα(X2, . . . , Xp) = α(X,X2, . . . , Xp).
Using the dual pairing of vectors and covectors this can be rewritten
as
iXα(Z) = α(X ∧ Z).
For q ≤ p, X ∈ ΛqV and α ∈ Λ
pV one defines iXα ∈ Λ
p−qV by
(3.2) (iXα)(Z) = α(X ∧ Z) ∀Z ∈ Λp−qV.
Then for X ∈ Λq and Y ∈ Λq′
(iXiY α)(Z) = iY α(X ∧ Z) = α(Y ∧X ∧ Z)
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and thus
(3.3) iX ◦ iY = iY ∧X ∀X ∈ Λq, Y ∈ Λq′
The interior product satisfies the graded Leibniz rule
(3.4) iX(β ∧ γ) = iXβ ∧ γ + (−1)
deg ββ ∧ iXγ ∀X ∈ V.
If ω is a top-degree form on V , then
(3.5) α ∧ iXω = iXα ∧ ω = α(X)ω , ∀α ∈ Λ
pV , X ∈ ΛpV
This can easily be checked using the standard basis and dual basis and
verifying the assertion for X and β being simple vectors in terms of
theses basis vectors.
We finally briefly discuss the interior product on quotient spaces.
Let V˜ be a finite-dimensional vector space over R, let K ⊂ V˜ be a
subspace and let V = V˜ /K. We say that β ∈ ΛpV˜ annihilates K if
β(X1, . . . , Xp) = 0 whenever at least one of the Xi satisfies Xi ∈ K.
If α˜ ∈ ΛpV˜ annihilates K then it gives rise to a unique form α ∈ ΛpV
defined by
(3.6) α(X1 +K, . . . , Xp +K) = α˜(X1, . . . , Xp) ∀Xi ∈ V˜ .
Conversely for every α ∈ ΛpV there exists a unique lift α˜ ∈ ΛpV˜ which
annihilates K and satisfies (3.6). Consider such α and α˜ as well as
X ∈ V˜ . Then
i˜X+Kα = iXα˜.
To simplify the notation we sometimes use the notation iXα for the
form iX+Kα and identify iXα and iX α˜.
3.2. Exterior derivatives of left-invariant forms with low code-
gree. In this subsection we recall some useful formulae for exterior
derivatives of forms on unimodular Lie groups, particularly for low
codegree forms defined using interior products of vectors with the vol-
ume form. Recall that Carnot groups are unimodular; we will only
use the results in this section in the case of Carnot groups, but for the
sake of logical clarity we have formulated them for unimodular groups,
because they hold in such generality.
Let G be a Lie group. We identify the corresponding algebra g with
the space of left invariant vectorfields on G, i.e., with the left invariant
sections in the tangential bundle TG. Similarly we identify the space
of 1-forms Λ1g with the space of left-invariant sections of the cotangent
bundle T ∗G and the spaces of p-vectors in g and p-forms on g with the
spaces of left-invariant sections of the corresponding tensor bundles.
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For a vectorfield X let LX denote the Lie derivative with respect to
X . We will use Cartan’s formula
(3.7) LXα = d(iXα) + iXdα
as well as the relation
(3.8) i[X,Y ] = [LX , iY ],
see, e.g., [Mic08, Theorem 9.9].
Lemma 3.9. Let G be a unimodular group and let ω be a bi-invariant
volume form on G. Then
d(iXω) = LXω = 0 ∀X ∈ g,(3.10)
d(iXiY ω) = i[X,Y ]ω ∀X, Y ∈ g,(3.11)
d(iXiY iZω) = iAω ∀X, Y, Z ∈ g, where(3.12)
A = X ∧ [Y, Z] + Y ∧ [Z,X ] + Z ∧ [X, Y ].(3.13)
Finally if
(3.14) X,X ′, X ′′, Z ∈ g and [X,Z] = [X ′, Z] = [X ′′, Z] = 0
then
(3.15) d(iZiX′′iX′iXω) = −iZd(iX′′iX′iXω)
Proof. Since ω has top degree it is closed and thus Cartan’s formula
gives
(3.16) d(iXω) = LXω ∀X ∈ g.
Since the flow of a left-invariant vector field is given by right translation
and since ω is also right-invariant we have LXω = 0.
To show (3.11) we use Cartan’s formula and (3.10) to get
d(iXiY ω) = LX(iY ω)− iXd(iY ω) = LX(iY ω)
= LX(iY ω)− iY (LXω) =
(3.8)
i[X,Y ]ω.
To prove (3.12) we start again from Cartan’s formula
d(iX iY iZω) = LX(iY iZω)− iXd(iY iZω)
= [LX , iY ]iZω + iYLXiZω − iX i[Y,Z]ω
= i[X,Y ]iZω + iY [LX , iZ ]ω + iY iZ LXω︸︷︷︸
=0
−iX i[Y,Z]ω.
Now the formula for A follows from (3.8) and (3.3).
To prove (3.15) we use that Z commutes with every vector in g.
Thus successive application of (3.8) and (3.10) give
LZ(iX′′iX′iXω) = iX′′LZ(iX′iXω) = . . . = iX′′iX′iXLZω = 0.
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Now (3.15) follows from Cartan’s formula (3.7). 
The exterior derivative of a left-invariant form is left-invariant since
left translation is smooth and hence commutes with exterior differen-
tiation. Thus the exterior derivative induces a linear map on Λ∗g via
(3.17) dα := (dα˜)(e).
where α˜ is the left-invariant extension of α.
Lemma 3.18. Let G be a Lie group and let α ∈ Λkg. Then
(3.19)
dα(X0, . . . , Xk) =
∑
0≤i<j≤k
(−1)i+jα([Xi, Xj], X0, . . . , X̂i, . . . , X̂j, . . . , Xk).
Proof. See [Mic08, Lemma 14.14]. 
For 1-forms this reduces to
(3.20) dα(X0, X1) = −α([X0, X1]).
Let Φ ∈ Aut(g). We define the pull-back of α ∈ Λkg by (Φ∗α)(X1, . . . , Xk) :=
ω(Φ(X1), . . . ,Φ(Xk)) for Xi ∈ g. Then (3.19) implies that
(3.21) dΦ∗ω = Φ∗dω.
Note that if Φ is the tangent map of group homomorphism, then the
above definition of pullback agrees with the usual one, i.e. one first
extends α ∈ Λkg to a left-invariant form and applies the usual pullback
operation.
3.3. Differentials forms, scaling, and weights. In this subsection
we define a weight for multivectors and differential forms. The weight
is determined by the action of the dilation map δr. In particular the
weight of a vector X in the j-th layer Vj of g is j and the weight behaves
naturally under wedge product, vector-form duality and pull-back by
graded isomorphims.
The importance of the weight stems for the fact that our main tech-
nical tool, the Pullback Theorem (Theorem 4.1), holds only under a
restriction on the weights of the forms involved. This is a key difference
between the pullback by the Pansu differential which is crucial in our
setting and the usual pullback of forms by smooth maps.
Let G be a Carnot group of step s with Lie algebra g. We retain the
notation from before:
• N and ν are the dimensions and homogeneous dimensions of G
respectively.
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• δr : G → G is dilation by r; we use the same notation for the
dilation on g.
• {Xi}1≤i≤N , {θi}1≤i≤N are dual graded bases of g and one-forms
g∗ = Λ1g, i.e., each Xi lies in one of the layers V1, . . . , Vs.
• If I = {i1, . . . , ik} ⊂ {1, . . . , N}, then θI := θi1 ∧ . . . ∧ θik .
As usual, we will identifyXi and θI with the corresponding left-invariant
vector fields and forms on G when convenient.
We first define weights on the graded algebras of multi-vectors Λ∗g =
⊕Nk=1Λkg and alternating forms Λ
∗g = ⊕Nk=1Λ
kg.
Definition 3.22. A k-form α ∈ Λkg or k-vector ξ ∈ Λk(g) is homoge-
neous with weight w if (δr)∗α = r
w α or (δr)∗ξ = r
w ξ, respectively,
for all r ∈ (0,∞).
Note that the weight of a non-vanishing homogeneous k-vector or
k-form is uniquely defined. We denote it by wt(ξ) and wt(α). Note
also that the zero form and the zero vector are homogeneous with any
weight. Hence they do not have a well-defined weight.
Remark 3.23. Most of the facts about weights and homogeneity dis-
cussed below follow the behavior of diagonalizable actions under dual-
izing, tensor products, and contraction. However, we give a calculation
based treatment.
If we denote the elements of a homogeneous basis of g = ⊕si=1Vi by
Xi,j with Xi,j ∈ Vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ s and 1 ≤ j ≤ dimVi, then wt(Xi,j) = i. If
θi,j denotes the dual basis of one forms then wt(θi,j) = −i. By direct
inspection we see that for a multiindex I = ((i1, j1), . . . , (ik, jk)) with
(iℓ, jℓ) 6= (im, jm) for ℓ 6= m we have
(3.24) wt(θI) = −
k∑
ℓ=1
iℓ, wt(XI) =
k∑
ℓ=1
iℓ.
It follows from (3.24) that every k-form α ∈ Λk(g) has a canonical
decomposition
α =
∑
−ν≤j≤−k
αj
where αj zero or a homogeneous k-form of weight j. Likewise every
k-vector X has a decomposition
X =
∑
k≤j≤ν
Xj
where Xj is homogeneous of weight j or zero. By definition, the weight
of a k-form or k-vector is the maximal weight of its homogeneous non-
vanishing summands.
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Lemma 3.25.
(1) The sets {α ∈ Λkg : α 6= 0,weight(α) ≤ w} ∪ {0} and {X ∈
Λkg : ξ 6= 0,weight(X) ≤ w} ∪ {0} are vector spaces.
(2) If α, β ∈ Λ∗g and X, Y ∈ Λ∗g are homogeneous, then so are
α ∧ β, X ∧ Y , and the interior product iXα. Moreover
weight(α ∧ β) =weight(α) + weight(β)
weight(X ∧ Y ) =weight(X) + weight(Y ) ,
weight(iXα) =weight(α) + weight(X)
as long as the form or vector on the left hand side does not
vanish.
(3) If γ ∈ Λkg′ is homogeneous and Φ : g → g′ is a graded algebra
homomorphism, then Φ∗γ is homogeneous with weight(Φ∗β) =
weight(β) as long as Φ∗β 6= 0.
(4) If Φ : g→ g′ is a graded homomorphism, α, β ∈ Λ∗g, γ ∈ Λ∗g′,
weight(α ∧ β) ≤weight(α) + weight(β)(3.26)
weight(dα) ≤weight(α) ∀α ∈ Λ∗g,(3.27)
weight(Φ∗γ) ≤weight(γ) ∀γ ∈ Λ∗g′(3.28)
whenever the forms on the left hand side do not vanish. More-
over if Φ is an isomorphism and γ 6= 0 then
(3.29) weight(Φ∗γ) = weight(γ)
(5) If α ∈ Λkg then
α 6= 0 =⇒ weight(α) ≥ −k +N − ν
(6) If α ∈ Λ∗g is homogeneous and dα 6= 0 then
weight(dα) = weight(α)
In assertion (6) of the lemma, the action of the exterior derivative on
Λ∗g is defined by extending the elements of Λ∗g to left-invariant forms,
see (3.19).
Proof. Assertion (1) follows directly from the definition of the weight.
The first two identities in (2) also follow immediately from the defini-
tion and the fact that pullback und pushward under δr commute with
the wedge product. The third identity follows from a short calculation
which starts from (3.2) and uses that (δr)∗iXα(Z) = δ
∗
r−1iXα(Z) =
(iXα)((δr−1)∗Z).
To show (3) we use that (δr)∗ = δ
∗
r−1 and that graded algebra homo-
morphisms commute with the dilation map.
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Assertion (4) follows from assertions (2) and (3) and the definition
of the weight.
Assertion (5) is clear for k = N since the volume form has weight
−ν. Let k < N and assume that α ∈ Λkg with α 6= 0 and weight(α) <
−ν +N − k. Every one-form has weight ≤ −1. Thus by (3.26) we get
weight(α∧β) < −ν for every k-form β. Hence α∧β = 0 for all k-forms
β. This implies α = 0 and yields a contradiction.
Finally (6) follows from (3.19) as well as the identities (δr)∗ = δ
∗
r−1
and (δr−1)∗[Xi, Xj] = [(δr−1)∗Xi, (δr−1)∗Xj ].

We now consider differential forms α defined on an open subset U
of a Carnot group G. We denote the differential forms on U by Ω∗(U)
and the of compactly supported forms by Ω∗c(U).
Identifying the left-invariant differential forms with Λ∗g we can write
a k-form α ∈ Ωk(U) as
α =
∑
I
aIθI where aI : U → R
where the sum runs over ordered multiindices of length k. The func-
tions aI are determined uniquely. We say that α is a measurable (or
distributional, continuous, smooth, . . . ) form if the coefficient func-
tions aI are measurable (or distributions, continuous, smooth, . . . ).
We say that α vanishes a.e. if all functions aI vanish a.e. For fixed
x ∈ U we can view α(x) =
∑
I aI(x)θI as an element of Λ
kg and we
define its weight as above.
Definition 3.30. If α does not vanish a.e. in U we define
(3.31) weight(α) := esssupx∈U :α(x)6=0weight(α(x))
(3.32)
If E ⊂ U ′ is measurable and the restriction of α to E does not vanish
a.e. then we define
(3.33) weight(α|E) := esssupx∈E:α(x)6=0weight(α(x))
It follows from (3.26) that
(3.34) wt(α ∧ β) ≤ wt(α) + wt(β) ∀α, β ∈ Ω∗(U)
whenever α ∧ β does not vanish a.e.
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We now come to a key object in our analysis, the Pansu pullback of
a differential form under map which is a.e. Pansu differentiable. Let G
and G′ be Carnot groups, where G has dimension N and homogeneous
dimension ν. Suppose f : G ⊃ U → U ′ ⊂ G′ a W 1,ploc mapping between
open sets for some p > ν. Then f is Pansu differentiable at almost
every x ∈ U . The Pansu differential fP (x) can be viewed as a graded
homomorphism from G to G′ or from g to g′ (here we identify a graded
group homomorphism with its tangent map).
Definition 3.35. Let α be a continuous differential form on U ′. The
Pansu pullback f ∗Pα is defined by
(3.36) (f ∗Pα)(x) =
∑
I
(aI ◦ f)(x) (fP (x))
∗θI
Lemma 3.37. Let f : G ⊃ U → U ′ ⊂ G′ and α be as above. If f ∗Pα
does not vanish a.e. in U then
(3.38) weight(f ∗Pα) ≤ weight(α).
Assume in addition that the Pansu differential fP (x) is an isomorphism
for a.e. x ∈ U and that α does not vanish a.e. in f(U). Then f ∗P (α)
does not vanish a.e. in U and
(3.39) weight(f ∗Pα) = weight(α|f(U)).
Proof. The inequality (3.38) follows from (3.28), while (3.39) follows
from (3.29) 
4. The pullback theorem
The key technical result in this paper is:
Theorem 4.1 (Pullback theorem). Let G and G′ be Carnot groups,
where G has dimension N and homogeneous dimension ν. Suppose
f : G ⊃ U → U ′ ⊂ G′ a W 1,ploc mapping between open sets for some
p > ν, and ω ∈ Ωk(U ′) is a continuous closed form, η ∈ ΩN−k−1c (U) is
smooth, and wt(ω) + wt(dη) ≤ −ν. Then∫
U
f ∗Pω ∧ dη = 0 .
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Note that by the Sobolev embedding theorem for Carnot groups, a
W 1,ploc mapping is continuous when p > ν, see Lemma 2.8. We will
prove this result by a new approximation of f by smooth maps fρ
which respects the structure of the Carnot group. The approximation
is introduced in Section 5 and the proof of Theorem 4.1 is carried out
in Section 6.
We will usually use the following special case of Theorem 4.1:
Theorem 4.2 (Pullback Theorem (special case)). Let G,G′, U, U ′ and
f be as in Theorem 4.1. Suppose ϕ ∈ C∞c (U) and that α and β are
closed left-invariant forms which satisfy
(4.3) degα + deg β = N − 1 and wt(α) + wt(β) ≤ −ν + 1.
Then
(4.4)
∫
U
f ∗P (α) ∧ d(ϕβ) = 0
Proof. Letting η = ϕβ, we have dη = dϕ∧β. Thus wt(dη) ≤ wt(β)−1.
Hence the assertion follows from Theorem 4.1. 
For a closed form β we have d(ϕβ) = dϕ∧β. Thus the identity (4.4)
implies that the codegree 1 form f ∗P (α) ∧ β is distributionally closed,
i.e. its distributional exterior derivative vanishes. Letting α and β vary,
we obtain conditions on the distribution derivatives of certain wedge
powers of the Pansu differentialDPf(x). We will study these conditions
more systematically in a subsequent paper; our focus here will be on
making judicious choices of forms to deduce rigidity for mappings.
Interestingly, Theorem 4.2 yields no information on derivatives of
the Pansu differential if the form α or β is exact. More precisely we
have the following result:
Lemma 4.5. Assume that f : U ⊂ G→ G′ is Pansu differentiable a.e.
in U . Let α and β be closed left-invariant forms which satisfy
(4.6) degα + deg β = N − 1 and wt(α) + wt(β) ≤ −ν + 1.
and assume that there exists a left-invariant form γ such that α = dγ
(respectively β = dγ). Then
(4.7) f ∗P (α) ∧ β = 0 a.e.
Proof. In view of the definition of the Pansu pullback it suffices to
show the following pointwise statement for α ∈ Λ∗g′, β ∈ Λ∗g. If (4.6)
holds, if α = dγ or β = dγ and if Φ : g → g′ is a graded algebra
homomorphism then
(4.8) Φ∗α ∧ β = 0.
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Here we use that exterior differentiation of left-invariant forms induces
a linear operation on Λ∗g (and on Λ∗g′), see (3.19).
Now assume first that α = dγ. Then deg γ = deg α − 1. We claim
that we may assume that wt(γ) = wt(α). To see this write γ as a sum
of homogeneous forms of weight s
γ =
− deg γ∑
s=−ν
γs.
By Lemma 3.25 (6) we have dγs = 0 or wt(dγs) = s. By the definition
of wt(α) we thus must have dγs = 0 if s > wt(α) and γwt(α) 6= 0. Hence
dγ = dγ˜ where γ˜ =
∑wt(α)
s=−ν γ−s and wt(γ˜) = wt(α).
Since pull-back by Φ commutes with d (see (3.21)) and since dβ = 0
Φ∗(α) ∧ β = dΦ∗(γ) ∧ β = d(Φ∗(γ) ∧ β).
The form Φ∗(γ) ∧ β has degree N − 2 and weight ≤ ν − 1 and hence
vanishes by Lemma 3.25 (5). This proves (4.8) if α = dγ.
If β = dγ then deg γ = deg β − 1 and we may assume that wt(γ) =
wt(β). Now using again (3.21) and the fact that α is closed we get
dΦ∗α = 0. Thus
Φ∗α ∧ β = Φ∗α ∧ dγ = ±d(Φ∗α ∧ γ).
Now by (3.26) and (3.28) the form Φ∗α∧γ has weight ≤ −ν+1. Since
this form has degree N − 2 it must vanish. 
5. Center of mass and mollification in Carnot groups
In this section we introduce a mollification procedure which is based
on special features of Carnot groups. This will be used in the proof of
the pullback theorem in the next section. This is a variation on the
treatment in [BK81], adjusted to the Carnot group case.
Let G and G′ be Carnot groups with respective Lie algebras g, g′,
topological dimensions N and N ′, horizontal dimensions n and n′, and
homogeneous dimensions ν and ν ′.
5.1. Center of mass in Carnot groups. We define a center-of-mass
for a compactly supported probability measure in a Carnot group; this
behaves well with respect to left translation and rescaling.
Recall that if G is a Carnot group, then the exponential map exp :
g → G is a diffeomorphism; we let log : G → g denote the inverse
diffeomorphism. Recall that exp (and hence also log) are Aut(G)-
equivariant, where Aut(G) acts on G in the tautological way, and on
g by the derivative action, i.e. for φ ∈ Aut(G) we have exp(Dφ(v)) =
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φ(exp(v)). For x ∈ G, let logx = log ◦ℓx−1, where ℓg is the left transla-
tion by g.
Suppose ν is a compactly supported Borel probability measure on
G. We define a function Cν : G→ g by integration:
Cν(x) =
∫
g
idg (d(logx)∗ν) =
∫
G
logx dν =
∫
G
logx(y) dν(y) ,
where we are viewing logx as a vector-valued function in the latter two
integrals.
Lemma 5.1. For any compactly support Borel probability measure ν:
(1) Cν is smooth.
(2) Cν is a local diffeomorphism.
(3) Cν is proper.
(4) Cν : G→ g is a diffeomorphism.
(5) If ν is inversion symmetric, I∗ν = ν, then Cν(e) = 0.
In particular, C−1ν (0) contains a unique element, which we denote by
cent(ν).
Proof. (1). Since logx(y) = log ◦ℓx−1(y) = log ◦ry ◦ I(x) where ry is
right translation by y and I(g) = g−1, the function x 7→ logx(y) has
derivatives bounded locally (in x) where the bounds depend on y; Since
ν is a compactly supported probability measure, this implies that Cν
is smooth. (In fact it is real analytic.)
(2). Unwinding definitions, one gets that for any automorphism φ,
(5.2) Cφ∗ν(φ(x)) = Dφ(Cν(x)) .
Therefore by applying a strongly contracting automorphism to ν if
necessary, we may assume without loss of generality that spt(ν) and
x are both close to e ∈ G. Now in exponential coordinates, the left
translations are C1 close to Euclidean translations, so (2) follows.
(3). Pick R such that spt(ν) ⊂ B(e, R). For x ∈ G \ {e}, let
r = dCC(x
−1, e) = dCC(x, e), and φ = δr−1 . Since φ multiplies distances
by r−1, when dCC(x, e) is large, the measure φ∗ν is concentrated near
e, and (ℓφ(x−1))∗φ∗ν is concentrated near φ(x
−1), which lies in the dCC-
unit sphere S(e, 1) ⊂ G. Hence
Cφ∗ν(φ(x)) =
∫
g
idg log∗(ℓφ(x−1))∗φ∗ν
lies close to log(φ(x−1)) ∈ log(S(e, 1)). Therefore
Cν(x) = (Dφ)
−1(Cφ∗ν(φ(x))
tend to infinity as x→∞. This proves that Cν is proper.
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(4). Since Cν is a proper map and is a local diffeomorphism, it is a
covering map. It is a diffeomorphism since g is simply connected and
G is connected.
(5). Since inversion I : G→ G satisfies log ◦I = − log, we have
Cν(e) =
∫
g
idg log∗ ν =
∫
g
idg log∗ I∗ν
= −
∫
g
idg log∗ ν = −Cν(e) ,
forcing Cν(e) = 0. 
Lemma 5.3 (Properties of the center-of-mass).
(1) If g ∈ G, Φ ∈ Aut(G), then
cent((Φ ◦ ℓg)∗ν) = (Φ ◦ ℓg)(cent ν) .
(2) There is a constant C such that if spt(ν) ⊂ B(x,R), then
cent(ν) ⊂ B(x, CR).
Proof. (1). If suffices to show the results for push-forward by lg and
by Φ separately. The result for push-forward by ℓg follows from the
identity
C(ℓg)∗ν(gx) =
∫
g
idg log∗(ℓx−1)∗(ℓg−1)∗(ℓg)∗ν
=
∫
g
idg log∗ ◦(ℓx−1)∗ν = Cν(x) .
For Φ ∈ Aut(G) we can use (5.2) to get
CΦ∗ν(Φ(cent ν)) = DΦ(Cν(cent ν)) = DΦ(0) = 0
and thus cent Φ∗ν = Φ(cent ν).
(2). By part (1) it suffices to show the assertion for x = 0. If the
assertion does not hold for x = 0 then there exist probability measure
µk supported in B(0, Rk) such that rk := d(cent µk, e) > kRk. Applying
part (1) with Φ = δr−1
k
we obtain probability measures νk supported
in B(0, 1
k
) such that d(cent νk, e) = 1. Passing to a subsequence, not
relabelled, we may assume xk := cent νk → x∞ with d(x∞, e) = 1. By
the definition of the center of mass and the uniform continuity of the
map (x, y) 7→ log(x−1y) on compact subsets we get
0 = Cνk(xk) =
∫
G
log(x−1k y)dνk(y)→ log x∞.
Thus x∞ = e, a contradiction. 
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5.2. Mollifying maps between Carnot groups. Let σ1 be a smooth
probability measure on G with spt(σ1) ⊂ B(e, 1). We also assume that
σ1 is symmetric under inversion: I∗σ1 = σ1, where I(x) = x
−1. For
x ∈ G, ρ ∈ (0,∞), let σρ, σx, and σx,ρ be the pushforwards of σ1 under
the the corresponding Carnot scaling and left translation:
σρ = (δρ)∗σ1 , σx = (ℓx)∗σ1 , σx,ρ = (ℓx ◦ δρ)∗σ1 = (ℓx)∗(σρ) .
Let U ⊂ G be open. Let G′ be another Carnot group and let f :
U → G′ be continuous. For ρ > 0 set
(5.4) Uρ := {x : B(x, ρ) ⊂ U}
For x ∈ U1 we have spt(σx) = x + spt(σ) ⊂ U . Thus we may define
f1 : U1 → G
′ by
f1(x) = cent(f∗(σx)) ,
and fρ : Uρ → G
′ by
(5.5) fρ = δρ ◦ (δρ−1 ◦ f ◦ δρ)1 ◦ δρ−1 .
Lemma 5.6.
(1) For all ρ ∈ (0,∞),
δρ−1 ◦ fρ ◦ δρ = (δρ−1 ◦ f ◦ δρ)1 .
(2) If x ∈ U1 and f(B(x, 1)) ⊂ B(f(x), R), then the derivatives of
δR−1 ◦ f1 are controlled near x, i.e. ‖D
i(δR−1 ◦ f1)(x)‖ < C =
C(i, R). In particular, Df1(x) = D(δR◦(δR−1◦f1)(x) = DδR◦T
where ‖T‖ < C ′ and C ′ = C ′(G,G′) is independent of R.
(3) If f : G→ G′ is a group homomorphism, then f1 = f .
(4) If {fk : U → G
′} is a sequence of continuous maps, and fk →
f∞ in C
0
loc(U), then the sequence of mollified maps {(fk)1} con-
verges in Cjloc(U1) to (f∞)1, for all j.
(5) We have fρ → f in Cloc(U) as ρ→ 0.
Proof. (1). This is immediate from the definition.
(2). Note that δR−1 ◦ f1 = (δR−1 ◦ f)1, so we are reduced to the case
when R = 1.
Since the derivative estimates are unchanged if we pre or post-compose
f with left translations, we may assume without loss of generality that
f(e) = e, and that we want to estimate the derivative of f1 at e. So
we are interested in f1(z) = cent(f∗σz) for z close to e ∈ G, which is
determined implicitly by the equation
Cf∗σz(cent(f1(z)) = 0 .
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Using that spt(νz) ⊂ B(0, 1) for z close to e and that f is defined on
B(0, 1) we get
Cf∗σz(x) =
∫
G′
logx d(f∗σz)
=
∫
B(0,1)
(logx ◦f) dσz
=
∫
B(0,1)
(logx ◦f) d((ℓz)∗σ1)
=
∫
B(0,1)
(log ◦ℓx−1 ◦ f)(y)(α ◦ ℓz−1)(y) dµ(y) ,
where µ is the left-invariant volume form on G, σ1 = αµ and x ≈ f1(z).
Since z ≈ e, we get that dCC(f1(z), e) < C1. Also, we may assume
that spt((ℓz)∗σ1) = spt(α ◦ ℓz−1) ⊂ B(e, 1). Thus when y is fixed, the
integrand is a smooth function in x and z with derivatives bounded
uniformly independent of y ∈ spt(α ◦ ℓz−1).
(3). For y ∈ G,
f1(y) = cent(f∗σy) = cent(f∗(ℓy)∗σ1)
= cent((ℓf(y))∗(f∗σ1)) = ℓf(y)(cent(f∗σ1))
=f(y) cent(f∗σ1) = f(y)
since f∗σ1 is symmetric.
(4). If this were false, there would be a compact subset Y ⊂ U1, an
integer j, ε > 0, and a subsequence {fki} such that
(5.7) dCj((fki)1|Y , (f∞)1|Y ) ≥ ε
for all i. By (3), all derivatives of (fk)1 are uniformly bounded on
compact subsets of U1. Therefore a subsequence converges in C
j
loc(U1),
to a limit g∞. To obtain a contradiction with (5.7) it only remains to
show that g∞ = (f∞)1 in U1. This identity follows from the convergence
fk
C0
loc
(U)
→ f∞ by passing to the limit in the defining equation for (fk)1(x)
namely
0 = C(fk)∗σx
(
(fk)1(x)
)
=
∫
U
(log ◦ℓ((fk)1(x))−1 ◦ fk)(y) dσx(y).
To pass to the limit one uses that for x ∈ U1 the measure σx = (ℓx)∗σ1
has compact support in U .
(5). Unwinding definitions and using Lemma 5.3(1) for dilations we
get fρ(x) = cent f∗(σx,ρ). Let K ⊂ U be compact. Then there exists
a ρ′ > 0 such that f is uniformly continuous in a ρ′-neighbourhood
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of K. Let ω denote a modulus of continuity of f restricted to that
neighbourhood. Then for ρ ∈ (0, ρ′) we have spt σx,ρ ⊂ B(x, ρ) and
spt f∗σx,ρ ⊂ B(f(x), ω(ρ)). Hence by Lemma 5.3(2) we have fρ(x) ∈
B(f(x), Cω(ρ)) for all x ∈ K. Thus fρ converges to f , uniformly in
K. 
6. Pansu pullback and mollification
The main result of this section is Theorem 6.1 below, which implies
Theorem 4.1 as an easy corollary.
Theorem 6.1 (Main approximation theorem). Let G, G′, and f : U →
U ′ be as in Theorem 4.1. Suppose ω ∈ Ωk(U ′), η ∈ ΩN−kc (U) are forms
with continuous coefficients, such that wt(ω) + wt(η) ≤ −ν. Then
(6.2)
∫
U
f ∗Pω ∧ η = lim
ρ→0
∫
U
f ∗ρω ∧ η ,
where fρ is the mollified map defined in (5.5).
Proof of Theorem 4.1 using Theorem 6.1. If ω is smooth, then∫
U
f ∗Pω ∧ dη = lim
ρ→0
∫
U
f ∗ρω ∧ dη
= lim
ρ→0
(−1)degω
∫
U
d(f ∗ρω ∧ η) = 0
by Stokes’ theorem. The general case follows by approximating ω by
smooth forms. 
We now turn to the proof of the Main Approximation Theorem
The strategy of the proof is as follows. We show convergence of the
integrals with the help of the Dominated Convergence Theorem. To
verify pointwise convergence f ∗ρω ∧ η → f
∗
Pω ∧ dη, by simple algebraic
manipulations we first express f ∗ρω ∧ η(x) in terms of the rescaled, re-
centered, and smoothed map (δρ−1 ◦ fx ◦ δρ)1 where fx = ℓf(x)−1 ◦ f ◦ ℓx.
Then we use the definition of the Pansu derivative and the properties
of the center of mass smoothing to see that (δρ−1 ◦ fx ◦ δρ)1 converges
in C∞loc to the Pansu differential DPf(x) when x is a point of Pansu
differentiability. This gives pointwise convergence of the integrands.
Lemma 6.3. Let U ⊂ G be open and let f : U → G′ be continuous.
Suppose α ∈ Ωk(G′), γ ∈ ΩN−k(G) are left invariant forms of weight
wα and wγ, respectively.
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(1) For every x ∈ Uρ,
(f ∗ρα ∧ γ)(x) = ρ
−(ν+wα+wγ)(h∗1α ∧ γ)(δρ−1(x)) ,
where h = δρ−1 ◦ f ◦ δρ.
(2) For every x ∈ Uρ,
(f ∗ρα ∧ γ)(x) = ρ
−(ν+wα+wγ)
(
(δρ−1 ◦ fx ◦ δρ)
∗
1α ∧ γ
)
(e) ,
where fx = ℓf(x)−1 ◦ f ◦ ℓx.
(3) If x ∈ Uρ and f(B(x, ρ)) ⊂ B(f(x), Cρ), then
‖(f ∗ρα) ∧ γ)(x)‖ ≤ C
′C−wαρ−(ν+wα+wγ)‖α‖ ‖γ‖.
Proof. (1). Note that {z : B(z, 1) ⊂ δρ−1U} = δρ−1Uδ and thus
h : δρ−1U → G
′, h1 : δρ−1Uδ → G
′.
For x ∈ Uρ we have
(f ∗ρ (α) ∧ γ)(x) =
(
(δρ ◦ h1 ◦ δρ−1)
∗α ∧ γ
)
(x)
=(δ∗ρ−1h
∗
1δ
∗
ρα ∧ δ
∗
ρ−1δ
∗
ργ)(x)
=ρ−(wα+wγ)(δ∗ρ−1h
∗
1α ∧ δ
∗
ρ−1γ)(x)
=ρ−(wα+wγ)
(
δ∗ρ−1(h
∗
1α ∧ γ)
)
(x)
=ρ−(ν+wα+wγ)(h∗1α ∧ γ)(δρ−1x)
In the last step we used that h∗1α∧ γ is a multiple of the volume form,
which has weight −ν.
(2). With h as in (1),
h =δρ−1 ◦ f ◦ δρ
=(δρ−1 ◦ ℓf(x) ◦ δρ) ◦ δρ−1 ◦ ℓf(x)−1 ◦ f ◦ ℓx ◦ δρ ◦ (δρ−1 ◦ ℓx−1 ◦ δρ)
=ℓδ
ρ−1
f(x) ◦ δρ−1 ◦ fx ◦ δρ ◦ ℓδ
ρ−1
x−1
and so
h1 = ℓδ
ρ−1
f(x) ◦ (δρ−1 ◦ fx ◦ δρ)1 ◦ ℓδ
ρ−1
x−1 .
Since α and γ are left invariant we have for x ∈ Uρ
(h∗1α ∧ γ)(δρ−1(x))
=ℓ∗δ
ρ−1
x−1 [(δρ−1 ◦ fx ◦ δρ)
∗
1α ∧ γ](δρ−1(x))(6.4)
=[(δρ−1 ◦ fx ◦ δρ)
∗
1α ∧ γ](e).
Combining (1) with (6.4) gives (2).
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(3). By our assumptions we have B(δρ−1(x), 1) ⊂ δρ−1U and h(B(δρ−1(x), 1)) ⊂
B(h(δρ−1(x)), C), so ‖D(δC−1◦h)(δρ−1(x))‖ ≤ C
′ by Lemma 5.6(2). Us-
ing (1) and δ∗Cα = (δC−1)∗α = C
−wαα we get
‖(f ∗ρα) ∧ γ)(x))‖
=‖ρ−(ν+wα+wγ)(δC ◦ (δC−1 ◦ h1))
∗α ∧ γ)(δρ−1(x))‖
=C−wαρ−(ν+wα+wγ)‖(δC−1 ◦ h1)
∗α ∧ γ)(δρ−1(x))‖
≤C ′C−wαρ−(ν+wα+wγ)‖α‖ ‖γ‖.

Proof of Theorem 6.1. It suffices to show the assertion if ω = aα and
η = uγ where α and γ are left invariant forms in Ωk(G) and ΩN−k(G),
respectively, with wt(α) + wt(γ) ≤ −ν and where a and u are contin-
uous functions and u has compact support in U . Replacing U by an
open set V with spt u ⊂ V ⊂⊂ U if necessary we may assume without
loss of generality that
(6.5) f ∈ W 1,p(U ;G′).
In order to show that
lim
ρ→0
∫
U
f ∗ρω ∧ η =
∫
U
f ∗Pω ∧ η
we will use the Dominated Convergence Theorem.
We first verify pointwise convergence of the integrands in spt u ⊂ U .
Since spt u is compact there exists a ρ0 > 0 such that spt u ⊂ Uρ for
all ρ ∈ (0, ρ0). Moreover it follows from Lemma 5.6(5) that fρ → f
in C0(spt u). Since f(spt u) is a compact subset of U ′ we may assume
that fρ(spt u) ⊂ U
′ for all ρ ∈ (0, ρ0) by making ρ0 smaller if needed.
In the following we will always assume ρ ∈ (0, ρ0). Then the assertions
in Lemma 6.3 hold for all x ∈ spt u. Assertion (2) of that lemma gives
for x ∈ spt u
f ∗ρ (ω) ∧ η(x)
=(a ◦ fρ)(x) u(x) (f
∗
ρα ∧ γ)(x)
=(a ◦ fρ)(x) u(x) ρ
−(ν+wα+wξ)
(
(δρ−1 ◦ fx ◦ δρ)
∗
1α ∧ γ
)
(e) .
If x is a point of differentiability of f , then δρ−1 ◦ fx ◦ δρ
C0
loc−→ DPf .
(Recall that we are using the notation DPf(x) to denote a graded Lie
algebra homomorphism g→ g′ and a homomorphism of Carnot groups
G → G′, depending on the context.) So by Lemma 5.6 parts (4) and
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(3) we get D(δρ−1 ◦ fx ◦ δρ)1(e)→ DPf(x) as ρ→ 0. If wα+wγ = −ν,
then
(f ∗ρ (ω) ∧ η)(x)→(a ◦ fρ)(x) u(x) ((DPf(x))
∗α)(x) ∧ γ(x)(6.6)
=(f ∗Pω ∧ η)(x)
so we have pointwise convergence in this case. If wα + wγ < −ν, then
(f ∗ρ (ω) ∧ η)(x)→ 0 as ρ→ 0, while
(f ∗Pω ∧ η)(x) = (a ◦ f)(x) u(x) ((DPf)(x)
∗α)(x) ∧ γ(x).
By Lemma 3.25 parts (3) and (1) the last expression is a form of weight
strictly less than ν and hence vanishes. Thus we have µ-a.e. pointwise
convergence of the integrand.
To find an integrable majorant pick ν < q < p. Let ψ = ‖Dhf‖
q in
U and extend ψ by zero to G \ U . By (6.5) we have ψ ∈ L
p
q (G). Let
Mψ be the maximal function:
Mψ(x) = sup
r>0
−
∫
B(x,r)
ψ dµ .
Then it is standard (see [Hei01, Chapter 2]) that Mψ ∈ L
p
q (G), and
thus (Mψ)−
wα
q ∈ L1(spt u).
Let x ∈ spt u. Let Λ be the constant in Lemma 2.8. If ρ < Λ−1ρ0 we
have B(x,Λρ) ⊂ U and using Lemma 2.8 we get
f(B(x, ρ)) ⊂ B(f(x), Cxρ)
where
Cx . (Mψ)
1
q (x) .
Now by Lemma 6.3(3) we have for all x ∈ spt u
‖f ∗ρ (ω) ∧ η(x)‖
≤‖a‖∞ ‖u‖∞ ‖(f
∗
ρα ∧ γ)(x)‖
≤C ′C−wαx ρ
−(ν+wα+wγ)‖a‖∞ ‖u‖∞ ‖α‖ ‖γ‖
.(Mψ)
−wα
q (x) .
Since f ∗ρ (ω)∧ η vanishes on G \ spt u this shows that for ρ < Λ
−1ρ0 the
integrands ‖f ∗ρω ∧ η‖ are dominated by a fixed L
1 function.

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7. Rigidity of products
Let {Gi}i∈I , {G
′
j}j∈I′ be finite collections of Carnot groups, where
each Gi, G
′
j is nonabelian and does not admit a nontrivial decomposi-
tion as a product of Carnot groups. Let G :=
∏
i∈I Gi, G
′ :=
∏
j∈I′ G
′
j,
and g, g′ be the graded Lie algebras.
Theorem 7.1. If U ⊂ G is open and f : U → G′ is a Sobolev mapping
such that such that
(1) f ∈ W 1,ploc for p > ν.
(2) DPf(x) is an isomorphism for µ-a.e. x ∈ V .
Then up to reindexing the collections {Gi}i∈I , {G
′
j}j∈I′ are the same
up to isomorphism, and f is locally a product of homeomorphisms, i.e.
after shrinking U if necessary, there is a bijection σ : I → I ′ such that
the composition πσ(i) ◦ f : U → G
′
σ(i) factors through the projection πi :
U → Gi. In particular, if U =
∏
i Ui where each Ui is connected then f
is a product, and if U = G and f is a quasiconformal/quasisymmetric
homeomorphism, then f is a product of homeomorphisms.
As an application of Theorem 7.1, we show that any quasi-isometry
between products of simply-connected nilpotent Lie groups must asymp-
totically respect the product structure.
Let {Gˆi}i∈I , {Gˆ
′
j}j∈I′ be collections where each Gˆi, Gˆ
′
j is either a
simply-connected nilpotent Lie group with a left invariant Riemann-
ian metric, or a finitely generated nilpotent group equipped with a
word metric. By [Pan83] the associated collections of asymptotic cones
{Gi}i∈I , {G
′
j}j∈I′ are Carnot groups equipped with Carnot-Caratheodory
metrics, up to bilipschitz homeomorphism. We assume that every Gi,
G′j is nonabelian and indecomposable as a Carnot group.
Set Gˆ :=
∏
i Gˆi, Gˆ
′ =
∏
j G
′
j, and equip Gˆ, Gˆ
′ with the ℓ2-distance
functions
d2
Gˆ
(x, x′) :=
∑
i
d2Gi(πi(x), πi(x
′)) , d2
Gˆ′
(x, x′) :=
∑
j
d2G′j (πi(x), πi(x
′)) .
If i ∈ I, we say that x, x′ ∈ G are an i-pair if πj(x) = πj(x
′) for every
j 6= i.
Theorem 7.2. For every L ≥ 1, A < ∞, there is a function ε =
ε(L,A) : [0,∞) → (0, 1] with limR→∞ ε(R) = 0 with the following
property.
For every (L,A)-quasi-isometry Φ : Gˆ → Gˆ′, there is a bijection
σ : I → I ′, such that for every R ∈ [0,∞), i ∈ I, and every i-pair
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x, x′ ∈ Gˆ with d(x, x′) ≥ R, we have
(7.3)
d(πj(Φ(x)), πj(Φ(x
′)))
d(Φ(x),Φ(x′))
∈
{
(1− ε, 1] if j = σ(i)
[0, ε) if j 6= σ(i) .
Corollary 7.4. If Gˆ, Gˆ′, and Φ are as in Theorem 7.2, then modulo
reindexing, Gˆi is quasi-isometric to Gˆ
′
i.
7.1. Proof of Theorem 7.1. We first treat a special case which ex-
hibits the essential ideas, and then explain how to modify the argument
to handle the general case.
Proof of Theorem 7.1 when G = G′ = H×H. Since G = G1×G2 with
Gi ≃ H, we have a graded decomposition g = g1 ⊕ g2, so the grading
g = V1 ⊕ V2 is of the form Vi = ⊕jVij where i, j ∈ {1, 2} and Vij :=
Vi ∩ gj .
Let f : G ⊃ U → U ′ ⊂ G be as in the statement of Theorem 7.1.
We may assume without loss of generality that U = U1×U2, where U1,
U2 are connected open sets.
Step 1: Any graded automorphism φ : g → g preserves the decom-
position g = ⊕igi, i.e. there is a permutation σ : {1, 2} → {1, 2} such
that φ(gi) = gσ(i).
Pick j ∈ {1, 2}. Then [V1j , V1] = V2j , and since φ is a graded auto-
morphism, it follows that the image φ(V1j) is a 2-dimensional subspace
of V1 such that [φ(V1j), V1] ⊂ V2 is 1-dimensional. Hence the projec-
tion πk(φ(V1,j)) ⊂ V1k can be nontrivial for at most one k ∈ {1, 2},
which means that φ(V1j) = V1σ(j) for some σ(j) ∈ {1, 2}. Since φ is an
automorphism the map σ : {1, 2} → {1, 2} is a bijection.
Step 2: There is a permutation σ such that for a.e. x ∈ U , the Pansu
derivative Df(x) : g→ g satisfies Df(x)(gi) = gσ(i).
Let X1, . . . , X6 be a graded basis for g such that [X1, X2] = −X3,
[X4, X5] = −X6, V11 = span{X1, X2}, V12 = span{X4, X5}. Now let
θ1, . . . , θ6 be the dual basis, and we adopt the notation from Subsec-
tion 3.3: θJ = θj1 ∧ . . . ∧ θjk if J = {j1 < . . . < jk}.
Since the Pansu derivative Df(x) is a well-defined measurably vary-
ing graded automorphism of g for a.e. x ∈ U , by Step 1 we may define
a measurable mapping σ : U → S2 such that
(7.5) Df(x)(gi) = gσ(x)(i)
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for a.e. x ∈ U . It follows that f ∗Pθ123 = a123θ123 + a456θ456 where
a123, a456 ∈ L
1
loc and
(7.6)
a456(x) = 0 when σ(x) = id
a123(x) = 0 when σ 6= id .
Pick ψ ∈ C∞c (U). Then d(ψθ56) =
∑
1≤i≤4(Xiψ)θi56 so wt(d(ψθ56)) ≤
−4. Since wt(θ123) = −4, by Theorem 4.1 we have
0 =
∫
U
f ∗P θ123 ∧ d(ψθ56) =
∫
U
(a123θ123 + a456θ456) ∧ d(ψθ56)
=
∫
U
a123(X4ψ) volG .
Since this holds for all ψ, we get that X4a123 = 0 as a distribution.
Similarly X5a123 = X1a456 = X2a456. This forces X6a123 = X3a456 = 0
since X3 = −[X1, X2] and X6 = −[X4, X5]. In view of the fact that U1,
U2 are connected, these distributional equations imply that, up to null
sets, a123, a456 will be nonzero on subsets of the form A123 × U2, and
U1×A456, respectively. If both subsets had positive measure, then both
a123, a456 would both be nonzero a.e. in A123×A456, which contradicts
(7.6). Therefore, after modifying σ on a set of measure zero, it will be
constant in U as desired.
Step 3: f is a product of mappings. We may assume without loss of
generality that σ = id.
By Fubini’s theorem, for a.e. y ∈ U2, the map fy : U → G defined
by fy(x) = f(x, y) is in W
1,p
loc (U1), and by the chain rule its Pansu
derivative satisfies (DPf)(x)(g1) ⊂ g1 for a.e. x ∈ U1. Hence for a.e.
y ∈ U2 we have DP (π2 ◦ fy)(x) = 0 for a.e. x ∈ U1, and since U1 is
connected it follows that π2 ◦ fy is constant. Because p > ν we know
that f is continuous, and therefore π2 ◦ fy is constant for every y ∈ U2,
i.e. π2◦f(x, y) depends only on y. Similarly (π1◦f)(x, y) depends only
on x. Thus f is a product of mappings. 
We now return to the general case of Theorem 7.1.
The generalization of Step 1 of the above proof is the following result
from [Xie13b, Prop. 2.5]. We include a short proof here.
Lemma 7.7. Suppose g = ⊕i∈Igi, g
′ = ⊕j∈I′g
′
j where every gi, and g
′
j
is nonabelian and does not admit a nontrivial decomposition as a direct
sum of graded ideals. Then any graded isomorphism φ : g → g′ is a
product of graded isomorphisms, i.e. there is a bijection σ : I → I ′ and
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for every i ∈ I there exists a graded isomorphism φi : gi → g
′
σ(i) such
that for all i ∈ I we have πσ(i) ◦ φ = φi ◦ πi.
Proof. For subsets S1, S2 of g or g
′, we let [S1, S2] = span({[s1, s2] | si ∈
Si}), and I(S1) be the ideal generated by S1. Note that the center of g
intersects V1 trivially, since every gi is nonabelian and has no nontrivial
decomposition as a direct sum of graded ideals; similarly the center of
g′ intersects V ′1 trivially.
We define a linear subspace W ⊂ V1 ⊂ H to be bracket maximal
if for every Z ⊂ V1 with Z ⊃W and [Z, V1] = [W,V1] we have Z = W .
Note that
[Z, V1] = [⊕i∈Iπi(Z), V1],
so if W is bracket maximal then W = ⊕i∈Iπi(W ). A similar definition
and remark applies in g′.
For i ∈ I, let V1i = V1∩gi. Then V1i is bracket maximal for all i ∈ I,
since V1i ( Z ⊂ V1 implies that πj(Z) 6= {0} for some j 6= i, and hence
[πj(Z), V1j] 6= {0} since the center of gj intersects V1j trivially.
Since Φ is a graded isomorphism, it follows that Φ(V1i) ⊂ V
′
1 is
bracket maximal, and g′ = ⊕iI(Φ(V1i)). But since Φ(V1i) is bracket
maximal we have
Φ(V1i) = ⊕j∈I′(πj(Φ(V1i))) ,
giving
g′ = ⊕i∈II(Φ(V1i)) =⊕i ⊕jI(πj(Φ(V1i)))
=⊕j ⊕iI(πj(Φ(V1i))) .
Since g′j does not admit a nontrival decomposition as a direct sum of
graded ideals, it follows that for every j ∈ I ′, the ideal I(πj(Φ(V1i)))
is = g′i for precisely one τ(j) ∈ I, and = {0} for the rest. Since φ is a
graded isomorphism, τ is the inverse of a bijection σ : I → I ′, and the
lemma follows. 
Let f : G ⊃ U → G be as in the statement of Theorem 7.1, where
U =
∏
i Ui and the Uis are connected. By Lemma 7.7, we may assume
without loss of generality that I = I ′ and gi = g
′
i for all i ∈ I, and so
there is a measurable function σ : U → Perm(I) such that Df(x)(gi) =
gσ(x)(i) for a.e. x ∈ U .
For i ∈ I let θi denote the pullback π
∗
i volGi where volGi is a volume
form on the factor Gi. Pick i0 ∈ I, and let I0 ⊂ I be the indices j ∈ I
for which gj ≃ gi0 . Then
f ∗Pθi0 =
∑
j∈I0
ajθj ,
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where aj ∈ L
1
loc(U). For j, j
′ ∈ I0 and X ∈ V1∩gj′, let ω := (Λi 6=j,j′θi)∧
iXθj′ . Taking ψ ∈ C
∞
c (U), we apply Theorem 4.1 to get
0 =
∫
U
f ∗P θi0 ∧ d(ψω) = ±
∫
U
aj(Xψ) ∧i∈I θi
so Xaj = 0 distributionally. Since V1∩gj′ generates gj′ as a Lie algebra,
we get that Zaj = 0 for all Z ∈ gj′. Arguing as before, we get that
there is a σ(j) ∈ I0 such that aj 6= 0 and ak = 0 a.e. in U . The index i0
was arbitrary, so we conclude that there is a permuation σ ∈ Perm(I)
such that Df(x)(gi) = gσ(i) for a.e. x ∈ U . The last step of the proof
is similar to the special case.
7.2. Proof of Theorem 7.2. We begin with the following geometric
result.
Lemma 7.8. Let X be a metric space, where one of the following holds:
(a) X is isometric to a simply connected nilpotent Lie group H with
a left invariant Riemannian metric, where H 6≃ R.
(b) X is the Cayley graph of a finitely generated nilpotent group H0,
where H0 is not virtually cyclic.
Then there exist R <∞, λ > 0 such that:
(1) Then for every p, x1, x2 ∈ X such that R := d(p, x1) ≥ R,
x2 ∈ A(p, R, 2R), there is a path γ : [0, 1]→ X \B(x, λR) from
x1 to x2.
(2) Let Pr := {(x, x
′) ∈ X ×X | d(x, x′) ≥ r} for r ∈ [0,∞). Then
for all R ≥ R, the subset PR ⊂ PλR is contained in a single
path component of PλR.
Proof. (1). Suppose (1) is false. Then there are sequences {pk}, {x1,k},
{x2,k} inX such that Rk := d(pk, x1,k)→∞, x2,k ∈ A(pk, Rk, 2Rk), but
there is no path from x1,k to x2,k in X \B(pk,
1
k
Rk). After passing to a
subsequence, the tuples (X,R−1k dX , pk; x1,k, x2,k) will pointed Gromov-
Hausdorff converge to a tuple (X∞, d∞, p∞; x1,∞, x2,∞) where (X∞, d∞)
is bilipschitz homeomorphic to a Carnot group [Pan83]. Since in case
(a) H 6≃ R and in case (b) H0 is not virtually cyclic, we know that
X∞ is homeomorphic to Rn for some n ≥ 2. Therefore there is a
path γ : [0, 1] → X∞ \ B(p∞, 3a) from x1,∞ to x2,∞ for some a > 0.
Subdividing γ, we obtain a sequence of points
x1,∞ = z0, . . . , zn = x2,∞ ⊂ X∞ \B(p∞, 3a)
with d(zj−1, zj) < a for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Hence for large k there exist
x1,k = z0,k, . . . , zn,k = x2,k ⊂ X \B(pk, 2aRk)
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such that d(zj−1,k, zj,k) < aRk for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Joining zj−1,k to zj,k
by a geodesic γj,k and concatenating the γj,ks, we get a contradiction.
(2). Iterating (1), we may reduce to the case when d(x, x′) =
d(y, y′) = 10d(x, y). Then applying (1) twice more, we get that (x, x′),
(x, y′) and (y, y′) lie in the same path component of PλR.

Now let {Gˆi}i∈I , {Gˆ
′
j}j∈I′ be as in Theorem 7.2.
Our first step is to show that the image of an i-pair under a quasi-
isometry is approximately a j-pair for some j = j(i, x, x′), provided
d(x, x′) is large.
Lemma 7.9. For every L ≥ 1, A < ∞, ε > 0, there is an R =
R(L,A, ε) < ∞ such that if Φ : Gˆ → Gˆ′ is an (L,A)-quasi-isometry,
i ∈ I, and x, x′ ∈ G is an i-pair such that d(x, x′) ≥ R, then for every
j ∈ I ′ we have
d(πj(Φ(x)), πj(Φ(x
′)))
d(Φ(x),Φ(x′))
∈ [0, ε) ∪ (1− ε, 1] .
Proof. If not, then for some L, A, ε, there is a sequence of (L,A)-quasi-
isometries {Φk : Gˆ → Gˆ
′}, and for some i ∈ I a sequence of i-pairs
{xk, yk} ⊂ Gˆ such that d(xk, x
′
k)→∞, and for every k
(7.10)
d(πj(Φk(xk)), πj(Φk(x
′
k)))
d(Φk(xk),Φk(x′k))
∈ [ε, 1− ε] .
By pre/postcomposing with translations, we may assume that xk = e
and Φk(xk) = e for all k. Letting Rk := d(xk, yk), the maps Φk in-
duce (L,R−1k A)-quasi-isometries (Gˆ, R
−1
k dGˆ) → (Gˆ
′, R−1k dGˆ′). Extract-
ing a subsequential limit, we obtain an L-bilipschitz homeomorphism
Φω : Gω =
∏
iGi →
∏
j G
′
j = G
′
ω, and by (7.10) there is an i-pair
xω, yω ∈ Gω whose image under Φω is not a j-pair for any j. This
is a contradiction, since {Gi}i∈I , {G
′
j}j∈I′ satisfy the assumptions of
Theorem 7.1 and so Φω is a product mapping. 
We now fix an (L,A)-quasi-isometry Φ : Gˆ→ Gˆ′.
For i ∈ I, R ∈ [0,∞), let Pi,R be the collection of i-pairs x, x
′ ∈ G
with d(x, x′) ≥ R. Let R0 := 2L
−1A. Since Φ is an (L,A)-quasi-
isometry, the mapping Φij : Pi,R0 → [0, 1] given by
Φij(x, x
′) :=
d(πj(Φ(x)), πj(Φ(x
′)))
d(Φ(x),Φ(x′))
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is well-defined. Let R1 = max(R0, R(L,A,
1
4
)) where R(L,A, 1
4
) is the
constant from Lemma 7.9. By that lemma we have a well-defined
function
Φ¯ij : Pi,R → {0, 1}
where
Φ¯ij(x, x
′) =
{
1 if Φij(x, x
′) ∈ (3
4
, 1]
0 if Φij(x, x
′) ∈ [0, 1
4
) .
Lemma 7.11. When R ≥ R2 = R2(L,A) then Φ¯ij(x1, x
′
1) = Φ¯(x2, x
′
2)
for every pair (x1, x
′
1), (x2, x
′
2) ∈ Pi,R with d(x1, x2), d(x
′
1, x
′
2) ≤ 1.
Proof. We have
d(Φ(x1),Φ(x2)), d(Φ(x
′
1),Φ(x
′
2)) ≤ L+ A ,
which implies
|Φij(x1, x
′
1)− Φij(x2, x
′
2)| ≤
2(L+ A)
L(R− 1)− 2A
which is < 1
4
when R > R2 = R2(L,A). The distance between the
intervals [0, 1
4
) and (3
4
, 1] is > 1
4
, and therefore Φ¯ij(x1, x
′
1) = Φ¯(x2, x
′
2)
as claimed. 
Combining Lemma 7.11 with Lemma 7.8, we get that for R3 =
R3(L,A) > R2, for every i ∈ I, the subset Pi,R3 ⊂ Pi,R2 lies in a
single path component, and hence Φ¯ij is constant on Pi,R3 . Applying
Lemma 7.9 to an i-pair (x, x′) with d(x, x′) large, we see that for ev-
ery i there is a σ(i) ∈ I ′ such that in Pi,R3 we have Φ¯iσ(i) ≡ 1 and
Φ¯ij ≡ 0 for j ∈ I
′ \ σ(i). If Φ′ : Gˆ′ → Gˆ is an (L′, A′)-quasi-inverse
of Φ, where L′ = L′(L,A), A′ = A′(L,A), then we argue similarly to
define Φ′ij , Φ¯
′
ij , R
′
3, and σ
′ : I ′ → I. Again taking an i-pair (x, x′) with
d(x, x′) large, we can find a σ(i)-pair (y, y′) ⊂ P ′σ(i),R′
3
with y := Φ(x),
d(y′,Φ(x′)) ≪ d(Φ(x),Φ(x′)), and applying Lemma 7.9 we get that
σ′(σ(i)) = i. Similarly σ ◦ σ′ = idI′ , so σ is a bijection. Now (7.3)
follows from Lemma 7.9.
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7.3. Proof of Corollary 7.4. Let Φ, σ, etc be as in Theorem 7.2. Let
Φ′ : Gˆ′ → Gˆ be a quasi-inverse of Φ, i.e. Φ′ is an (L,A1)-quasi-isometry
such that d(Φ′ ◦ Φ, idGˆ), d(Φ ◦ Φ
′, idGˆ′) < A1, where A1 = A1(L,A).
Choose i ∈ I and for every j 6= i pick some xj ∈ Gˆj . Now define
α : Gˆi → Gˆ by πj(α(x)) = xj for j 6= i, and πi(α(x)) = x, and let
φ : Gˆi → Gˆ
′
σ(i) be the composition φ := πσ(i) ◦ Φ ◦ α. It follows from
(7.3) that φ is an (L,A2) quasi-isometric embedding for A2 = A2(L,A).
We will show that φ is a quasi-isometry.
Pick y′0 ∈ Gˆ
′
σ(i). Now let y1 ∈ Gˆi satisfy d(φ(y1), y
′
0) ≤ 2ρ where
ρ := infx∈Gˆi d(φ(y), y
′
0). Let x
′
0 ∈ Gˆ
′ be the point with πσ(i)(x
′
0) = y
′
0,
πj(x
′
0) = πj(Φ(y1)) for all j ∈ I
′ \ {σ(i)}. Let y2 := πi(Φ
′(x′0)). Now
ρ ≤ d(φ(y2), y
′
0) ≤ d(Φ ◦ α(y2), x
′
0)
≤ d(Φ ◦ α(y2),Φ(Φ
′(x′0))) + d(Φ(Φ
′(x0)), x
′
0)
≤ Ld(α(y2),Φ
′(x′0)) + A+ A1 .
Applying Theorem 7.2 to Φ′, it follows from (7.3) that
ρ−1 d(Φ′(x′0), α(y2)) ≤ ε1(ρ) ,
where ε1 = ε1(L,A), and ε1(t) → 0 as t → 0. Hence ρ ≤ A3 =
A3(L,A). Thus φ is an (L,A4)-quasi-isometry. The index i ∈ I was
arbitrary, so the corollary follows.
8. Complexifed Carnot groups
In this section we study mappings between complexified Carnot
groups, the complex Heisenberg groups being prime examples. In Sub-
section 8.1 we discuss local results, in Subsection 8.3 global rigidity, and
in Subsection 8.4 we give examples of mappings exhibiting flexibility.
Recall that the complexification VC of a real vector space V is the
tensor product V ⊗RC, and that complexification has obvious compat-
ibilities with tensor/wedge products and complex conjugation:
(V ⊗RW )C = (V ⊗RW )⊗R C ≃ (VC)⊗C (WC)
v ⊗ w = v ⊗ w , v ∈ VC , w ∈ WC .
If M is a manifold, then may complexify the algebra Ω∗(M) of dif-
ferential forms, and then pullback and exterior derivative are C-linear
and real (i.e. they commute with complex conjugation). Similarly
for Pansu pullback, since it is based on an algebra homomorphism of
exterior algebras.
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8.1. Local results. Let H be a Carnot group of topogical dimension
N and homogeneous dimension ν. Let h be the corresponding Carnot
algebra. By g = hC we denote the complexification of h. It follows
from the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula that g is the Lie algebra
of a complex Lie group G. In the following we view G as a real Carnot
group of topological dimension 2N and homogeneous dimension 2ν and
we denote complex multiplication by J . Our main result is:
Theorem 8.1. Suppose U ⊂ G is a connected open set, and f : U → G
is a map in the Sobolev space W 1,p(U,G) with p > 2ν such that for a.e.
x ∈ U the Pansu derivative DPf(x) is either a J-linear isomorphism or
a J-antilinear isomorphism. Then f is holomorphic or antiholomorphic
(with respect to the complex structure J).
Since graded isomorphisms hCm → h
C
m of the complex m
th Heisenberg
Lie algebra are either J-linear or J-antilinear (Lemma 10.6), Theo-
rem 8.1 applies if G is a complex Heisenberg group and f is quasisym-
metric, or more generally, when its Pansu derivative is an isomorphism
almost everywhere.
The assumption that the Pansu derivative is an isomorphism a.e.
cannot be dropped. After the end of the proof we give an example of
a Lipschitz map f from the complexified first Heisenberg group HC to
itself for which the Pansu differential is a.e. J-linear or J-antilinear,
but which is holomorphic nor antiholomorphic.
Corollary 8.2. Let f : G ⊃ U → G be as in Theorem 8.1, where
U = B(p, r) for some p ∈ G, r > 0. If f is an η-quasisymmetric
homeomorphism, then:
• f is either J-biholomorphic or J-antibiholomorphic.
• Modulo post-composition with a Carnot dilation, the restriction
of f to the subball B(p, r
K
) is K-bilipschitz, where K = K(η).
Lemma 8.3. Let G be a complexified Carnot group and suppose that
f : G ⊃ B(p, r) → B(p′, ρ) ⊂ G is a holomorphic contact map. Then
the restriction of f to the ball B(p, r/4) is KG
ρ
r
-Lipschitz where KG
depends only on the group G.
Proof. Since dilation and left translation are holomorphic contact maps
it suffices to show the result for p = p′ = e and r = ρ = 1. Note that the
ball B(e, 1) is contained in an Euclidean ball Beucl(e, RG) and that the
left-invariant norm of horizontal vectorfields on B(e, 1) is comparable
to the Euclidean norm.
By compactness there exist a rG > 0 such for every point in q ∈
B(e, 3
4
) we have Beucl(q, rG) ⊂ B(e, 1).
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Thus by standard estimates for holomorphic maps f : Beucl(q, rG)→
Beucl(e, RG) we get
|Df(q)X|eucl ≤ CNRGr
−1
G |X|eucl ∀q ∈ B(e,
3
4
)
where N is the topological dimension of G. Since the left-invariant
norm and the Euclidean norm of horizontal vectorfields on B(e, 3
4
) are
equivalent we get
|DfX| ≤ CGRGr
−1
G |X|
for all horizontal vectorfields X in B(e, 3
4
). Finally we use that any two
points q, q′ in B(e, 1
4
) can be connected by a horizontal curve of length <
1
2
. In particular this curves stays inside B(0, 3
4
). Thus d(f˜(q), f˜(q′)) ≤
CGRGr
−1
G d(q, q
′). 
Proof of Corollary 8.2. After composing f with complex conjugation if
necessary, we may assume by Theorem 8.1 that f is holomorphic. Since
f is a holomorphic homeomorphism, its Jacobian is nonzero away from
a complex analytic subvariety Z ⊂ U , so f(Z) ⊂ has measure zero.
Hence f−1 is locally a holomorphic diffeomorphism on f(U) \ f(Z).
Since f−1 is η-quasisymmetric, by Theorem 8.1 it is holomorphic, and
hence both f and f−1 are biholomorphic; furthermore both maps are
contact diffeomorphisms because they are Pansu differentiable almost
everywhere.
Let M = η(1). Since f is η-quasisymmetric we may assume af-
ter postcomposing with a dilation that B(p′,M−1r) ⊂ f(B(p, r/2)) ⊂
B(p′, r) where p′ = f(p). Thus by Lemma 8.3 the restriction of f
to B(p, r/8) is 2KG-Lipschitz. Let g be the restriction of f
−1 to
B(p′,M−1r). Then by Lemma 8.3 the restriction of g to B(p′,M−1r/4)
isMKG-Lipschitz. Moreover f(B(p,K
−1
G M
−1r/8)) is contained inB(p′,M−1r/4).
Thus the assertion holds with K = 8MKG. 
Proof of Theorem 8.1. The main point in the proof is to show that the
pullback of the top degree holomorphic form cannot oscillate between
a holomorphic and anti-holomorphic form.
For simplicity, we begin by proving the result for the complexified
first Heisenberg group. The general case is very similar, although it
requires a few minor modifications which we discuss at the end. We first
set up some notation. Let g be the first complex Heisenberg algebra.
Since we will shortly be complexifying a second time, we recall the
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convention to denote the complex multiplication on g by J : g → g.
Let {Xj , Yj = JXj}1≤j≤3 be the basis for which [X1, X2] = −X3, so
[X1, X2] = −X3 , [Y1, X2] = −Y3
[X1, Y2] = −Y3 , [Y1, Y2] = J
2(−X3) = X3 .
and all other brackets of basis vectors are zero. Let {αj, βj}1≤j≤3 be
the dual basis. Then
dα3 = α1 ∧ α2 − β1 ∧ β2 , dβ3 = β1 ∧ α2 + α1 ∧ β2 .
Now we complexify g, the exterior algebra, and differential forms.
Considering the (1, 0)-forms
ζj = αj + iβj , ζ¯j = αj − iβj
and the Wirtinger vector fields
Zj =
1
2
(Xj − iYj) Z¯j =
1
2
(Xj + iYj).
one gets:
ζj(Zk) = ζ¯j(Z¯k) = δjk, ζj(Z¯k) = ζ¯j(Zk) = 0,
[Z1, Z2] = −
1
2
Z3, [Z¯1, Z¯2] = −
1
2
Z¯3
and
αj =
1
2
(ζj + ζ¯j) , βj = −
i
2
(ζj − ζ¯j)
dζ3 = ζ1 ∧ ζ2 , dζ¯3 = ζ¯1 ∧ ζ¯2 .
If u is a smooth function then we get
du =
∑
j
((Xju)αj + (Yju)βj)(8.4)
=
∑
j
((Zju)ζj + (Z¯ju)ζ¯j) .(8.5)
We use the shortened notation
ζ123 = ζ1 ∧ ζ2 ∧ ζ3 , ζ123 = ζ¯1 ∧ ζ¯2 ∧ ζ¯3 , etc .
The main point is to show that the Pansu differential f ∗P (x) is either
J-linear for a.e. x ∈ U or J-antilinear for a.e. x ∈ U . By assumption
for a.e. x ∈ U the Pansu differential is J-linear or J-antilinear. If
Φ is J-linear then its complexification ΦC : gC → gC carries forms
of type (p, q) to forms of type (p, q); in particular we have Φ∗Cζj ∈
spanC{ζ1, ζ2, ζ3} and hence
Φ∗C(ζ123) = aζ123
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where a ∈ C. If Φ is J-antilinear then
Φ∗C(ζ123) = aζ123.
Thus if f : G ⊃ U → U ′ ⊂ G is in W 1,ploc for p > 8 and its Pansu
differential is an isomorphism a.e., then the complexification fP,C of
the Pansu differential fP satisfies
f ∗P,Cζ123 = a123ζ123 + a123ζ123
for a123, a123 measurable. Note that:
dζ123 = dζ123 = 0 , wt(ζ123) = wt(ζ123) = −4 ,
dζ23 = 0 , wt(ζ23) = −3 .
By linearity the Pullback Theorem clearly extends to complex-valued
forms if we use the complexification of the Pansu differential. Applying
Theorem 4.2 with α = ζ123 and β = ζ23 we thus get
0 =
∫
U
f ∗P,Cζ123 ∧ d(ϕζ23) =
∫
U
a123ζ123 ∧ dϕ ∧ ζ23
=
∫
U
a123 (Z1ϕ) ζ123 ∧ ζ123.
Hence we get Z1a123 = 0 distributionally, and similarly
Z2a123 = Z¯1a123 = Z¯2a123 = 0 .
By Lemma 8.6 below a123 is holomorphic and a123 is antiholomor-
phic. Now if a123 vanishes on a set of positive measure then it vanishes
identically since U is connected. Since DPf(x) is an isomorphism for
a.e. x it follows that DPf is J-antilinear a.e. On the other hand if
a123 6= 0 a.e. then DPf is J-linear a.e.
Lemma 8.6. Suppose u is a C-valued distribution on U ⊂ G satisfying
Z¯1u = Z¯2u = 0 .
Then u is holomorphic. Likewise a distribution u with Z1u = Z2u = 0
is antiholomorphic.
Proof. It follows from the definition of the distributional derivative that
also Z¯2Z¯1u = 0 and Z¯1Z¯2u = 0. In particular Z¯3u = −2[Z¯1, Z¯2]u =
0. If ϕ : V ⊂ U → C3 is a biholomorhic chart then it follows that
u ◦ ϕ−1 is a distributionally holomorphic distribution defined on an
open subset of C3. Thus u ◦ϕ is smooth and holomorphic and hence u
is holomorphic. 
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Assume now that DPf(x) is J-linear a.e. We will show that f is
holomorphic. The main point is to show that for every biholomorphic
chart ϕ the composition ϕ ◦ f has vanishing distributional Z¯1 and Z¯2
derivatives. Then we can invoke Lemma 8.6.
For ease of notation we refer to maps which are linear with respect
to the multiplication by J again as C-linear. It suffices to show that for
every open set V ⊂ f(U) and every biholomorphic chart ϕ : V → C3
the composition
u := ϕ ◦ f
which is defined on U ′ = f−1(V ) is holomorphic. Making V slightly
smaller if needed we may assume that ϕ is bilipschitz when we use
the Riemannian metric d on G and the Euclidean metric on C3. Since
d ≤ CdCC the map ϕ is also Lipschitz as a map from (V, dCC) to C3
with the Euclidean metric. Hence u ∈ W 1,p(U ′,C3). We know that f
is Pansu differentiable a.e. and that the Pansu derivative is C-linear.
Moreover it is easy to see that ϕ viewed as a map from a subset of the
Carnot group G to the abelian group C3 is Pansu differentiable and
DPϕ = Dϕπ1 where π1 is the projection form g to its first layer V1. In
particular DPϕ is C-linear. By the pointwise chain rule for the Pansu
derivative we see that u is Pansu differentiable a.e. and
(8.7) DPu(x) = DPϕ(f(x))DPf(x).
Thus DPu(x) is C-linear a.e. and in particular DPu(x)Z¯i = 0 for i = 1
or i = 2. By Lemma 8.8 below this implies that Z¯iu = 0 in the sense of
distributions and it then follows from Lemma 8.6 that u is holomorphic.
This finishes the proof for the complexified first Heisenberg group.
Lemma 8.8. Assume that G is a Carnot group with homogeneous
dimension ν. Assume that u : U ⊂ G → C is the Sobolev space
W 1,p(U,C) with p > ν. Then for every horizontal left-invariant vector-
field X the distributional derivative Xu agrees with DPuX, i.e.∫
G
DPu(x)X(x) η(x) dµ(x) = −
∫
G
u (Xη) dµ.
Proof. Let η ∈ C∞c (U) and define
ω(t) =
∫
G
u(x exp tX)η(x) dµ(x).
Since u is a.e. Pansu differentiable we have t−1[u(x exp tX)− u(x)]→
DPu(x)X as t→ 0 for a.e. x ∈ U . Moreover by the Sobolev embedding
theorem (see Lemma 2.8) this difference quotient is bounded by the
local maximal function of the horizontal derivative and hence by a
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fixed Lp function. Thus the dominated convergence theorem implies
that
ω′(0) =
∫
G
DPu(x)X(x) η(x) dµ(x).
Using the change of variables y = rexp tXx = x exp tX and the bi-
invariance of µ we get
ω(t) =
∫
G
u(y)η(y exp−tX) dµ(y).
Differentiation with respect to t shows that
ω′(0) = −
∫
G
u (Xη) dµ.
Comparing the two expressions for ω′(0) we get the desired identity. 
We finally indicate the necessary modifications for a general com-
plexified Carnot group G with Carnot algebra g. As before we de-
note the complex structure on g by J . Now we again complexify g.
By Lemma 10.1 the complexified algebra gC is the direct sum of the
eigenspaces of (the complexification of) J :
gC = gCi ⊕ g
C
−i
where
gC±i = {X ∓ iJX : X ∈ g}.
Moreover by Lemma 10.1
(8.9) [gCi , g
C
i ] ⊂ g
C
i , [g
C
−i, g
C
−i] ⊂ g
C
−i, [g
C
i , g
C
−i] = {0}.
Finally conjugation exchanges the subalgebras gC±i.
For each of the subalgebras gC±i we consider the space Λ
kgC±i of
complex-valued k-forms. A complex-valued one-form α ∈ Λ1gCi has
natural extension to a complex one-form on gC by setting it zero on
gC−i and k-forms are extended similarly. We denote the spaces of the
extended forms also by ΛkgC±i and view them as a subspaces of Λ
kgC.
Pullback by (the complexification of) a J-linear graded isomorphism
preserves the spaces ΛkgC±i while pullback by J-antilinear isomorphisms
permutes them. It follows from the fact that [gCi , g
C
−i] = {0} and for-
mula (3.19) that the exterior derivative maps ΛkgCi to Λ
k+1gCi and Λ
kgC−i
to Λk+1gC−i.
Now let ω be a non-zero top degree from in ΛNgCi . Note that ω is
determined uniquely up to a complex factor. Let ω¯ ∈ ΛNgC−i denote
the pullback by complex conjugation. Then the complexification ΦC a
J-linear graded isomorphism Φ : g→ g satisfies Φ∗Cω = aω with a ∈ C.
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Similarly for the complexification of a J-antilinear graded isomorphism
we get Φ∗Cω = bω¯ with b ∈ C. Thus by assumption we have
f ∗P,Cω = aω + bω¯
with measurable functions a and b.
We will show again that a is holomorphic and b is antiholomorphic.
Let X be in the first layer of gCi . Consider ω as an N -form on the
subalgebra gCi . Then (3.10) implies that the N − 1 form iXω is closed.
As discussed above it follows from the identity [gCi , g
C
−i] = {0} that the
extension of iXω to an N − 1 form on g
C is also closed. We apply the
pull-back theorem with α = ω and let β = iXω. Thus we get for every
ϕ ∈ C∞c (U)
0 =
∫
U
f ∗P,Cα ∧ d(ϕβ) =
∫
U
bω¯ ∧ dϕ ∧ iXω
=
∫
U
b(Xϕ) ω¯ ∧ ω
where we have used (3.5) for the last identity. Since ω¯ ∧ ω is (a fixed
multiple of) the volume form on G we deduce that Xb = 0 in the
sense of distributions for every horizontal left-invariant vectorfield in
gCi . By taking commutators it follows that Xb = 0 for every left-
invariant vectorfield in gCi . As in the proof of Lemma 8.6 we see that b is
distributionally antiholomorphic and hence antiholomorphic. Similarly
a is holomorphic. Since DPf(x) is an isomorphism for a.e. x we deduce
as before that a 6= 0 a.e. or b 6= 0 a.e. In the first case DPf(x) is J-
linear for a.e. x, in the second caseDPf(x) is J-antilinear for a.e. x. The
argument that this implies that f is holomorphic or antiholomorphic
is the same as for the complexified first Heisenberg group. 
We finally show that the conclusion of Theorem 8.1 does not hold if
the assumption that the Pansu derivative is a.e. invertible is dropped.
Identify the first complexified Heisenberg group with HC with C3 via
the exponential map. Then the standard graded basis of left-invariant
holomorphic and antiholomorphic one-forms is given by
ζ1 = dz
1, ζ2 = dz
2, ζ3 = dz
3 +
1
2
(z1dz2 − z2dz1)
and ζ1 = dz
1 etc. Thus the map γ : C → HC given by γ(z) = (z, 0, 0)
is holomorphic and an isometry. The map π1 : HC → C given by
π1(z1, z2, z3) = z1 is a holomorphic and has Lipschitz constant 1. Let
g : C→ C be a Lipschitz map such that for a.e. z ∈ C the matrix Dg(z)
is conformal or anticonformal. Then f = γ ◦ g ◦ π1 is a Lipschitz map
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from HC to itself. In particular f is in the Sobolev space W 1,ploc (H
C,HC)
for all p ≤ ∞. Moreover for a.e. x ∈ HC the Pansu differential DPf(x)
is holomorphic or antiholomorphic. Now if we let g be the folding map
g(x+iy) = |x|+iy then f is holomorphic for z1 > 0 and antiholomorphic
for z1 < 0.
8.2. Affine maps. Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g.
Let Φ : g→ g be a linear map.
Definition 8.10. A C1 map f : G → G is a Φ-map if Df(p)(X) =
Φ(X)(f(p)) for all X ∈ g, p ∈ G. Here we are identifying tangent
spaces with the Lie algebra via left translation.
Lemma 8.11. Φ-maps are affine, i.e. compositions of left translations
with homomorphisms. In particular Φ is a Lie algebra homomorphism.
Proof. Note that Φ-maps are preserved by left translation: if f is a Φ-
map, then so is ℓg1 ◦f ◦ ℓg2 for all g1, g2 ∈ G. Also, if two Φ-maps agree
at some point, then they coincide, since the set where they agree is
closed, and also closed under following integral curves of left invariant
vector fields.
Suppose f is an Φ-map with f(e) = e. Then for every g ∈ G
(f ◦ ℓg)(e) = f(g) = f(g) · f(e) = (ℓf(g) ◦ f)(e) ,
so f ◦ ℓg ≡ ℓf(g) ◦ f . Hence for all g1, g2 ∈ G
f(g1g2) = (f ◦ ℓg1)(g2) = (ℓf(g1) ◦ f)(g2) = f(g1)f(g2)
so f is a homomorphism of Lie groups, and Φ is its derivative. 
8.3. Global qc homeomorphisms of complexified Carnot groups.
We now study global quasiconformal homeomorphisms of complexified
Carnot groups. For simplicity we first state the result for the first
complex Heisenberg group HC.
Lemma 8.12.
(1) Any K-quasiconformal homeomorphism φ : HC → HC is η-
quasisymmetric, where η = η(K).
(2) Any K-quasiconformal homeomorphism φ : HC → HC is L-
bilipschitz for L = L(K), modulo precomposition by a suitable
Carnot rescaling. In other words, φ is an L-quasisimilarity,
where L = L(K).
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(3) If u : HC → C is a Lipschitz holomorphic function, then u =
u¯ ◦ π, where π : HC → C2 is the abelianization homomorphism,
and u¯ : C2 → C is an affine holomorphic function.
(4) Any holomorphic qc homeomorphism HC → HC is a composi-
tion of a left translation and a complex graded automorphism.
(5) The group of qc homeomorphisms HC → HC is generated by
left translations, complex graded automorphisms, and complex
conjugation.
Proof. (1). This is a general fact about Loewner spaces (or space sat-
isfying Poincare inequalities).
(2). We may assume that φ is holomorphic. Pick p ∈ HC, R ∈ (0,∞).
By (1), we may assume after postcomposing φ with a suitable Carnot
rescaling that B(φ(p), R/C) ⊂ φ(B(p, R)) ⊂ B(φ(p), CR) for C =
C(K). Now the derivatives of φ in B(p, R/2) are uniformly bounded,
since φ is holomorphic. Similarly for φ−1. This implies that modulo
rescaling, the horizontal derivatives are uniformly bilipschitz, and φ
itself is uniformly bilipschitz.
(3). Zju : HC → C is holomorphic for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3. Since ‖Zj‖ is
bounded for 1 ≤ j ≤ 2, so is Zju. But HC is biholomorphic to C3
by the exponential map, so Zju is constant for 1 ≤ j ≤ 2. Hence
Z3u = [Z1, Z2]u = 0. But Z¯3u = 0 since u is holomorphic. Therefore
X3u = Y3u = 0, and u is constant along cosets of the center. Therefore
u = u¯◦π, where π : HC → C2 is the abelianization. Also, u¯ is Lipschitz
and holomorphic, so it is an affine holomorphic function.
(4). Let φ : HC → HC be a holomorphic quasiconformal homeomor-
phism. By (3), it follows that φ preserves cosets of the center, and
descends to a holomorphic affine transformation φ¯ : C2 → C2. Modulo
composition with a left translation and a complex graded automor-
phism, we may therefore assume that φ(e) = e and that φ¯ = idC2.
But now the horizontal derivative of φ preserves horizontal left invari-
ant vector fields, so by Lemma 8.11 φ is a left translation, and since
φ(e) = e we have φ = idHC.
(5). We already know that quasiconformal homeomorphisms are
either holomorphic or antiholomorphic, so we are done by (4).

Returning to the general case of complexified Carnot groups, we let
G and H be as in Subsection 8.1. Note that by Lemma 8.2, if f : G→
G is a quasiconformal homeomorphism whose Pansu differential is J-
linear or J-antilinear almost everywhere, then f is biholomorphic or
J-antibiholomorphic; therefore the collection of such homeomorphisms
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is just the group of quasiconformal J-(anti)biholomorphic mappings of
G.
Lemma 8.13. The group of quasiconformal J-(anti)biholomorphic map-
pings G→ G is generated by left translations, complex graded automor-
phisms, and complex conjugation.
Proof. We proceed as in Lemma 8.12, except that we replace HC with
G, and require the Pansu differentials of quasiconformal homeomor-
phisms to be almost everywhere J-linear or J-antilinear.
The proofs of (1)-(3) and (5) follow almost verbatim.
(4). Consider a horizontal left invariant vector field X . The push-
forward φ∗X is a horizontal vector field; we just want to see that it is
a left invariant vector field. To that end, consider a C-linear function
v : G/[G,G] ≃ Cn → C, and observe that u := v ◦ φ is a Lipschitz
holomorphic function, so (3) applies. This gives that φ∗X is left in-
variant. Taking brackets, it follows that φ∗X is left invariant for any
left invariant vector field X . Hence φ is affine by Lemma 8.11. Mod-
ulo composition with a left translation, it is a holomorphic contact
automorphism, and hence graded. 
8.4. Flexibility of the complex Heisenberg groups.
We exhibit an abundance of global contact diffeomorphisms HCn →
HCn , and in particular, an abundance of local contact diffeomorphisms.
Note that the local assertion follows from the work of Ottazzi-Warhurst,
since the complex Heisenberg groups are not rigid.
Letting θ1, . . . , θ2n+1 ∈ Ω
1(Hn) be the left invariant coframe with
θ1, . . . , θ2n being first layer, and θ2n+1 second layer, and dθ2n+1 =∑n
j=1 θ2j−1∧θ2j . Then dθ2n+1 descends to a left invariant 2-form on the
abelianizationHn/[Hn,Hn]; we may identify the pair (Hn/[Hn,Hn], dθ2n+1)
with (R2n, ωn), where ωn ∈ Ω2(R2n) is the standard symplectic form on
R2n. Complexifying, we have the corresponding coframe with J-linear
C-valued forms θC1 , . . . , θ
C
2n+1, and we may identify (H
C
n/[H
C
n ,H
C
n ], dθ
C
2n+1)
with (C2n, ωCn ) where ω
C
n ∈ Ω
2(C2n) ⊗ C is the standard holomorphic
symplectic form on C2n.
Lemma 8.14. Pick n ≥ 1. Let π : Hn → R2n, π : HCn → C
2n denote
the abelianization homomorphisms.
(1) If φ : R2n → R2n is a symplectic diffeomorphism, i.e. f ∗ωn =
ωn, then there is a contact diffeomorphism φˆ : Hn → Hn lifting
φ, i.e. π◦φˆ = φ◦π. Morever φˆ is unique up to post-composition
with central translation.
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(2) If φ : C2n → C2n is a diffeomorphism which preserves ωCn , then
there is a contact diffeomorphism φˆ : HCn → H
C
n lifting φ, i.e.
π ◦ φˆ = φ ◦ π. Morever φˆ is unique up to post-composition with
central translation.
Proof. The homomorphisms π : Hn → R2n, π : HCn → C
2n define prin-
cipal bundles with structure groups R and C respectively. Also, θ2n+1,
θC2n+1 are connection 1-forms and ωn, ω
C
n are the curvature forms on the
two bundles, respectively. Hence (1) and (2) follow from Lemma 8.15.

We recall a standard fact about connections on principal bundles
with abelian structure group:
Lemma 8.15. Pick k ≥ 1. For j ∈ {1, 2} let πj : Pj → Bj be a prin-
cipal Rk-bundle with connection form θj ∈ Ω1(Pj;Rk) and curvature
form ωj ∈ Ω
2(Bj;Rk). Assume that H1(B1,R) = {0}.
If φ : B1 → B2 is a smooth map such that φ
∗ω2 = ω1, then there is a
lift φˆ : P1 → P2 to a connection preserving principal bundle mapping;
moreover if B1 is connected then φˆ is unique up to (composition with)
the action of the structure group RkyP1.
Proof. By replacing π2 : P2 → B2 with the pullback bundle f
∗π2 :
f ∗P2 → B1 and θ2 with the pullback connection f
∗θ2, we may assume
that B2 = B1 and f = idB1 . There is a principal bundle equivalence
ψ : P1 → P2 over idB1 because R
k is contractible. Since ψ∗θ2 and θ1
are both connection forms for π1 : P1 → B1, the difference ψ
∗θ2 − θ1
descends to a 1-form θ¯ ∈ Ω1(B1;Rk), where dθ¯ = ω2−ω1 = 0. Given a
smooth map u : B1 → Rk, we may compose ψ with the corresponding
shear, i.e. ψ′(p) = u(π1(p)) · ψ(p). Then (ψ
′)∗θ2 − θ1 descends to
θ¯′ = θ¯ + du. Using the fact that H1(B1,R) = {0}, the closed form −θ¯
is exact, i.e. we may choose u such that θ¯′ = 0, and u is unique up to
a constant function since B1 is connected. 
We now observe that if f : R2n → R2n is a real analytic diffeo-
morphism preserving ωn, and f is given by a power series with infi-
nite radius of convergence, then f has an analytic continuation fC :
C2n → C2n which preserves ωCn . Such diffeomorphims f : R
2n → R2n
are easy to produce. For instance when n = 1 one may take a shear
f(x, y) = (x, y+ u(x)) where u : R→ R has a power series representa-
tion with infinite radius of convergence.
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9. Quasisymmetric rigidity of nonrigid Carnot groups
The remainder of the paper is devoted to quasisymmetric homeo-
morphisms G ⊃ U → U ′ ⊂ G where G is a non-rigid group (in the
sense of Ottazzi-Warhurst). In this section we state our main rigidity
results, and prove them using results that will be established later in
the paper. We also prove a localized version of a result of Le Donne-
Xie which deduces quasisymmetric rigidity for mappings that preserve
certain types of foliations.
9.1. Statement of results and some initial reductions.
Theorem 9.1 (Quasisymmetric rigidity). Let G be a Carnot group
that is not rigid in the sense of Ottazzi-Warhurst, and assume that G
is not isomorphic to Rn or a real Heisenberg group. Let f : G ⊃ U →
U ′ ⊂ G be an η-quasisymmetric homeomorphism between open subsets,
where U = B(p, r) for some p ∈ G, r ∈ (0,∞). Then, modulo post-
composition with a Carnot rescaling, the restriction of f to the subball
B(p, r
K
) is a K-bilipschitz homeomorphism onto its image, where K =
K(η).
Consequently, modulo post-composition with a Carnot rescaling every
locally η-quasisymmetric homeomorphism between open subsets of G is
locally K = K(η)-bilipschitz, and any global η-quasisymmetric home-
omorphism onto its image G → U ′ ⊂ G is a (surjective) K = K(η)-
bilipschitz homeomorphism G→ G.
Remark 9.2. If desired, one may replace r
K
with r
2
in the statement
of Theorem 9.1 at the cost of increasing K; this follows readily by
combining η-quasisymmetry with the bilipschitz control on small balls.
We will show that apart from the complex Heisenberg case, qua-
sisymmetric homeomorphisms are “reducible” in the following sense.
Definition 9.3. Let H be a closed subgroup of a Lie group G, and
f : G ⊃ U → U ′ ⊂ G be a homeomorphism between open subsets.
Then f preserves the coset foliation of H if for every g ∈ G there
is a g′ ∈ G such that f(U ∩ gH) = U ′ ∩ g′H .
Theorem 9.4. (Preservation of coset foliation) Let G be a Carnot
group of homogenous dimension ν which is not rigid in the sense of
Ottazzi-Warhurst, and assume that G is not isomorphic to Rn or a real
or complex Heisenberg group. Then there is a constantK, a finite group
of graded automorphisms A ⊂ Aut(G), and a closed subgroup H ⊂ G
whose Lie algebra h is generated by a linear subspace {0} 6= W ( V1
and [h, Vi] = {0} for all i ≥ 2 and with the following property.
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Suppose q > ν, p ∈ G, r ∈ (0,∞), and f : G ⊃ B(p, r) → G is a
W 1,qloc -mapping such that the determinant Pansu differential DPf(x) :
g→ g has essentially constant sign. Then for some Φ ∈ A the restric-
tion of the composition Φ ◦ f to the subball B(p, r
K
) preserves the coset
foliation of H.
Proof of Theorem 9.1 using Theorem 9.4. By Theorem 2.10 we know
that f is a W 1,qloc -mapping for some q > ν. Also, since B(p, r) is con-
nected, the determinant Pansu differential DPf(p) : g → g has essen-
tially constant sign. Theorem 9.1 now follows from Corollary 8.2 when
G is a complex Heisenberg group; otherwise it follows from Theorem 9.4
and Proposition 9.5 below.

Proof of Theorem 9.4. Let f : B(p, r)→ U ′ ⊂ G be an η-quasisymmetric
homeomorphism as in the statement of the theorem.
Case 1. There is an Aut(g)-invariant linear subspace {0} 6= W ( V1
such that [W,Vi] = {0} for i ≥ 2. Let h be the subalgebra generated by
W , and H the (closed) subgroup with Lie algebra h. Then the Pansu
differentials of f preserve the tangent space of the coset foliation of H ,
so by Lemma 2.16 the restriction of f to the subball B(p, r
K
) preserves
the cosets of H , for K = K(G). So we are done in this case.
Case 2. There is no subspace W ⊂ V1 as in Case 1. In this situ-
ation, by using the fact that G is a nonrigid group and analyzing the
algebraic implications, we are able to deduce that G has a very spe-
cial structure. Specifically, we may apply Theorem 10.8, so conclusions
(1)-(5) hold; moreover, since G is not a complex Heisenberg group,
we have n ≥ 2. This implies that G is a product quotient G˜/ exp(K)
where G˜ has at least two factors, see Definition 10.21, Lemma 10.17,
and Remark 10.22. Let H be the subgroup generated by gi for some
1 ≤ i ≤ n. We may apply Theorem 11.1 to obtain that the restriction
of f to the subball B(p, r
K
) preserves the cosets of H , after possibly
post-composing with an automorphism which permutes the subalge-
bras g1, . . . , gn; this theorem is proved by means of a subtle analysis
based on the pullback theorem (Sections 11-13). 
9.2. Promoting locally quasisymmetric homeomorphisms to
locally bilipschitz homeomorphisms. We recall that it was shown
in [LDX16] (see also [SX12, Xie13b]) that quasisymmetric homeomor-
phisms are necessarily bilipschitz provided they preserve certain types
of foliations. The purpose of this subsection is to prove a localized
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version of this assertion in certain cases, which include the ones arising
in this paper.
Proposition 9.5. Let G be a Carnot group with graded Lie algebra
g = ⊕ri=1Vi, and let W ⊂ V1 be a subspace of the first stratum. Assume
that {0} 6=W ( V1 and
(9.6) [W,Vi] = {0} ∀i ≥ 2.
Let h be the subalgebra generated by W and let H be the subgroup gen-
erated by h. Then there is an L = L(η) such that any η-quasisymmetric
homeomorphism
f : G ⊃ B(x, r)→ U ⊂ G
which respects the coset foliation of H (see Definition 9.3) is, modulo
postcomposition with a suitable Carnot rescaling, L-bilipschitz on the
subball B(x, L−1r).
The following result and its proof were inspired by Lemma 4.4 in
[LDX16] where it is shown that cosets are either parallel or diverge at
∞.
Proposition 9.7. Let h, g, H and G be as in Proposition 9.5. Then
there exists a constant c > 0 with the following property. If
(9.8) x0, y ∈ G, x
−1
0 y /∈ H and X ∈ W
then at least one of the following holds:
(9.9) d(x0 exp(tX), yH) ≥ cd(x0, yH) ∀t ≥ 0
or
(9.10) d(x0 exp(tX), yH) ≥ cd(x0, yH) ∀t ≤ 0.
Replacing y by x−10 y we see that it suffices to prove the proposi-
tion for x0 = e. The heart of the matter is to estimate the dis-
tance from exp(tX)−1y−1 exp(tX) to H from below. The key cal-
culation is contained in the following proposition. Recall that by ∗
we denote the pull-back of the group operation to the algebra, i.e.
exp(A ∗ B) = expA expB. For A ∈ g we denote by Ai the projection
to the i-th stratum.
Lemma 9.11. Let h be as in Proposition 9.7. Define
N(A,B) := A ∗B − (A+B).
Then
(9.12) [[W,W ], g] = {0} and hence h =W ⊕ [W,W ].
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Moreover,
(9.13) [X,⊕i≥2Vi] = {0} =⇒ [[X, g],⊕i≥2Vi] = {0},
and for all A,A′ ∈ h and B ∈ g
(−A) ∗B ∗ A = B − [A1, B1],(9.14)
N(A′, B) = N(A′1, B1),(9.15)
A′ ∗ (−A) ∗B ∗ A = A′ +B − [A1, B1] +N(A
′
1, B1).(9.16)
Proof. The identities in (9.12) and (9.13) follow from the Jacobi iden-
tity. To prove (9.14) recall that (−A) ∗B ∗ A = e− adAB and use that
(adA)2 = 0 since [A,⊕i≥2Vi] = 0. The Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff for-
mula implies that N(A′, B) is a linear combination of iterated commu-
tators of A′ and B. Since [A′,⊕i≥2Vi] = 0 only commutators of the form
(adB)jA′ appear. Now (9.12) and inductive application of (9.13) yield
(adB)jA′ = (adB)jA′1 = (adB1)
jA′1. This implies (9.15). Finally
(9.16) follows by applying (9.15) with B replaced with (−A) ∗ B ∗ A
and using (9.14). 
Proof of Proposition 9.7. We may assume x0 = e. Using a good rep-
resentative of yH and a suitable dilation we may further assume that
d(e, y) = d(e, yH) = 1. Let x(t) = exp(tX). Then
(9.17)
d(x(t), yH) = d(y−1x(t), H) = d(x(t)−1y−1x(t), H)
= min
x′∈H
d(x′−1x(t)−1y−1x(t), e).
Let y = expY and x′ = expX ′. Then (9.16) implies that
(9.18)
exp−1 x′−1x(t)−1y−1x(t)
=(−X ′) ∗ (−tX) ∗ (−Y ) ∗ (tX)
=− Y −X ′ + t[X, Y1] +N(−X
′
1,−Y1)
Moreover the distance d on G is equivalent to the quasinorm ‖ · ‖ on
g, i.e., C−1‖A‖ ≤ d(expA, e) ≤ C‖A‖, see [Hei95, 2.15 and 2.19] or
[HaK00, Proposition 11.15].
Thus, if the assertion is false then there exist
Yn ∈ g, Xn ∈ W, sn > 0, tn > 0, X
±
n ∈ h
such that
(9.19) d(e, yn) = d(e, ynH) = 1, yn = expYn
and
‖ − Yn −X
+
n + sn[Xn, Yn,1] +N(−X
+
n,1,−Yn,1)‖ → 0(9.20)
‖ − Yn −X
−
n − tn[Xn, Yn,1] +N(−X
−
n,1,−Yn,1)‖ → 0(9.21)
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Changing the sign ofXn if needed we may assume that λn := tn/sn ≤ 1.
By assumption d(expYn, e) = 1. Hence ‖Yn‖ is bounded. Passing to
subsequences we may assume that
Yn → Y¯ , λn =
tn
sn
→ λ ∈ [0, 1].
Using (9.20) and (9.21) we get for the first layer quantities
X±n,1 → −Y¯1 and Y¯1 ∈ h.(9.22)
Hence
(9.23) N(−X±n,1,−Yn,1)→ N(Y¯1,−Y¯1) = 0.
Note that Xn ∈ V1 and thus [Xn, Yn,1] ∈ V2. Moreover X
±
n ∈ h ⊂
V1 ⊕ V2. Thus (9.20) and (9.23) imply
(9.24) Y¯i = 0 ∀i ≥ 3.
It remains to analyze the behaviour in the second stratum. Set an =
sn[Xn, Yn,1]. Equations (9.20), (9.21) and (9.23) and the definition
λn = tn/sn imply that
−Yn,2 −X
+
n,2 + an → 0, −Yn,2 −X
−
n,2 − λnan → 0.(9.25)
Let P+ : V2 → V2 denote the orthogonal projection onto the orthogonal
complement of h ∩ V2 = [W,W ]. Then we get
P+an → +P
+Y¯2, +λnP
+an → −P
+Y¯2.
Since λn → λ ∈ [0, 1] we deduce that λP
+Y¯2 = −P
+Y¯2 and hence
P+Y¯2 = 0. Together with (9.22) and (9.24) it follows that Yn → Y¯ ∈ h
and hence (yn)
−1 = exp(−Yn) → exp(−Y¯ ) ∈ H . This contradicts the
assumption d((yn)
−1, H) = d(e, ynH) = 1. 
Proof of Proposition 9.5. It suffices to consider the case when x = e,
r = 1, f(e) = e, and the image f(B(e, 1)) has diameter 1. We will show
that for L = L(η), and every x, y ∈ B(e, L−1), we have d(f(x), f(y)) ≥
L−1d(x, y). The lemma then follows by applying this estimate to the
inverse homeomorphism, and adjusting L.
To prove the assertion by contradiction, assume that there is a
sequence {fj : B(e, 1) → U ⊂ G} of η-quasisymmetric homeomor-
phisms with f(e) = e, diam(fj(B(e, 1))) = 1, and there are sequences
{xj}, {yj} ⊂ B(e, j
−1) with d(fj(xj), fj(yj)) ≤ j
−1d(xj, yj). By η-
quasisymmetry and our normalization, it follows that rj := d(xj, yj)→
0 and d(fj(xj), e)→ 0. Let K = {g ∈ G : g
−1hg ∈ H ∀h ∈ H} be the
normalizer of H in G and let ρj = d(fj(xj), fj(yj)).
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Claim. There exist zj such that
(9.26) d(xj , zjH) = rj, d(fj(xj), fj(zj)H) ≤ C1ρj
where C1 = η(1) and
(9.27) fj(xj)
−1fj(zj) ∈ K.
Note that (9.27) implies that the cosets fj(xj)H and fj(zj)H are
parallel and in particular
(9.28)
d(fj(xj)h,fj(zj)H) = d(fj(xj), fj(zj)H)
≤ C1ρj ≤ C1j
−1rj ∀h ∈ H.
Proof of claim. We first note that K 6= H ; this holds more generally
see, e.g., [LDX16, Lemma 4.2], however in our case one can see this as
follows. By equation (9.6) from the hypotheses, the normalizer contains
⊕i≥2Vi, so we are done unless h contains ⊕i≥2Vi, in which case h is an
ideal, so its normalizer is all of g.
To see that such a zj exists there exists ζ ∈ K such that d(ζ,H) =
d(ζ, e) 6= 0. Applying a Carnot dilation we may assume in addition
that d(ζ, e) = 1. For s ≥ 0 let ηs denote the Carnot dilation by s and
define
g(s) := d(xj , f
−1
j (f(xj)ηsζ)H).
If there exists an sj ∈ [0, C1ρj ] such that g(sj) = rj then zj = f
−1
j (fj(xj)ηsjζ)
has the desired properties. Now g is continuous, g(0) = 0 and so it suf-
fices to show that g(C1ρj) ≥ rj. Assume g(C1ρj) < rj and let s = C1ρj .
Then there exist z¯j ∈ f
−1
j (fj(xj)ηsζ)H such that d(xj , z¯j) < rj . By
quasisymmetry we get a contradiction: s = C1ρj > d(fj(xj), fj(z¯j)) ≥
d(fj(xj), fj(z¯j)H) = s. Here we are using the fact that the distortion
function η : [0,∞) → [0,∞) is chosen as strictly increasing (i.e. a
homeomorphism). 
Let X ∈ h ∩ V1 with ‖X‖ = 1. Replacing X by −X if needed and
using Proposition 9.7 we may assume that
d(xj exp(tX), zjH) ≥ cd(xj, zjH) = crj ∀t ∈ [0,∞)
where c = c(H,G). Let t ∈ [0, 1
2
] and let x′j = xj exp(tX). Then
x′j ∈ B(e,
3
4
) (if j > 4). Note that since the open ball B(x′j , crj) is
disjoint from the coset zjH , the image fj(B(x
′
j , crj)) is disjoint from
fj(zjH ∩ B(e, 1)) = fj(z
′
jH ∩ B(e, 1)), which has distance at most
C1j
−1rj from fj(x
′
j). It follows that diam(fj(B(x
′
j , crj))) ≤ C2j
−1rj
for C2 = C2(η). For large j, we may find a finite sequence of points
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xj = xj,1, . . . , xj,Nj of the form xj,i = xj exp(tiX) with ti ∈ [0,
1
2
], where
Nj ≤ c
−1r−1j , d(xj,k, xj,k+1) ≤ crj, and tNj =
1
2
so that
d(e, xj,Nj) ≥ d(xj , xj exp
1
2
X)− j−1 ≥
1
4
.
Here we have used the fact that d(e, exp 1
2
X) = 1
2
for X ∈ V1 and
‖X‖ = 1, which follows from the definition of the Carnot distance. It
follows that
d(fj(xj), fj(xj,Nj)) ≤
∑
k
d(fj(xj,k), fj(xj,k+1))
≤ c−1r−1j · C2j
−1rj ≤ c
−1C2j
−1 −→ 0
as j → ∞. Thus d(e, fj(xj,Nj)) → 0. Since d(e, xj,Nj) ≥
1
4
(for large
j) we have fj(B(e, 1)) ⊂ B(e, η(4)d(e, fj(xj,Nj )). This contradicts our
normalization diam(fj(B(e, 1)) = 1.

10. Structure of nonrigid Carnot groups
In this section we analyze the algebraic structure of graded Lie al-
gebras corresponding to Carnot groups which are nonrigid in the sense
of Ottazzi-Warhurst. Starting from the fact that the first layer must
contain nontrivial elements with rank at most 2 [OW11], we establish
a trichotomy: either the first layer contains a special type of automor-
phism invariant subspace, or the Carnot group is Rn or a real Heisen-
berg group, or the Carnot must have a very special structure – it must
be a quotient of a product of real or complex Heisenberg groups by a
specific type of subgroup (see Theorem 10.8). This result is a variation
of an unpublished classification theorem of the third author [Xie13a].
In the concluding section we show that such product quotients admit
a canonical graded product decomposition into factors whose second
layers admit automorphism invariant conformal structures.
After some preliminaries, the structure theorem is in Subsection 10.2.
We then discuss the characterization in terms of quotients in Subsec-
tion 10.3, and in Subsection 10.4 we show that product quotients have
a graded direct sum decomposition into conformal product quotients.
10.1. Preliminaries.
In what follows, F will always be either R or C, and ifX is an element
of a Lie algebra g over F, then rankFX := rankF adX = dimF[X, g].
Given an F-linear subspace W ⊂ g, and r ≥ 0, we let rankF(r,W ) and
rankF(≤ r,W ) be the collections of elements X ∈ W with rankFX = r,
and rankFX ≤ r, respectively. Although the field F is implicit, and
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therefore strictly speaking the subscript is redundant, in what follows
we will sometimes have algebras over R and C in the same context, and
so prefer to have the subscript to eliminate any potential ambiguity.
We denote the complexification V ⊗ C of an R-vector space by V C.
Lemma 10.1 (Complexification of complex Lie algebras). Let g be a
Lie algebra over C, with the complex multiplication denoted by J ; we
let g¯ be the Lie algebra over C with the same underlying Lie algebra
over R, but with complex multiplication given by −J . Viewing g as a
Lie algebra over R, we let gC := g ⊗R C denote the complexification
of g, considered as a vector space over C with complex multiplication
denoted by i. We denote by JC := J ⊗ idC : g
C → gC the map induced
by J .
Then:
(1) gC decomposes as a direct sum gC = gCi ⊕ g
C
−i of eigenspaces of
JC, which are interchanged by complex conjugation.
(2) gCi and g
C
−i are Lie subalgebras isomorphic over C to g and g¯,
respectively; the isomorphisms may induced by taking twice the
real part.
(3) [gCi , g
C
−i] = {0}.
Proof. Note that
V±i := {X ∓ iJX |X ∈ g} ⊂ g
C
is a C-linear subspace contained in the ±i eigenspace of JC, and com-
plex conjugation interchanges Vi and V−i. Since we have g
C = Vi⊕V−i,
(1) follows.
If Z ∈ gC±i, Z
′ ∈ gC, then
JC[Z,Z ′] = [JCZ,Z ′] = [±iZ, Z ′] = ±i[Z,Z ′] ,
so [Z,Z ′] ∈ gC±i. Hence g
C
±i is an ideal, assertion (3) holds, and we have
a direct sum decomposition gC = gCi ⊕ g
C
−i. Taking real parts gives (up
to a factor) the isomorphisms gCi ≃ g, g
C
−i ≃ g¯. 
Remark 10.2. If in Lemma 10.1 the graded algebra g itself happens to
be the complexification of some graded algebra over R – for instance
if g is a complex Heisenberg algebra – then there is a C-linear graded
isomorphism g → g¯ given by complex conjugation. Therefore in this
case all four graded algebras g, g¯, gCi , g
C
−i are graded isomorphic over
C.
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Lemma 10.3. Suppose (g, {Vj}
s
j=1) is a graded Lie algebra over a field
F. If X ∈ V1 and dimF[X, g] ≤ 1, then [X, Vj ] = {0} for all j ≥ 2.
Proof. Suppose [X, V1] = {0}. Since the centralizer of an element is
a subalgebra and V1 generates g, we get [X, g] = {0} and we’re done
in this case. Now suppose [X, V1] 6= {0}. Since dimF[X, g] ≤ 1 we
deduce that [X, g] = [X, V1] ⊂ V2, and for all j ≥ 2 we have [X, Vj ] ⊂
Vj+1 ∩ V2 = {0}. 
Lemma 10.4. Suppose (g, {Vj}
2
j=1) is a step 2 graded Lie algebra over
a field F, such that dimF V2 = 1 and the center of g intersects V1
trivially:
{X ∈ V1 | [X, g] = {0}} = {0} .
Then g is graded isomorphic to a Heisenberg algebra over F.
Proof. Identifying V2 with a copy of F by an F-linear isomorphism, the
Lie bracket defines a skew-symmetric bilinear form [·, ·] : V1 × V1 → F,
which is nondegenerate. Such forms are F-linearly equivalent to a direct
sum of standard 2-dimensional symplectic forms by a straightforward
induction argument. This yields the isomorphism to the Heisenberg
algebra. 
Lemma 10.5. For F ∈ {R,C}, let Sym(m,F) be the symplectic group,
i.e. the stabilizer of the standard non-degenerate skew form on F2m.
For n ≥ 1, consider an R-linear subspace K ⊂ (F2m)n which is invari-
ant under the product action (Sym(m,F))ny(F2m)n. Then for some
subset J ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, the subspace K is the span of the factors indexed
by J , i.e.
K = {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ (F2m)n | xk = 0 if k 6∈ J} .
Proof. Suppose for some j ∈ {1, . . . , n} we have xj 6= 0 for some x ∈ K.
Choosing T ∈ Sym(m,F) such that Txj 6= xj , we get that y ∈ K, where
yk = xk if k 6= j, and yj = Txj. Then y − x ∈ K has precisely one
nonzero component, namely Txj−xj . Applying Sym(m,F) and taking
the linear span over R, we get that the jth factor of (F2m)n is contained
in K.
Applying the above to every j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the lemma follows. 
Lemma 10.6. Let hm be the m
th Heisenberg algebra, and hCm be the
complexification, i.e. themth complex Heisenberg algebra. Let AutR(h
C
m)
and AutC(h
C
m) denote the groups of graded R-linear and C-linear au-
tomorphisms, respectively. Then AutR(h
C
m) is generated by AutC(h
C
m)
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and complex conjugation. In particular, if φ : hCm → h
C
m is an R-linear
automorphism, then either:
• φ is C-linear and detR φ|V2 > 0.
• φ is C-antilinear and detR φ|V2 < 0.
Proof. The m = 1 case appears in [RR00, Section 6], although their
argument clearly works for general m.
We give a short argument here.
Let g := hCm, and let g = V1 ⊕ V2 be the grading. Viewing this
as a graded algebra over R, we use Lemma 10.1 to see that gC =
gCi ⊕ g
C
−i, and the first layer elements of C-rank ≤ 1 in g
C are precisely
V C1 ∩ (g
C
i ∪ g
C
−i).
If φ ∈ AutR(g), then φ
C : gC → gC must preserve the subset V C1 ∩
(gCi ∪ g
C
−i). Since φ
C is a C-linear automorphism it must preserve the
collection {gC±i}, so we have two cases: either φ
C maps gC±i to itself, or it
interchanges the two. In the first case φC induces a C-linear map from
gCi to itself. Since the real part map Re : g
C
i → g is C-linear it follows
that φ is C-linear on g. In the other case Re : gC−i → g¯ is C-linear, so
φ : g→ g¯ is C-linear, which means that φ : g→ g is C-antilinear.
Finally note that an invertible C-linear map on the real two-dimensional
space V2 has positive determinant and an invertible C-antilinear map
has negative determinant. 
Lemma 10.7. Let (g, {Vj}
2
j=1) be a step 2 graded Lie algebra over F.
Suppose rankF(0, V1) = {0}, and spanF(rankF(1, V1)) = V1. Then there
is a collection g1, . . . , gn of graded subalgebras (over F) of g such that:
(1) Each gj is graded isomorphic over F to some Heisenberg algebra
over F.
(2) The first layers of the gjs define a direct sum decomposition of
V1:
V1 = ⊕j(V1 ∩ gj) .
(3) The gjs commute with one another: [gj, gk] = 0 for 1 ≤ j 6=
k ≤ n.
(4) gj ∩ gk = {0} for 1 ≤ j 6= k ≤ n.
(5) The collection is permuted by the graded automorphism group
Aut(g).
Moreover conditions (1)-(4) determine n and the collection g1, . . . , gn
uniquely.
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Proof. Let {Lj}j∈J be the collection of 1-dimensional subspaces of V2
of the form [X, g], where X ∈ rankF(1, V1); here the index set J
might be infinite a priori. For every j ∈ J , let Kj := {X ∈ V1 |
[X, g] ⊂ Lj}. Then Kj is a subspace of V1, and by our assumption that
spanF rankF(1, V1) = V1, the Kjs span V1.
Note that if j 6= j′ then [Kj , Kj′] ⊂ Lj ∩ Lj′ = {0}. Therefore
for every j0 ∈ J we have [Kj0,
∑
j 6=j0
Kj ] = {0}. It follows that if X ∈
Kj0∩
∑
j 6=j0
Kj then [X,Kj ] = {0} for all j, and so [X, g] = {0}, forcing
X = 0 by assumption. Hence we have a direct sum decomposition
V1 = ⊕jKj , and in particular J is finite.
For every j ∈ J , let gj := Kj ⊕ Lj . Since g has step 2, gj is a
graded subalgebra of g. Since V1 \ {0} has no rank zero elements, and
[gj, gk] = {0} for k 6= j, it follows that gj has no rank zero first layer
elements. By Lemma 10.4, gj is isomorphic to a Heisenberg algebra
over F, for every j.
If j 6= k, we get gj ∩ gk = {0} from the fact that its projections to
both layers are {0}.
To prove uniqueness, we observe that if X ∈ V1 \ ∪jgj , then X has
rank at least 2. Thus if g′1, . . . , g
′
k′ is another collection of subalgebras
satisfying (1)-(4), then each g′j′ ∩ V1 must be contained in gj ∩ V1 for
some 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and vice-versa. Since the gjs are determined by
their first layers, this gives uniqueness and consequently assertion (5)
as well. 
10.2. The classification. We recall that from Ottazzi-Warhurst [OW11,
Theorem 1], a Carnot group G is non-rigid if and only if the first layer
of its complexification contains an element X 6= 0 with rankCX ≤ 1.
Hence the following theorem yields a dichotomy for nonrigid graded Lie
algebras: either the first layer contains a special type of automorphism
invariant subspace, or the graded algebra has a very special structure.
Theorem 10.8. Let (g, {Vj}
s
j=1) be a (real) graded Lie algebra, and
(gC, {V Cj }
s
j=1) be the complexification with its induced grading. Suppose:
(a) There is no Aut(g)-invariant subspace {0} 6= W ( V1 such that
[W,Vi] = {0} for all i ≥ 2.
(b) There is a nonzero element Z ∈ (V C1 )\{0} such that rankC Z ≤
1 (or equivalently, (g, {Vj}
s
j=1) is the graded Lie algebra of a
non-rigid Carnot group).
Then either g is abelian, or it has step 2, and for some F ∈ {R,C},
n ≥ 1, there is a collection g1, . . . , gn of graded subalgebras of g with
the following properties:
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(1) For some m, each gj is graded isomorphic over R to the m-th
Heisenberg algebra over F (viewed as a graded Lie algebra over
R).
(2) The first layers of the gjs define a direct sum decomposition of
V1:
V1 = ⊕j(V1 ∩ gj) .
(3) The gjs commute with one another: [gj, gk] = 0 for 1 ≤ j 6=
k ≤ n.
(4) If F = R, then the second layers are distinct: gj ∩ V2 6= gk ∩ V2
for 1 ≤ j 6= k ≤ n. If F = C, then the second layers need not be
distinct. However, for each j we have a (graded) decomposition
of the complexification gCj = (g
C
j )i ⊕ (g
C
j )−i from Lemma 10.1;
the second layers of (gCj )±i are distinct and interchanged by com-
plex conjugation, and we obtain distinct pairs of second layers
as j varies.
(5) Aut(g) preserves the collection {gj}
n
j=1, and permutes the gjs
transitively.
Moreover the field F, and the collection g1, . . . , gn are uniquely deter-
mined by g.
Remark 10.9. Note that in (4) for F = C the definition of (gCj )±i re-
quires a complex multiplication on gj. Such a multiplication is induced
by a choice of an R-linear graded isomorphism from the m-th complex
Heisenberg group to gj which exist by (1). In view of Lemma 10.6, dif-
ferent choices of an R-linear graded isomorphism yield the same com-
plex structure on gj , up to a possible change of sign. Changing the
sign of the complex structure just exchanges (gCj )i and (g
C
j )−i. Thus
the collection {(gCj )i, (g
C
j )−i} is uniquely determined by gj .
Proof. We first sketch the overall logic before beginning the formal
proof.
By our assumptions, it follows readily that V1 \ {0} contains an
element X with rankR(X) ∈ {0, 1, 2}. We then deal with the three
possibilities by elimination. If rankR(0, V1) 6= {0}, then one concludes
that g is abelian. Assuming rankR(0, V1) = {0} and rankR(1, V1) 6= ∅,
we reduce to Lemma 10.7. Finally, assuming rankR(≤ 1, V1) = {0},
we analyze the situation by complexifying, applying Lemma 10.7 to
the complexification, and interpreting the results back in the original
graded algebra g.
We now return to the proof.
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Suppose rankR(0, V1) 6= {0}. Then rankR(0, V1) is a nontrivial,
Aut(g)-invariant subspace of V1 which commutes with g. Thus by
hypothesis (a) we have rankR(0, V1) = V1.
Since V1 generates g, it follows that g is abelian, and we are done.
Therefore we may assume that
(10.10) rankR(0, V1) = {0} .
Now suppose rankR(1, V1) 6= ∅. Then W1 := spanR rankR(1, V1) is a
nontrivial, Aut(g)-invariant subspace of V1. By Lemma 10.3 we have
[W1, Vj] = {0} for all j ≥ 2. Thus hypothesis (a) implies that W1 =
V1. Using Lemma 10.3 again we see that [V1,⊕j≥2Vj ] = {0} and we
conclude that g has step 2.
By Lemma 10.7 we get graded subalgebras g1, . . . , gn satisfying (1)-
(4) of Lemma 10.7 in this case, and by (5) of Lemma 10.7 they are
permuted by Aut(g). By hypothesis (a) they must be permuted tran-
sitively, since otherwise an orbit would give rise to a nontrivial Aut(g)-
invariant subspace of V1 which commutes with ⊕j≥2Vj. Thus (5) holds.
In particular, all the gj are isomorphic to the same Heisenberg algebra
and we are done in this case.
We now assume in addition that rankR(1, V1) = ∅, i.e.
(10.11) dimR[X, g] ≥ 2 for every X ∈ V1 \ {0} .
Recall that rankC(1, V
C
1 ) is the collection of Z ∈ V
C
1 such that
rankC Z = 1.
Claim. Suppose 0 6= Z ∈ rankC(≤ 1, V
C
1 ) ⊂ g
C, and let
PRZ := spanR(ReZ, ImZ)
PCZ := spanC(Z, Z¯) = CZ + CZ¯ .
Then
(1) dimC[Z, g
C] = 1.
(2) PRZ ⊗ C = P
C
Z .
(3) dimR P
R
Z = dimC P
C
Z = 2.
(4) [Z¯, gC] 6= [Z, gC].
(5) dimR[P
R
Z , g] = dimC[P
C
Z , g
C] = 2.
Proof of claim. We cannot have dimC[Z, g
C] = 0, since then we would
have ReZ, ImZ ∈ V1 and [ReZ, g] = [ImZ, g] = 0, contradicting
(10.10). Hence dimC[Z, g
C] = 1 and (1) holds.
(2) is immediate from ReZ = 1
2
(Z + Z¯), ImZ = 1
2i
(Z − Z¯).
Note that PCZ = P
R ⊗ C implies dimR PRZ = dimC P
C
Z . We cannot
have dimC P
C
Z = 1, since then P
C
Z would contain a nonzero real element
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with complex rank 1, and hence real rank 1, contradicting (10.11).
Thus dimC P
C
Z = 2, and (3) holds.
We now consider the action of complex conjugation Z 7→ Z¯. Suppose
[Z¯, gC] = [Z, gC]. Then PCZ is a C-linear subspace of V
C
1 that is complex
conjugation invariant, and [PCZ , g
C] = [Z, gC] = [Z¯, gC] is a C-linear,
complex conjugation invariant subspace with dimC[P
C
Z , g
C] = 1. There-
fore the real points PRZ = ReP
C
Z have the property that [P
R
Z , g] lies in
the real points of [PCZ , g
C], which form an R-linear subspace of dimen-
sion 1 over R. This contradicts (10.11). It follows that [Z¯, gC] 6= [Z, gC],
so (4) holds.
Finally, (4) implies that dimC[P
C
Z , g
C] = 2. Since [PRZ , g] ⊗ C ⊂
[PCZ , g
C], we get dimR[P
R
Z , g] ≤ dimC[P
C
Z , g
C] = 2. By (10.11) we cannot
have dimR[P
R
Z , g] ≤ 1, so (5) follows. 
Let Wˆ1 := spanR{P
R
Z |Z ∈ rankC(1, V
C
1 )}. This is a nontrivial
Aut(g) invariant subspace of V1. If Z ∈ rankC(1, V
C
1 ), then for j ≥ 2
we have
[PRZ , Vj ] ⊂ [P
C
Z , V
C
j ] = [Z, V
C
j ] + [Z¯, V
C
j ] = {0}
by Lemma 10.3 and the identity dimC[Z¯, g
C] = dimC[Z, g
C]. Thus by
hypothesis (a) we get Wˆ1 = V1. This implies that g is a step 2 graded
algebra, and hence gC also has step 2. Furthermore,
V C1 = V1 ⊗ C = Wˆ1 ⊗ C = spanC{P
R
Z ⊗ C | Z ∈ rankC(1, V
C
1 )}
= spanC{P
C
Z | Z ∈ rankC(1, V
C
1 )} .
Thus rankC(1, V
C
1 ) spans V
C
1 , and we can apply Lemma 10.7 to ob-
tain a collection {gˆj}j∈J0 of graded subalgebras (over C) of g
C as in
that lemma. By the uniqueness assertion in Lemma 10.7, the collec-
tion {gˆj}j∈J0 is preserved by both complex conjugation and the action
Aut(g)y gC. Hence by (4) of the claim, complex conjugation will act
freely on the collection {V C2 ∩ gˆj} of second layers (here we are using
the fact that [gˆj , g
C] = [gˆj , V
C
1 ] = [gˆj, gˆj ] = V
C
2 ∩ gˆj). Picking one
representative from each orbit under complex conjugation, we get a
subcollection {gˆj}j∈J such that we get a direct sum decomposition
V C1 = ⊕j∈J [(gˆj ⊕ gˆj) ∩ V
C
1 ]
and also for every j ∈ J we have
(10.12) gˆj ∩ gˆj = {0}
by (4) of the claim. For j ∈ J , define
(10.13) gj := Re(gˆj ⊕ gˆj) = {X + X¯ | X ∈ gˆj} ;
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here we have used the fact that the real subspace is the R-linear sub-
space of vectors which are fixed under complex conjugation. In view
of (10.12) the map X → X + X¯ is an R-linear graded automorphism
from gˆj to gj . Using this graded isomorphism, we may pass the com-
plex multiplication on gˆj to gj ; then by applying Lemma 10.1, we have
identifications gˆj = (g
C
j )i, gˆj = (g
C
j )−i. Note that we have direct sum
decomposition V1 = ⊕j∈J(gj ∩ V1). Since the action Aut(g)y gC pre-
serves the collection {gˆj}j∈J0 and commutes with complex conjugation,
it follows from (10.13) that Aut(g)y g preserves {gj}j∈J . By hypoth-
esis (a), Aut(g) permutes the gj transitively. Indeed a non-trivial orbit
would generate a non-trivial Aut(g) invariant subspace of V1. This
subspace trivially commutes with V2 since we have already shown that
g has step 2. Transitivity of the action implies that the gjs are isomor-
phic to the m-th complex Heisenberg algebra for a fixed m independent
of j. Assertions (1)-(4) now follow from the above discussion.
Thus we have established the existence of F, n, and the collection
{gj}
n
j=1 satisfying (1)-(5). We now prove uniqueness. Suppose F
′, n′,
and {g′j}
n′
j=1 also satisfy (1)-(5). Note that if either F = R or F
′ = R,
then rankR(1, V1) 6= ∅, while if F = C or F′ = C then rankR(1, V1) = ∅
because dimR[X, g] ≥ 2 for every X ∈ V1 \ {0}. Hence we must have
F′ = F. If F′ = F = R, then Lemma 10.7 implies that the collections
of subalgebras {gj}, {g
′
j} coincide. If F
′ = F = C, then by looking at
the complexification gC, and using condition (4), we may argue as in
the proof of Lemma 10.7 to see that the collections of pairs {(gCj )±i},
{(g
′C
j )±i} coincide. Taking real parts we see that the collections {gj},
{g′j} are the same. 
10.3. A characterization using quotients. We now show that there
is an alternative description of nonrigid graded algebras which satisfy
hypothesis (a) in Theorem 10.8 as a certain type of quotient of a prod-
uct. We will only deal with algebras of step 2 and we note that for
such algebras
hypothesis (a) in Theorem 10.8 holds
(10.14)
⇐⇒ the first layer of g is irreducible
(10.15)
in the sense that Aut(g) acts irreducibly on the first layer V1
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Let (g, {Vj}
2
j=1) be a nonabelian graded Lie algebra as in Theo-
rem 10.8, and let F and g1, . . . , gn be the uniquely determined graded
subalgebras as supplied by that theorem.
Let (g˜, {V˜j}
2
j=1) := (⊕
n
k=1gk, {⊕
n
k=1Vj,k}
2
j=1), where gk = V1,k⊕V2,k is
the layer decomposition of gk; here ⊕
n
k=1gk denotes the abstract direct
sum (the subalgebras are typically not independent in g). Then we
get an epimorphism of graded Lie algebras π : g˜ → g by sending gk
to g by the inclusion. Since the gks are unique, they are permuted by
Aut(g); hence we get an induced action Aut(g)y g˜, and π is Aut(g)-
equivariant.
Let K := ker(π). Since π is Aut(g)-equivariant, it follows that K is
Aut(g)-invariant. To summarize:
Lemma 10.16. We have a canonical embedding Aut(g) →֒ Aut(g˜),
and the image is precisely Stab(K,Aut(g˜)), the stabilizer of K in Aut(g˜).
Henceforth we will sometimes identify Aut(g) with Stab(K,Aut(g˜)).
The first layers gj ∩ V1 yield a direct sum decomposition of V1, and
thereforeK ⊂ V˜2. By translating conditions (2)-(4) from Theorem 10.8
into conditions on the projection π : g˜ → g = g˜/K, we see that the
following hold:
(1) The restriction of π to gk is injective.
(2) If F = R, then for j 6= k, the second layers V2,j, V2,k project
under π to distinct subspaces of V2 ≃ V˜2/K. If F = C, then for
each j we have a (graded) decomposition of the complexification
gCj = (g
C
j )i ⊕ (g
C
j )−i = (V
C
1,j)i ⊕ (V
C
2,j)i ⊕ (V
C
1,j)−i ⊕ (V
C
2,j)−i
given by Lemma 10.1; the projections π((V C2,j)i), π((V
C
2,j)−i) are
distinct subspaces which are interchanged by complex conjuga-
tion, and yield distinct pairs as j varies.
(3) The action Aut(g)y g˜ permutes the summands {gk} transi-
tively.
The converse holds:
Lemma 10.17. Suppose F ∈ {R,C}, m ≥ 1, and we are given the
graded direct sum g˜ = ⊕nk=1g˜k, where the g˜ks are graded isomorphic
over R to the m-th Heisenberg algebra over F, and an R-linear subspace
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K ⊂ V˜2, such that the following hold:
K ∩ g˜k = {0} for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n.(10.18)
If F = R , then we have K + (g˜j ∩ V2) 6= K + (g˜k ∩ V2)(10.19)
for j 6= k.
If F = C, then for each j
we have a (graded) decomposition of the complexification
gCj = (g
C
j )i ⊕ (g
C
j )−i = (V
C
1,j)i ⊕ (V
C
2,j)i ⊕ (V
C
1,j)−i ⊕ (V
C
2,j)−i
given by Lemma 10.1;
the projections π((V C2,j)i), π((V
C
2,j)−i) are distinct subspaces
which are interchanged by complex conjugation, and yield
distinct pairs as j varies.
The stabilizer of K in Aut(g˜) permutes the factors {g˜k}(10.20)
transitively.
Then the quotient g := g˜/K with the grading {V˜1, V˜2/K} induced from
g˜ satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 10.8.
Proof. Let π : g˜→ g be the quotient map.
Suppose X ∈ V1 \ {0}. Pick X˜ ∈ V˜1 with π(X˜) = X , and let
X˜1 + . . . + X˜n be the decomposition induced by g˜ = ⊕kg˜k. Then
X˜k 6= 0 for some k, and there is a Y˜ ∈ g˜k such that [X˜, Y˜ ] ∈ V2,k \ {0}.
Now [X, π(Y˜ )] = π([X˜, Y˜ ]) = π([Xk, Y˜ ]) 6= 0 by (10.18). Therefore V1
contains no nonzero elements of rank zero.
If F = R, then rankR(1, V˜1) spans V˜1, so rankC(1, V C1 ) spans V
C
1 . If
F = C, then by Lemma 10.1 we have the decomposition
gC = g˜C/KC = (⊕nk=1g˜
C
k )/K
C = (⊕nk=1[(g˜
C
k )i ⊕ (g˜
C
k )−i])/K
C ,
so rankC(1, V
C
1 ) also spans V
C
1 in this case.
To see that Aut(g) acts irreducibly on the first layer suppose that
W ⊂ V1 is a nontrivial subspace invariant under Aut(g) and consider
first the case F = R. Then in particular W is invariant under the
action of the subgroup of Aut(g˜) consisting elements that act trivially
on V2. So we may apply Lemma 10.5 to conclude that W = ⊕j∈JV1,j
for some nonempty subset J ⊂ {1, . . . , n}. Now (10.20) implies that
J = {1, . . . , n}. Now consider the case F = C. Then the map Φ which
acts as complex multiplication on the first layer and multiplication by
−1 on the second layer belong to Aut(g˜). Since it preserves K it also
defines an element of Aut(g). ThusW is a C-linear subspace of V1. Now
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we can conclude as before by considering the subgroup of Aut(g˜) con-
sisting of C-linear elements that act trivially on V2. Thus (g, {Vj}2j=1)
is a nonrigid graded algebra such that Aut(g) acts irreducibly on the
first layer; in particular hypothesis (a) of Theorem 10.8 holds. This
concludes the proof. 
Definition 10.21. A product quotient is a Carnot group G of the form
G˜/ exp(K), where the graded Lie algebra g˜ of G˜ and K ⊂ g˜ satisfy the
assumptions of Lemma 10.17, and in the case F = R we have n ≥ 2.
We will use the term product quotient to refer to both Carnot groups
and their graded Lie algebras.
Remark 10.22. By virtue of Theorem 10.8 and Lemma 10.17, product
quotients are precisely the Carnot groups whose associated graded al-
gebra satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 10.8, with the exception of
abelian groups and real Heisenberg groups. We have chosen to exclude
the latter two cases from the definition because our main objective is
to study rigidity phenomena which fail to hold in those cases.
We close this subsection by discussing a few examples of product
quotients.
The simplest examples of product quotients are simply products, i.e.
they are of the form g = g˜ = ⊕nj=1g˜j, K = {0}, where each summand
g˜j is a copy of a fixed Heisenberg algebra over F ∈ {R,C}, and n ≥ 2
if F = R.
Example 10.23. (Diagonal product quotient) Let g˜ = ⊕nj=1g˜j , where
n ≥ 3, g˜j is a copy of the first real Heisenberg group, with basis
X˜3j−2, X˜3j−1, X˜3j , [X˜3j−2, X˜3j−1] = −X˜3j . Let K ⊂ V˜2 be the diag-
onal subspace K = span(X˜3+ . . .+X˜3n). Then the permutation action
Sny g˜ leaves K invariant, and hence (10.20) holds. We may obtain
similar examples by using the m-th real or complex Heisenberg group,
instead of the first real Heisenberg group.
We emphasize that it is necessary to have n ≥ 3 in Example 10.23
when g˜j is a complex Heisenberg group. To illustrate this, we point
out the following:
Non-example 10.24. Let g˜ = g˜1 ⊕ g˜2 where for 1 ≤ j ≤ 2, the sum-
mand gj is a copy of the first complex Heisenberg algebra, with C-basis
X˜3j−2, X˜3j−1, X˜3j , [X˜3j−2, X˜3j−1] = −X˜3j . Let K ⊂ V˜2 be the diagonal
subspace K = spanC(X˜3 + X˜6). Since K is a C-linear subspace, the
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quotient g := g˜/K is a graded algebra over C, and is in fact isomor-
phic to the second complex Heisenberg algebra. Thus g satisfies the
assumptions of Theorem 10.8 and is a product quotient. However the
subspace K ⊂ g˜ does not satisfy the conditions in Lemma 10.17, be-
cause (10.19) is violated. Notice also that the action Aut(g)y g does
not preserve the first layers because it acts transitively on the nonzero
elements V1 \ {0} (see Lemma 10.5).
Example 10.25. (Z5-product quotients) Let g˜ = ⊕5j=1g˜j , where g˜j is
a copy of the first real Heisenberg group with basis X3j−2, X3j−1, X3j,
[X3j−2, X3j−1] = −X3j . Then we have the permuation action S5y g˜,
and we restrict this to the subgroup Z5 which permutes the sum-
mands cyclically. Then the representation Z5y V˜2 is a copy of the
permutation representation Z5yR5. This decomposes as a direct sum
V˜2 = K1 ⊕K2 ⊕K3, where K1 = span(X˜3 + . . .+ X˜15) is the diagonal,
and K2, K3 are 2-dimensional irreducible representations, where the
generator of Z5 acts as rotation by 2π5 and
4π
5
, respectively. Then Ki
satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 10.17.
Example 10.26. (Permutation product quotients) We may generalize
the two preceding examples as follows. Let g˜ = ⊕nj=1gj , where n ≥ 2
and gj is a copy of the m-th real or complex Heisenberg algebra. Then
permutation of the copies of g˜j gives an action Sny g˜, and we may
seek an Sn-invariant R-linear subspace K ⊂ V˜2 which satisfies (10.18)
and (10.19).
Example 10.27. (Decomposable product quotients) Suppose g = g˜/K
is a product quotient, and let g′ be the direct sum of N ≥ 2 copies of g.
Then g′ is also a product quotient, as the conditions of Lemma 10.17
clearly carry over to g′.
10.4. Decomposition of product quotients. Let (g, {Vj}
2
j=1) be a
product quotient as discussed in the preceding subsection. Hence there
are canonically defined graded subalgebras g1, . . . , gn ⊂ g, and a graded
epimorphism π : g˜ := ⊕jgj → g, where g˜ has the direct sum grading,
and the kernel K ⊂ V˜2 satisfies (10.18)–(10.20) above. We have canon-
ical actions
Aut(g) = Stab(K,Aut(g˜))y g˜
and Aut(g)y{1, . . . , n}.
Definition 10.28. A product quotient (g, {Vj}
2
j=1) is conformal if
the action Aut(g)y g˜ preserves a conformal structure on V˜2, i.e. if
there is an inner product on V˜2 that is Aut(g)-invariant up to scale.
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Remark 10.29. We emphasize to the reader that graded automorphisms
of conformal product quotients act conformally on the second layer, but
not necessarily on the first layer.
Lemma 10.30. Every product quotient g has graded direct sum de-
composition g = ⊕kgˆk, where the summands gˆk are conformal prod-
uct quotients, and the decomposition is respected by Aut(g), i.e. each
Φ ∈ Aut(g) induces a permutation of the summands.
The proof of the lemma will occupy the remainder of this subsection.
We now fix a product quotient (g, {Vj}
2
j=1).
Our approach to proving Lemma 10.30 is to find a partition of
{1, . . . , n} that is compatible withK and the action Aut(g)y{1, . . . , n}.
Definition 10.31. A partition {1, . . . , n} = J1⊔. . .⊔Jℓ isK-compatible
if the direct sum decomposition
(10.32) V˜2 = (⊕j∈J1V˜2,j)⊕ . . .⊕ (⊕j∈JℓV˜2,j) .
is compatible with K:
K = (K ∩ ⊕j∈J1V˜2,j)⊕ . . .⊕ (K ∩ ⊕j∈JℓV˜2,j).
Lemma 10.33.
(1) A partition {1, . . . , n} = J1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ Jℓ is K-compatible iff K is
invariant under each projection πJk : V˜2 → ⊕j∈JkV2,j.
(2) A K-compatible partition gives rise to graded decomposition of
g. If the partition is invariant under the action Aut(g)y{1, . . . , n},
then the resulting graded decomposition of g is Aut(g)-invariant.
(3) There exists a unique finest K-compatible partition.
(4) The partition in (3) induces an Aut(g)-invariant graded decom-
position of g into product quotients.
Proof. (1) and (2) are straightforward.
(3). If J1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ Jℓ and J
′
1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ J
′
ℓ′ are both K-compatible then
(1) implies that K is invariant under πJk∩J ′k′ = πJk ◦ πJ
′
k′
for all k ∈
{1, . . . , ℓ}, k′ ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ′}. Hence the common refinement J ′′1 ⊔ . . .⊔J
′′
ℓ′′
is also K-compatible by (1). This implies (3).
(4). This follows readily from the definitions. 
We now let {1, . . . , n} = J1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ Jℓ be the finest K-compatible
partition given by the lemma. Letting
Vˆk := ⊕j∈Jk V˜2,j , Kˆk := K ∩ Vˆk ,
gˆk := (⊕j∈JkV1,j)⊕ (Vˆk/Kˆk) ⊂ g ,
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we have Aut(g)-invariant decompositions
V˜2 = ⊕kVˆk , K = ⊕kKˆk , g = ⊕kgˆk .
We consider the action Aut(g)y g˜. LetD ⊂ Aut(g) be the subgroup
that leaves each summand gj ⊂ g˜ invariant, and acts on each summand
by F-linear automorphisms. Then D has finite index in Aut(g) because
by Lemma 10.6 the F-linear automorphisms of gj have index at most
2 in its full automorphism group (as a graded algebra over R). Thus
D acts on V˜2 = ⊕jV˜2,j ≃ Fn by linear transformations that are di-
agonalizable over F, and even when F = C, these admit generalized
eigenspace decompositions over R (i.e. direct sum decompositions into
2-dimensional irreducible subspaces).
Lemma 10.34. If A ∈ D and k ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}, then the restriction of
A to Vˆk has a single eigenvalue if F = R or eigenvalues with the same
modulus if F = C.
Proof. Suppose A|
Vˆk
has distinct eigenvalues if F = R, or two eigenval-
ues with distinct modulus, if F = C. Then the (generalized) eigenspaces
of A|
Vˆk
on Vˆk give a nontrivial direct sum decomposition of Vˆk corre-
sponding to a nontrivial partition Jk = J¯1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ J¯ℓ¯:
(10.35) Vˆk = (⊕j∈J¯1 V˜2,j)⊕ . . .⊕ (⊕j∈J¯ℓV˜2,j) .
Notice that idV˜k = π1+ . . .+πℓ¯ where the πis are idempotents realizing
the decomposition (10.35), and each πj is a polynomial in A with coef-
ficients in R. Since K is D-invariant, we therefore obtain a nontrivial
decomposition
Kˆk = (Kˆk ∩ ⊕j∈J¯1 V˜2,j)⊕ . . .⊕ (Kˆk ∩ ⊕j∈J¯ℓ¯V˜2,j) .
This contradicts the assumption that J1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ Jℓ is the finest K-
compatible decomposition of V˜2. 
Pick k ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}. Choose an inner product 〈·, ·〉k on Vˆk such that:
• The subspaces {V2,j}j∈Jk are 〈·, ·〉k-orthogonal.
• If F = C, then complex multiplication is 〈·, ·〉k-orthogonal.
In view of the definition of D and Lemma 10.34, D acts conformally
on 〈·, ·〉k. Since D has finite index in the stabilizer Stab(Jk,Aut(g)),
there is an inner product 〈·, ·〉′k on Vˆk on which Stab(Jk,Aut(g)) acts
conformally. This completes the proof of Lemma 10.30.
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11. Rigidity of product-quotients
The remainder of the paper is concerned with the rigidity of map-
pings G ⊃ U → U ′ ⊂ G where G is a product quotient – one of the
non-rigid Carnot groups that emerged from the structure theorem in
Section 10. In this section we will state the main rigidity result for
such groups (Theorem 13), and give the proof using results from Sec-
tions 12-14.
For the remainder of the paper we let G = G˜/ exp(K) be a product
quotient (Definition 10.21), and will use the notation from Lemma 10.17
for g˜ = ⊕ni=1g˜i, K ⊂ V˜2, etc.
Theorem 11.1. Let G = G˜/ exp(K) be a product quotient of ho-
mogeneous dimension ν, and g˜ = V˜1 ⊕ V˜2 be the layer decomposi-
tion of its graded Lie algebra. Suppose p > ν, U ⊂ G is open, and
f : G ⊃ U → G is a W 1,ploc -mapping such that the sign of the determi-
nant of DPf(x) : g→ g is essentially constant. Then there is a locally
constant assignment of a permutation U ∋ x 7→ σx ∈ Sn such that:
(1) For a.e. x ∈ U , the Pansu derivative DPf(x) permutes the
subalgebras g1, . . . , gn ⊂ g in accordance with the permutation
σ:
DPf(x)(gi) = gσx(i) .
(2) For every x ∈ U , cosets of Gi are mapped to cosets of Gσx(i)
locally near x: there is neighborhood Vx of x such that for every
1 ≤ j ≤ n, and every y ∈ V ,
f(Vx ∩ yGi) ⊂ f(y)Gσx(i) .
Proof. Note that (2) follows from (1) by Lemma 2.16.
We may assume that n ≥ 2 since otherwise the theorem is trivial.
Case 1. Each g˜i is either a copy of a complex Heisenberg algebra or
a real Heisenberg algebra hm with m ≥ 2. In this case we are done by
Section 14.
Case 2. Each g˜i is a copy of the first real Heisenberg algebra for all
i.
Case 2a. g does not have a nontrivial decomposition as a direct sum
of graded Lie algebras. Then dimK ≥ 1, and the cases when dimK = 1
and dimK ≥ 2 are treated in Sections 12 and 13, respectively.
Case 2b. g has a nontrivial direct sum decomposition g = ⊕j gˆj
where the gˆjs are indecomposable. By Theorem 7.1, after shrinking the
domain and postcomposing with an isometry G → G which permutes
the factors, we may assume that f is a product mapping. Applying
Case 2a to each factor mapping, the theorem follows. 
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We remark that the proofs in Cases 1, 2a, and 2b are all ultimately
based on an application of the Pullback Theorem (Theorem 4.2),∫
U
f ∗P (α) ∧ d(ϕβ) = 0,
with ϕ ∈ C∞c (U) and suitable closed left-invariant forms α and β
which satisfy the conditions degα + deg β = N − 1 and weight(α) +
weight(β) ≤ −ν + 1. A more detailed motivation for the choice of
the forms α and β is given at the beginning of Sections 12-14 where
the three different cases are treated. Here we just outline some guid-
ing principles which helped us to identify good classes of left-invariant
forms.
(i) The pull-back of α by the Pansu differential DPf(x) (or its lift
to DP f˜(x) ∈ Stab(K,Aut g˜), see Lemma 10.16) should detect
the permutation σx without depending on too detailed informa-
tion on DPf ;
(ii) We should work with closed forms α modulo exact forms (see
Lemma 4.5);
(iii) There should be a sufficient supply of ’complementary’ forms β
which are closed but not exact.
Regarding (i) we found it useful to look for forms which are related to
the action of fP on the second layer V2 (or its lift V˜2) as this action
captures the permutation but is in general much simpler. This would
suggest to take α as linear combination of wedge products of forms
in Λ1V2. Such forms are, however, in general not closed: the exterior
derivative maps Λ1V2 to Λ
2V1 and in fact to ⊕
n
i=1Λ
2V1,i. Thus we
consider linear combinations of wedge products of Λ2V1,i and Λ
1V2,
and look for closed forms modulo exact forms.
12. Indecomposable product-quotients with dimK = 1
In this section and the next we prove Theorem 11.1 for product
quotients G = G˜/ exp(K) where G˜ is a product of copies of the first
Heisenberg group; we remark that in this case it suffices to assume that
the Pansu differential is an isomorphism almost everywhere – the sign
condition on the determinant will not be used. In Subsection 12.1 we
fix notation that will remain in force for this section and the next. In
Subsection 12.2 we show that the case when dimK = 1 reduces to the
case that K is the diagonal subspace
∑
m Y˜m. In Subsection 12.3 we
carry out the proof of the rigidity theorem, after first motivating the
argument by comparing with the product case.
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12.1. Notation for product quotients of the first Heisenberg
group. Let h denote the first real Heisenberg algebra. We denote
by X˜1, X˜2, X˜3 its standard basis with [X˜1, X˜2] = −X˜3. As usual we
identify elements of the algebra with left-invariant vector fields of the
first real Heisenberg group H . The elements of dual basis are denoted
by θ˜i and satisfy dθ˜3 = θ˜1 ∧ θ˜2.
Let g˜ = ⊕ni=1g˜i where g˜i is a copy of h, and let X˜1, . . . X˜3n be the
basis of g˜, where X˜3i−2, X˜3i−1, X˜3i form a standard basis for g˜i, i.e.
[X˜3i−2, X˜3i−1] = −X˜3i. The dual basis is θ˜1, . . . θ˜3i with dθ˜3i = θ˜3i−2 ∧
θ˜3i−1. The first layer subspace V˜1,i is spanned by X˜3i−2 and X˜3i−1 and
the second layer subspace V˜2,i is spanned by X˜3i. To shorten notation,
we will identify V˜1,j with V1,j , and drop the tilde when denoting first
layer vectors and forms. We further introduce the shorthand notation
(12.1) τ˜i = θ˜3i, Y˜i = X˜3i
and
(12.2) γi = θ3i−2 ∧ θ3i−1, Zi = X3i−2 ∧X3i−1.
We also consider
(12.3) τ , a volume form on V2 = V˜2/K,
and
(12.4) ω = γ1 ∧ . . . ∧ γn ∧ τ , a volume form on g.
12.2. Reduction to convenient K by anisotropic dilation. For
the remainder of this section, we will assume that dimK = 1.
We now show that without loss of generality we may take K =
span(
∑n
i=1 Y˜i).
Lemma 12.5. There exists a graded automorphism Ψ : g˜ → g˜ such
that Ψ(span(
∑n
i=1 Y˜i)) = K. In particular, Ψ induces an isomorphism
of graded algebras g˜/(
∑
i Y˜i)→ g˜/K.
Proof. Suppose that K ⊂ ⊕i 6=i′V2,i for some i
′. Since Stab(K,Aut(g˜))
acts transitively on the collection of subspaces {V1,i}1≤i≤n and hence
also on the collection {V2,i}1≤i≤n we deduce thatK ⊂ ⊕i 6=i′V2,i for all i
′,
so K ⊂ ∩i′(⊕i 6=i′V2,i) = {0}. This contradicts the fact that dimK = 1.
Therefore we have K = span(
∑
i µiY˜i) where µi 6= 0 for all i.
For every i, let Ψi : h ≃ g˜i → g˜i be a graded automorphism with
Ψi |V˜2,i= µi idV˜2,i , and define Ψ := ⊕Ψi : g˜ → g˜. Then Ψ(
∑
i Y˜i) =∑
i µiY˜i as desired. 
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In view of Lemma 12.5 we will from now on assume without loss of
generality that
(12.6) K = span(
n∑
i=1
Y˜i).
Proposition 12.7. If Φ ∈ Aut(g) and Φ˜ ∈ Stab(K,Aut(g˜)) is the
unique lift provided by Lemma 10.16, then there exist a λ 6= 0 and a
permutation σ ∈ Sn such that
(12.8)
Φ˜∗τ˜i = λτ˜σ−1(i), Φ˜
∗γ˜i = λγ˜σ−1(i), Φ
∗γi = λγσ−1(i) ∀i = 1, . . . , n,
or, equivalently,
(12.9)
Φ˜∗Y˜i = λY˜σ(i), Φ˜∗(Z˜i) = λZ˜σ(i), Φ∗(Zi) = λZσ(i) ∀i = 1, . . . , n
where Zi = X3i−2 ∧X3i−1.
Proof. Since Φ permutes the collections {V˜1,i}, {V˜2,i} there exist µi such
that
ΦY˜i = µiY˜σ(i).
Since Φ preserves K the vector
∑n
j=1 Y˜j must be an eigenvector of Φ
Φ
n∑
j=1
Y˜j = λ
n∑
j=1
Y˜j.
Comparison gives µi = λ for all i = 1, . . . , n. From this identity all the
assertions follow easily. 
12.3. Local constancy of the permutation. Let f : G ⊃ U →
G be a W 1,qloc -mapping for some q > ν, and assume that the Pansu
differential DPf(x) : g→ g is an isomorphism for a.e. x ∈ U .
Our approach to controlling f is motivated by the treatment of prod-
ucts
∏
j H, where we applied the pullback theorem to the wedge product
f ∗P (dτ˜j ∧ τ˜j)∧ d(ϕβˆ) where 1 ≤ j ≤ n and βˆ is a suitably chosen closed
codegree 4 form. The form βˆ may be expressed as iXβ where
β = iYmiX3m−2iX3m−1ω = ±dτ˜1 ∧ τ˜1 ∧ . . . ̂dτ˜m ∧ τ˜m ∧ . . . ∧ dτ˜n ∧ τ˜n
for some m ∈ {1, . . . , n} and X ∈ ⊕j 6=mV1,j .
Note that in the present context the forms τ˜i are not well-defined
because they do not descend to the quotient g = g˜/K. We observe
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that the differences τ˜i,j := τ˜i − τ˜j descend to well-defined forms τi,j for
all i 6= j. This motivates our choice of the 3-forms
(12.10) ωij := (γi + γj) ∧ (τi,j) = (dτ˜i + dτ˜j) ∧ (τ˜i − τ˜j)
for 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n. We will apply the pullback theorem to f ∗Pωij ∧
d(ϕ iXβ) where β is a closed codegree 3 form given below. It follows
from Proposition 12.7 that
(12.11) f ∗P (ωij) = λ
2(x)(ωσ−1x (i)σ−1x (j)).
At the heart of the matter are the following two identities.
Lemma 12.12. Let m ∈ {1, . . . , n} and set
(12.13) β = iYmiX3m−2iX3m−1ω
where Ym := Y˜m + K is the image of Y˜m under the projection g˜ → g.
Then
(12.14) d(iXβ) = 0 ∀X ∈ ⊕j 6=mV1,j
and iXβ is a form of codegree 4 and weight ≤ −ν + 5. Moreover,
ωkl ∧ d(ϕiXβ) =

0 if k 6= m and l 6= m
−(Xϕ)ω if k = m and l 6= m
(Xϕ)ω if k 6= m and l = m.
(12.15)
Proof. Using (3.15), (14.3) and the identity [X3m−2, X3m−1] = −Ym we
get
d(iXβ) = − d(iYmiX3m−2iX3m−1iXω) = iYmd(iX3m−2iX3m−1iXω)
= − iYmiXi[X3m−2,X3m−1]ω = iYmiX iYmω = 0
since iYm ◦ iYm = 0.
Now
ωkl ∧ d(ϕiXβ)
=ωkl ∧ dϕ ∧ iX iYmiX3m−2iX3m−1ω
=(ωkl ∧ dϕ)(X3m−1, X3m−2, Ym, X)ω
=ωkl(X3m−1, X3m−2, Ym) dϕ(X)ω.
In the last step we used that
ωkl(X,X3m−2, X3m−1) = (γk + γl) ∧ τk,l(X,X3m−2, X3m−1) = 0
because τk,l vanishes on V1, and ωkl(X,X3m−i′ , ·) = 0 for i
′ ∈ {1, 2}
because γj(X,X
′) = 0 for X ′ ∈ Vm,1 and X /∈ Vm,1. Since γj vanishes
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on V2 and τk,l vanishes on V1 we get
ωkl(X3m−1, X3m−2, Ym) = (γk + γl)(X3m−1, X3m−2) (τ˜k − τ˜l)(Ym)
= −(δkm + δlm) (δkm − δlm)
= −(δkm − δlm)
This concludes the proof of (12.15). 
We now choose X and β as in Lemma 12.12 and let
(12.16) Pmi(x) = δmσ−1x (i) = δσx(m)i .
Since iXβ is closed and has weight ≤ −ν + 5 the form d(ϕiXβ) =
dϕ ∧ iXβ has weight ≤ −ν + 4 and codegree 3. Since ωij is closed,
has degree 3 and weight −4 we can apply the Pullback Theorem to
f ∗P (ωij) ∧ d(ϕiXβ) and using (12.11) and (12.15) we get
(12.17) X [λ2(Pmi − Pmj)] = 0
in the sense of distributions, for every i, j,m ∈ {1, . . . , n} and every
X ∈ V1,ℓ with l 6= m.
Lemma 12.18. The permutation σ and function λ2 are constant al-
most everywhere.
Proof. Let h : R → [0,∞) be given by h(t) = max(t, 0). Then by
(12.17) and Lemma 2.11
Xh
(
λ2(Pmi − Pmj)
)
= 0
for every i, j,m ∈ {1, . . . , n} and every X ∈ V1,ℓ with l 6= m. Now
assume j 6= i and note that Pmi−Pmj ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and that Pmi−Pmj =
1 if and only if Pmi = 1. Thus
h
(
λ2(Pmi − Pmj)
)
= λ2Pmi.
Hence
∀i,m ∀l 6= m ∀X ∈ V1,l X(λ
2Pmi) = 0.
Since
∑n
i=1 Pmi = 1 we get
Xλ2 = 0
for all X ∈ V1,l and l 6= m. Choosing m = 1 and m = 2 we conclude
that Xλ2 = 0 for all X ∈ V1 and hence that λ
2 is constant a.e. and
∀i,m ∀l 6= m ∀X ∈ V1,l XPmi = 0.
In particular
XPm′i = 0 for m
′ 6= m and X ∈ V1,m.
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Since Pmi = 1−
∑
m′ 6=m Pm′i we deduce that XPmi = 0 for all X ∈ V1.
Thus the matrix P and the permutation σ are constant a.e. 
13. Indecomposable product-quotients with dimK ≥ 2
In this section we will retain the notation and conventions from Sub-
section 12.1. The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 11.1 for
indecomposable product quotients G = (
∏n
i=1Gi)/ exp(K) where Gi
is a copy of the first Heisenberg group and dimK ≥ 2. The argu-
ment in this case is significantly more complicated than the case when
dimK = 1, so we will first give some motivation and an overview in
Subsection 13.1.
13.1. Overview of the proof. We recall that in the dimK = 1
case, our approach was to apply the pullback theorem to the closed
left invariant forms ωij and iXβ, which are of degree 3 and codegree
4, respectively, and have appropriate weight. It turns out that when
dimK ≥ 2 such forms typically do not exist, so we use a different
strategy.
We first reduce to the case when the lift Φ˜ ∈ Stab(K,Aut(g˜)) of
every graded automorphism Φ ∈ Aut(g) acts orthogonally on V˜2 with
respect to the inner product induced by the basis {Y˜1, . . . , Y˜n} ⊂ V˜2.
In particular letting D˜Pf(x) denote the lift of the Pansu differential
DPf(x) of our quasisymmetric homeomorphism f : U → G, we note
that f is somewhat reminiscent of a conformal mapping, in the sense
that its differential is conformal, although only when restricted to the
second layer.
The above observation suggests that we look to the proof of Liou-
ville’s theorem for inspiration. In its simplest form it states that a
Lipschitz map f : U ⊂ Rn → Rn which satisfies ∇f ∈ SO(n) a.e.
has locally constant gradient. The key idea is to use the relations
curl∇f = 0 and div cof∇f = 0 for every Lipschitz map. In connection
with the pointwise identity cof∇f = ∇f a.e. they imply that f is
weakly harmonic and hence smooth. The differential constraints on f
can be derived by pulling back constant differential forms of degree 1
and codegree 1. In our setting we are interested in the action of the
Pansu differential on the second layer. This action can be captured
by using special degree 2 forms in the first layer (namely elements of
⊕ni=1Λ
2V1,i). Thus the analogy with the proof of Liouville’s theorem
suggests the use of the closed degree 2 forms γi = θ3i−2 ∧ θ3i−1 and
closed codegree 2 forms of the type iZω where ω is a volume form on G
(see (12.4)) and Z is a two-vector in ⊕ni=1Λ2V1,i. Indeed Lemma 13.14
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can be seen as a counterpart of the property curl∇f = 0 while (13.25)
can be viewed as a counterpart of the identity div cof∇f = 0.
The use of these forms will show that lift D˜Pf(x) ∈ Stab(K,Aut(g˜))
of the Pansu differential DPf(x) acts as a constant on K (see Theo-
rem 13.24 below). We then look at the group H ′ of graded automor-
phisms of g˜ = ⊕ni=1g˜i which act as the identity on K. If the induced
action H ′y I = {1, . . . , n} (which reflects the permutation of the col-
lection {V2,i} by such a graded automorphism) is trivial we are done.
If not, then we have the induced decomposition I = I1 ⊔ . . . Ik into
H ′-orbits, and it is easy to see that the projection of K onto each of
the corresponding subspaces VIj = ⊕k∈IjV2,k is one-dimensional (see
Lemma 13.26 below). Then we can use the argument for the case
dimK = 1 to show that the permutation induced by DPf(x) is locally
constant on each orbit and hence locally constant (see Section 13.5
below).
13.2. Set-up. Retaining the notation from Section 12.1 we consider
g˜ =
∑n
i=1 g˜i where g˜i is a copy of the first Heisenberg algebra, and
let g = g˜/K be an indecomposable product-quotient. By Lemma 10.30
there exists a scalar product b on V˜2 such that the action of Stab(K,Aut(g˜))
is conformal, i.e., invariant up to scaling; in other words, g is a confor-
mal product quotient, see Definition 10.28.
Proposition 13.1. There exists an anisotropic dilation δµ such that
the action of Stab(δµK,Aut(g˜)) is conformal with respect to the stan-
dard scalar product on V2 which is characterized by the identities (Y˜i, Y˜j) =
δij.
Proof. We first note that for every anisotropic dilation δµ the quo-
tient g˜/δµK is an indecomposable product quotient and that the push-
forward scalar product (δµ)∗b is Aut(g˜/δµK) invariant up to scal-
ing. Indeed, δµ is a graded automorphism of g˜ that sends the ideal
K to δµK. Thus δµ induces a graded isomorphism from g˜/K to
g˜/δµK. Moreover δµ : (V˜2, b) → (V˜2, (δµ)∗b) is a linear isometry and
Stab(δµK, g˜) = δµ ◦ Stab(K, g) ◦ δ
−1
µ
. Hence Stab(δµK, g˜) preserves
(δµ)∗b up to scaling.
We now choose a special dilation by taking µi = (b(Yi, Yi))
1/2. Then
(13.2) (δµ)∗b(Y˜i, Y˜i) = b(δ
−1
µ
Y˜i, δ
−1
µ
Y˜i) = µ
−2
i b(Y˜i, Y˜i) = 1.
The action of Φ ∈ Stab(δµK,Aut(g˜)) on the second layer can be
written as a product of a permutation and an invertible diagonal oper-
ator. In view of (13.2) permutations preserve (δµ)∗b. Since Φ preserves
(δµ)∗b up to a scalar factor the diagonal operator must also preserve
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that scalar product up to a scalar factor. It follows that the norm of
the eigenvalues of the diagonal operator is constant. Then the diago-
nal operator also preserves the standard scalar product up to a scalar
factor. Since permutations preserve the standard scalar product the
assertion follows. 
To simplify the notation we will assume from now on without loss of
generality
Stab(K,Aut(g˜)) acts conformally on the second layer(13.3)
with respect to the standard scalar product.
Proposition 13.4. Let Φ ∈ Stab(K,Aut(g˜)) and let σ = σΦ be the
induced permutation of the subspaces V1,i (and V2,i). Then there exist
λΦ ∈ (0,∞), a diagonal matrix SΦ with entries si ∈ {−1, 1}, and a
permutation matrix PΦ with the following properties. If m ∈ Rn and
Y =
n∑
j=1
mjYj, Z =
n∑
j=1
mjZj
then
Φ(Y ) =
n∑
i=1
(λΦSΦPΦm)iYi, Φ∗(Z) =
n∑
i=1
(λΦSΦPΦm)iZi.
Moreover (PΦ)ij = δiσΦ(j) and SΦ and λΦ are uniquely determined and
(13.5) SΦ ∈ O(n), PΦ ∈ O(n).
(Note that this definition of P differs from the one in Sections 14 and
12 by a transpose.)
Proof. There exist µi 6= 0 such that Φ(Yj) = µσ(j)Yσ(j). It follows
from (13.3) that there exist a λ ∈ (0,∞) such that |µσ(j)| = λ for
all j = 1, . . . , n. Set si = µi/λ. Then si ∈ {−1, 1} and Φ(Yj) =∑n
i=1(λSP )ijYi. Thus the formula for Φ(Y ) follows by linearity.
The formula for Φ(Z) is proved similarly. Alternatively one can use
the following facts. There is a unique linear map L[ ] : Λ2V1 → V2
such that L[ ](X ∧Y ) = [X, Y ]. This map commutes with every graded
homomorphism Φ, i.e., Φ ◦ L[ ] = L[ ] ◦ Φ∗. For the first Heisenberg
group the restriction of L[ ] to ⊕
n
i=1Λ2V1,i is a linear isomorphism onto
V2 and L[ ]Zi = −Yi.
Uniqueness of λ = |Φ(Yj)| and the si is verified easily. The property
(13.5) follows directly from the definition of P and S. 
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13.3. Restrictions on the Pansu differential arising from the
pull-back of 2-forms.
For the remainder of Section 13 we fix [BK] for some q > ν a W 1,qloc -
mapping f : G ⊃ U → G, where U is open and the determinant of
the Pansu differential DPf(x) : g → g has essentially constant sign.
At each point x ∈ U of Pansu differentiability the Pansu differential,
viewed as an automorphism of the algebra g = g˜/K, can be identified
with an element of Stab(K,Aut(g˜)), which we denote by
(13.6) D˜Pf(x) ∈ Stab(K,Aut(g˜)).
Recalling the notation in Proposition 13.4 we set
(13.7) λ(x) = λD˜P f(x), S(x) = SD˜P f(x), P (x) = PD˜P f(x).
We also define
(13.8) Kˆ := {m ∈ Rn :
n∑
i=1
miYi ∈ K}.
Note that D˜Pf(x) preserves K and thus by Proposition 13.4
(13.9) S(x)P (x)Kˆ = Kˆ.
The key calculation is contained in the following result.
Lemma 13.10. Let k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, X ∈ V1,k and Z =
∑n
i=1miZi.
Then
d(iZω) = 0 ∀m ∈ Kˆ,(13.11)
d(iXiZω) = 0 ∀m ∈ Kˆ ∩ e
⊥
k .(13.12)
For ϕ ∈ C∞c (U) we have
(13.13) f ∗P (γi) ∧ d(ϕiXiZω) = (λSPm)iXϕω ∀m ∈ Kˆ ∩ e
⊥
k .
Proof. Since Zi = X3i−2 ∧X3i−1 and [X3i−2, X3i−1] = −Y˜i we get from
(3.3) and (3.11)
d(iZiω) = d(iX3i−1iX3i−2ω) = iYiω
where iYiω is a shorthand for iYi+Kω (see the end of Section 3.1). If
m ∈ Kˆ then Y :=
∑n
i=1miYi ∈ K and thus
d(iZω) = iY ω = 0
since ω annihilates K. Similarly to prove (13.12) we use (3.12) and get
d(iXiZiω) = −iX iYiω ∀i 6= k.
Multiplying by mi, summing over i and using that mk = 0 we get
d(iXiZω) = −iX iY ω = 0 since Y ∈ K.
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To show (13.13) we compute
f ∗P (γi) ∧ d(ϕ iXiZω) = f
∗
P (γi) ∧ dϕ ∧ iX iZω
= (f ∗P (γi) ∧ dϕ)(Z ∧X)ω = f
∗
P (γi)(Z) dϕ(X)ω.
To get the second equality we used the identity iX◦iZ = iZ∧X (see (3.3))
and (3.5). For the last equality we used mk = 0 and f
∗
P (γi)(X, Y ) = 0
if X ∈ V1,k and Y ∈ V1,j with j 6= k since f
∗
P (γi) is a linear combination
of the forms γj. Now it follows from Proposition 13.4 that
f ∗P (γi)(Z) = γi((DPf)∗Z) =
m∑
j=1
(λSP )ijmj = (λSPm)i.
This concludes the proof of (13.13). 
Lemma 13.14. Let k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then
(13.15) X(λSPm) = 0 ∀X ∈ V1,k, m ∈ Kˆ ∩ e
⊥
k ,
in the sense of distributions on U and
(13.16) λ is locally constant almost everywhere in U .
Proof. By Lemma 13.10, the form iX iZω is a closed codegree 3 form
with weight ≤ −ν + 3. Thus d(ϕiXiZω) = dϕ ∧ iX iZω is a codegree 2
with weight ≤ −ν + 2. Moreover γi is a closed 2-form of weight −2.
Hence the identity (13.15) follows from the pullback theorem (Theo-
rem 4.2) and equation (13.13).
To prove (13.16) it suffices to show Xλ = 0 for all X ∈ V1,k and
all k = 1, . . . , n. Fix k. Since dimK ≥ 2 the set Kˆ ∩ e⊥k contains an
element m with |m| = 1. Since P and S are isometries and λ > 0 we
have λ = |λSPm|. Thus the desired assertion Xλ = 0 follows from
Lemma 2.11 by taking h(v) = |v|. 
13.4. Restrictions from codegree 2 forms and constant action
on K. We continue the analysis of the quasiconformal map f : U →
f(U) ⊂ G. The map SP is an isometry of Rn and maps Kˆ to it-
self. Hence (SP )T = (SP )−1 also maps Kˆ to itself. Thus (13.15) is
equivalent to
(13.17) X((λSP )Ta,m) = 0 ∀a ∈ Kˆ, m ∈ Kˆ ∩ e⊥k , X ∈ V1,k.
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We already know that λ is locally constant. To show that SP |Kˆ is
locally constant we need to show that in addition
(13.18) X((SP )Ta, ek) = 0 ∀a ∈ Kˆ, X ∈ V1,k.
This will be achieved by pulling back suitable closed codegree 2
forms. The main identities are contained in the following lemma.
Lemma 13.19. Let Φ ∈ Stab(K,Aut(g˜)), viewed as an element of
Aut(g), let λΦ, SΦ and PΦ be the quantities introduced in Proposi-
tion 13.4. Let m ∈ Kˆ and set Z =
∑n
i=1miZi. Then
| detΦ| = λ2n−dimKΦ ,(13.20)
d(iZω) = 0,(13.21)
and for every two-form α
(13.22) Φ∗(iZω) ∧ α = detΦα(Φ
−1Z)ω.
Proof. The determinant of Φ is characterised by the identity Φ∗(ω) =
det Φω. It follows from Proposition 13.4 that
(13.23) Φ∗(∧ni=1γi) = λ
n det(SP ) ∧ni=1 γi = ±λ
n ∧ni=1 γi.
Moreover V2 = V˜2/K can be identified with K
⊥ and λ−1Φ, viewed as a
map on V˜2, is an isometry and preserves K and hence K
⊥. Thus λ−1Φ
restricted to K⊥ has determinant ±1 and hence
Φ∗(τ) = ±λn−dimKτ
for every volume form τ on V2. Together with (13.23) this implies
(13.20).
The second assertion is just (13.11).
To show (13.22) we compute
Φ∗(iZω) ∧ α = Φ
∗(iZω ∧ (Φ
−1)∗α)
= det Φ iZω ∧ (Φ
−1)∗α
= detΦ
(
(Φ−1)∗α
)
(Z)ω = detΦα(Φ−1Z)ω.

Theorem 13.24. The restriction of λSP to Kˆ is locally constant al-
most everywhere in U .
Proof. Let Z be as in Lemma 13.19, and pick k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Let
η = ϕθ3k−1 and ϕ ∈ C
∞
c (U). Thus dη = dϕ ∧ θ3k−1. Now iZω has
codegree 2 and weight −ν + 2 while the form dη has weight ≤ −2.
Thus the pullback theorem applies to f ∗P (iZω) ∧ dη. Since detDPf
has essentially constant sign by hypothesis, after post-composing with
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a graded automorphism if necessary, we may assume without loss of
generality that detDPf > 0 a.e. and thus Lemma 13.19 implies that
f ∗P (iZω) ∧ dη = λ
2n−dimK(dϕ ∧ θ3k−1)((DPf)
−1(Z))ω.
Since (DPf)
−1(Z) ∈ ⊕ni=1Λ2V1,i only the term with i = k contributes
and we get
(dϕ∧θ3k−1)((DPf)
−1(Z)) = (X3k−2ϕ) γk((DPf)
−1Z)
=(X3k−2ϕ) λ
−1((SP )−1m, ek).
Since λ is locally constant it follows that
X3k−2((SP )
−1m, ek) = 0 ∀m ∈ Kˆ.
Using the form η = ϕθ3k−2 we get the same assertion with X3k−2 re-
placed by X3k−1. Using that (SP )
−1 = (SP )T we thus conclude that
(13.25) X((SP )Ta, ek) = 0 ∀a ∈ Kˆ, X ∈ V1,k.
Combining this with (13.17) we deduce that X(SP )Ta = 0 for all
a ∈ Kˆ, all X ∈ V1,k and all k. Therefore λSP is locally constant, as
desired. 
13.5. Constancy of the permutation. It follows from Theorem
13.24 that after composing f with a graded automorphism of G and
shrinking U we may assume without loss of generality that D˜Pf acts
as the identity on K. In this subsection we analyse the graded au-
tomorphisms which act as the identity on K and then show that the
permutation induced by D˜Pf is locally constant.
To simplify notation, we let H := Aut(g) be the graded automor-
phism group of g. By Lemma 10.16 we know thatH canonically embeds
in Aut(g˜) as the stabilizer of K ⊂ V˜2 ⊂ g˜. Therefore we have actions
Hy g, Hy g˜ by graded automorphisms, as well as the induced action
Hy I = {1, . . . , n} on the (set of indices of the) summands g˜i, and
the restriction action HyK. We let
H ′ := {h ∈ H | h ·W =W , ∀W ∈ K} ⊂ H
be the ineffective kernel of the action HyK; since H ′ is the kernel of
a homomorphism, it is a normal subgroup of H .
We let I = I1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ Ik be the decomposition of I into the dis-
tinct orbits of the action H ′y I; as H ′ is normal in H , the H ′-orbit
decomposition is respected by H .
We let V˜2,Ij = ⊕i∈Ij V˜2,i, so we have direct sum decomposition V˜2 =
⊕jV˜2,Ij . For every j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, let Kj := πV˜2,Ij
(K).
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Lemma 13.26. dimKj = 1 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
Proof. We first claim that H preserves the collection {Kj}1≤j≤k, and
acts transitively on it. To see this, note that H preserves K and the
direct sum decomposition V˜2 = ⊕iV˜2,i. Therefore if h ∈ H and h(Ij) =
Ij′, then h ◦ πV˜2,j = πV˜2,j′ ◦ h, so h(Kj) = Kj′. Since Hy{I1, . . . , Ik} is
transitive, this proves the claim.
It follows that all the Kjs have the same dimension, and since K ⊂
⊕jKj we must have dimKj ≥ 1 for all j.
Now suppose dimKj ≥ 2 for some j. Choose i0 ∈ Ij . Since |Ij| ≥
dimKj ≥ 2, the set Ij \ {i0} is nonempty, and it follows that Kj
intersects the hyperplane ⊕i∈Ij\{i0}V˜2,i in some vector W 6= 0. Let
J := {i ∈ Ij | πV˜2,i(W ) 6= 0}. Note that J is invariant under H
′, since
H ′ fixes W and preserves the direct sum decomposition V˜2 = ⊕iV˜2,i.
Since Ij is an H
′-orbit, we must have J = Ij . This contradicts the fact
that J ⊂ Ij \ {i0}. 
Using an argument similar to Lemma 12.5, up to a graded isomor-
phism, we may assume without loss of generality that each Kj ⊂ V2,Ij
is “diagonal”, i.e. Kj = span(
∑
i∈Ij
Yi) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k.
Theorem 13.27. The permutation σx induced by the Pansu differential
D˜Pf(x) is locally constant almost everywhere in U .
Proof. Recall that we have reduced to the case when D˜Pf(x) acts as
the identity on K and Kj = span(
∑
i∈Ij
Yi) for all j ∈ {1, . . . k}. Thus
D˜Pf(x) ∈ H
′ for a.e. x ∈ U . If H ′ = {id} we are done. So we
assume that H ′ 6= {id} and will show that D˜Pf(x) acts as a constant
permutation on each H ′-orbit Ij , for j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Then we can argue
as in the case dimK = 1 to deduce constancy of the permutation.
We provide some details for the convenience of the reader. Let I
be an orbit and V˜2,I = ⊕i∈I V˜2,i. The map D˜Pf(x) preserves V˜2,I and
acts as the identity on the subspace KI = span{
∑
i∈I Y˜2,i}. Thus the
argument in the proof of Proposition 12.7 shows that the identities
in that proposition hold with λ = 1. Recall that Pmi(x) = δmσ−1x (i).
Applying the pull-back theorem to the forms f ∗Pωij ∧ d(ϕiXβ) where
ωij and β are as in (12.10) and (12.13) with i, j,m ∈ I and where
X ∈ V1,l with l 6= m we get as in the proof of Lemma (12.18) the
distributional identity XPmi = 0 for all m, i ∈ I and all X ∈ V1,l with
l 6= m. Since σx(I) = I we have
∑
m∈I Pmi = 1 for all i ∈ I. Now
for X ∈ V1,m we get XPmi = X(1 −
∑
m′∈I\{m} Pm′i) = 0. Thus Pmi is
constant for m, i ∈ I and hence σx|I is constant. 
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14. Product quotients of complex Heisenberg groups and
higher real Heisenberg groups
In this section we prove Theorem 11.1 for product quotients G =
G˜/ exp(K) where G˜ is a product of copies of a higher real Heisenberg
group or complex Heisenberg group. We retain the notation for prod-
uct quotients from Section 11. The approach used in this section is
different, and conceptually simpler, than the ones used in Sections 12
and 13. The main difference between these two situations is that for
the higher real and the complex Heisenberg group there exist linear
independent vectors X, Y in V1,i with [X, Y ] = 0 while this is not the
case for the first Heisenberg group. More systematically consider the
map
(14.1) L[ ] : Λ2V1 → V2, L[ ](X ∧ Y ) = [X, Y ].
For the complex Heisenberg groups and higher real Heisenberg groups
(14.2) keri := kerL[ ] ∩ V1,i
is non-trivial (as follows from a dimension count) while for the first real
Heisenberg group L[ ] : Λ2V1,i → V2 is injective. Any graded automor-
phism – in particular the Pansu differential – permutes the subspaces
keri. Now for complex or higher real Heisenberg product quotients
we can pull back a collection of forms α ∈ Λ2V1,i which restrict to a
basis of the dual space ker′i and take β = iX iZω where X ∈ kerk and
Z ∈ ⊕k′ 6=kV1,k′. The choice of this collection of forms α may look some-
what adhoc at this point, but it is in fact related to our general strategy
to look for closed forms modulo exact forms. The point is that the map
L[] is the dual of the exterior differential d : Λ1V2 → Λ
2V1 ≃ (Λ2V1)
′,
see Remark 14.14 after the end of the proof. With the above choice of
α and β a short argument similar to the one used for products shows
that the permutation of the subspaces induced by DPf must be locally
constant. The subspace K plays no role in this argument. In fact the
argument can also be used to obtain an alternative proof for products
of the complex or the higher real Heisenberg groups.
We now turn to the formal proof. Note first that (3.12), (3.13), the
relation [V1,i, V1,j] = 0 for i 6= j and (3.3) imply that
(14.3)
d(iY iY ′iZω) = −iZ i[Y,Y ′]ω ∀ Y, Y
′ ∈ V1,i, Z ∈ V1,j with i 6= j.
Lemma 14.4. Let k 6= k′, Y, Y ′ ∈ V1,k, Z ∈ V1,k′ and γ ∈ ⊕
n
j=1Λ
2(V1,j).
For U ⊂ G open let ϕ ∈ C1(U). Then the following identities hold in
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U .
d(ϕ iY iY ′iZω) = (Y ϕ) iY ′iZω − (Y
′ϕ)iY iZω + (Zϕ) iY iY ′ω(14.5)
+ϕd(iY iY ′iZω).
(14.6) γ ∧ d(ϕ iY iY ′iZω) = −γ(Y, Y
′) (Zϕ)ω + ϕγ ∧ d(iY iY ′iZω).
If X ∈ Λ2V1,k then
(14.7) γ ∧ d(ϕ iXiZω) = γ(X) (Zϕ)ω + ϕγ ∧ d(iXiZω).
Proof. We have
d(ϕ iY iY ′iZω)− ϕd(iY iY ′iZω) = dϕ ∧ iY iY ′iZω.
Now the graded Leibniz rule (3.4) for the interior derivative gives
dϕ ∧ iY iY ′iZω
= (Y ϕ)iY ′iZω − iY (dϕ ∧ iY ′iZω)
= (Y ϕ)iY ′iZω − iY ((Y
′ϕ)iZω) + iY iY ′(dϕ ∧ iZω)
= (Y ϕ)iY ′iZω − (Y
′ϕ)iY iZω + (Zϕ)iY iY ′ω.
In the last step we used (3.5). This proves (14.5).
The assertion (14.6) now follows from (3.5) and the fact that γ(Y ′, Z) =
γ(Y, Z) = 0 since Z lies in a different first layer subspace than Y and
Y ′. Note that (3.3) gives the identity iY ◦ iY ′ = −iY ∧Y ′ and thus
iY iY ′γ = −γ(Y, Y
′).
Finally for X = −Y ∧Y ′ (14.7) is the same as (14.6) and for general
X the identity (14.7) follows by linearity. 
We now assume that f : G ⊃ U → G is a W 1,qloc -mapping for some
q > ν such that DPf(x) is an isomorphism for a.e. x ∈ U .
Recall that keri is defined in (14.2). The main point in the proof of
Theorem 11.1 for product quotients of the higher groups is to show the
following identity∫
U
α((DPf)∗X) (Zϕ) = 0 ∀ϕ ∈ C
∞
c (U),(14.8)
∀α ∈ ⊕nj=1Λ
2V1,j, X ∈ kerk, Z ∈ V1,k′ with k
′ 6= k.
Then we can deduce easily that the permutation induced by DPf is
locally constant.
To prove (14.8) fix α, X , Z and ϕ and consider the codegree 3 forms
β = iX∧Zω and η = ϕβ.
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It follows from (14.3) and linearity that β is closed. Moreover wt(β) =
−ν + 3. Thus Corollary 4.2 implies that
(14.9)
∫
U
f ∗Pα ∧ dη = 0.
Since DPf permutes the first layer subspaces V1,j it follows that f
∗
Pα ∈
⊕nj=1Λ
2V1,j. Thus we get from (14.7) and (14.3)
f ∗Pα ∧ dη = f
∗
Pα(X) (Zϕ)ω.
This yields (14.8).
To deduce properties of the permutation σx induced byDPf(x) recall
that DPf(x) maps kerk ⊂ Λ2V1,k to kerσx(k). Let
Pkl(x) = δσx(k)l.
If we choose basis vectors Xk,m of kerk then there exist measurable
functions Gmm′ : U → R such that
(DPf)∗Xk,m =
n∑
l=1
Pkl
∑
m′
Gm′mXl,m′
and the matrix G(x) is invertible for a.e. x. Let αk,m′ ∈ Λ
2V1,k be
chosen such that the restrictions to kerk yield a basis of the dual space
ker′k which is dual to the basis Xk,m, i.e. αk,m′(Xk,m) = δmm′ for each
k = 1, . . . , n. Applying (14.8) with X = Xk,m and α = αl,m′ we get for
each k and l
(14.10)
∫
U
PklG (Zϕ)ω = 0 ∀ϕ ∈ C
∞
c (U), Z ∈ V1,k′ with k
′ 6= k.
Define a function h on the space of matrices by h(G) = 1 if detG 6= 0
and h(G) = 0 else. Then h is a Borel function. Since the matrix G in
(14.10) is invertible a.e. in U , we have h(PklG) = Pkl a.e. and it follows
from Lemma 2.11 that
(14.11)
∫
U
Pkl (Zϕ)ω = 0 ∀ϕ ∈ C
∞
c (U), Z ∈ V1,k′ with k
′ 6= k.
In other words,
(14.12) ZPkl = 0 ∀l, ∀Z ∈ V1,k′, k
′ 6= k
in the sense of distributions. By exchanging k and k′ we get
(14.13) ZPk′l = 0 ∀l, ∀Z ∈ V1,k, k
′ 6= k.
Since Pkl = 1 −
∑
k′ 6=k Pk′l we deduce that ZPkl = 0 for all Z ∈ V1
and all k, l. Thus Pkl is locally constant and hence the permutation of
the first layer subspaces induced by DPf(x) is locally constant. This
completes the proof.
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Remark 14.14. The choice of the forms αk,l can be motivated by our
guiding principle to look for closed left-invariant forms modulo exact
left-invariant forms (see Lemma 4.5). First note by (3.19) we have
dα(X, Y ) = −α([X, Y ]) for α ∈ Λ1V2. If we identify two-forms on V1
with the dual space of two-vectors by setting α(X ∧ Y ) = α(X, Y ),
then we see that exterior differentiation d : Λ1V2 → (Λ2V1)
′ is dual
map of −L[]. Now consider first the case that g = ⊕ihi is a direct sum
of n copies of the same (higher) Heisenberg group. A natural space of
closed left-invariant forms to detect the permutation σx induced by the
Pansu differential is the space ⊕iΛ
2V1,i. In this case the relevant space
of exact forms is given by dΛ1V2 = ⊕idΛ
1V2,i. By the duality between
d and −L[] all elements of dΛ
1V2 vanish on all the space keri and the
sets keri are characterized by this condition. Thus to find a basis for
the quotient space ⊕iΛ
2V2,i/dΛ
1V2 it is natural to look for elements of
Λ2V2,i whose restriction to keri vanishes. This leads to the basis αk,l
used in the proof. The fact that there exist non-zero X ∈ keri is crucial
for finding closed codegree forms β = iZiXω which interact well with
the forms αk,l.
If g is a product quotient ⊕ihi/K then it is still true that each
element of dΛ1V2 vanishes on each space keri. Hence the collection of
cosets αk,l + dΛ
1V2 is still linearly independent in the quotient space
and the proof shows that it is sufficiently rich to detect the permutation
σx.
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